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Technology will never replace the innate qualities that a teacher brings to a 
child’s life. However, the two working together can create a powerful 
environment, one that provides teachers with limitless tools and techniques that 
will enrich the teaching and learning experience for our students. 

 
Technology has tremendous potential to enhance our lives. From the moment we 
rise in the morning to the time we fall asleep, technology is there assisting us in 
our personal lives and at work. We are constantly living through disruptive 
innovations that change and challenge us every day. To us, it is a struggle and 
an option to accept; to our students, it is instinctive and at the core of their 
everyday life.  
 
The Savannah-Chatham County Public School’s technology plan emphasizes the 
importance of infusing technology into the instructional and administrative 
process. This three-year plan is organized and structured to guide the district in 
implementing effective technology programs and systems for our staff and 
students. 

 

 

  Wtä|w YxÄ|v|tÇÉ? V{|xy Wtàt tÇw \ÇyÉÜÅtà|ÉÇ byy|vxÜ 
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Background Information 
 
The Savannah-Chatham County Public School System (SCCPSS) consists of 
schools primarily for grades pre-kindergarten through twelve and serves more 
than 35,000 students. The district employs more than 5,000 full-time employees, 
nearly 3,000 of which are classroom teachers and other certified personnel. The 
high schools are accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools 
Council on Accreditation and School Improvement (SACS CASI), and the middle 
and elementary schools are accredited by the Georgia Accrediting Commission 
(GAC).  
 
The district operates 51 schools and alternative education centers. It also 
includes satellite facilities such as Massie Heritage Center, a preserved historic 
school, and Oatland Island Wildlife Center, an environmental education complex.  
 
SCCPSS is committed to moving forward and ensuring that all students are 
prepared with the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the workforce or 
continue to post-secondary education. To support this commitment, the Passport 
to Excellence plan was implemented. This plan focuses on creating 
neighborhood schools for building community ownership, refocusing specialty 
programs, identifying key performance indicators that measure progress toward 
goals, and aligning funding to improve schools/facilities and support functions. 
The Passport to Excellence is supported by four main components: 
 

• Georgia Race to the Top 
• District Accountability System 
• ESPLOST (Educational Special Purpose Local Options Sales Tax) 
• Technology Plan 

 

GEORGIA RACE TO THE TOP  
The Race to the Top fund is a grant opportunity provided through the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA) and supports new approaches 
to school improvement. The funds are made available in the form of competitive 
grants to encourage and reward states that are creating conditions for education 
innovation and reform. Georgia was awarded $400 million to implement its Race 
to the Top plan and is partnering with twenty-six school systems around the 
state, one of which is the Savannah-Chatham County Public School System. The 
grant period is January 2011 through June 2014.  
 
The Scope of Work and Budget are organized into three categories: 
 

• Great Teachers and Leaders 
• Data Systems to Improve Instruction 
• Turning Around Lowest Achieving Schools 
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THE DISTRICT ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEM (DAS) 
The DAS translates the district vision and mission statements into actionable 
goals and objectives. It provides strategic direction and transparency and 
identifies significant areas of focus. The work of the school board and 
Superintendent is guided and assessed by the District Accountability System. 
There are four strategic goals within the DAS and numerous measurable 
objectives that support each goal. Monthly reports are scheduled for presentation 
to the board and the public. The four strategic goals are listed below.  
 

Goal 1: To improve academic achievement.  
Goal 2: To ensure fiscal responsibility and effective resource stewardship. 
Goal 3: To provide a safe and secure environment for students and 
employees.   
Goal 4: To engage parents and other community stakeholders. 

 
ESPLOST 
The Educational Special Purpose Local Option Sales Tax (ESPLOST) went into 
effect Jan. 1, 2007. The sales tax rate in Chatham County was set at 7 percent, 
effective Jan. 1, 2007. The first ESPLOST was approved Sept. 19, 2006, by the 
citizens of Chatham County, and the penny sales tax generated approximately 
$360 million. Of that amount, $15 million was reserved for district technology. On 
Nov. 8, 2011, the community voted to renew ESPLOST for another five years. It 
was strongly supported and passed in all eighty-nine precincts in Chatham 
County. The money raised from ESPLOST will be used to build new schools, 
reduce the number of mobile classrooms in use, upgrade existing facilities, 
purchase land for school sites, and provide additional instructional and 
administrative technology. Once again, thanks to our community support, $15 
million has been reserved for district technology. 
 
TECHNOLOGY PLAN 
The potential exists for technology to be at the core in almost every phase of 
work that we do. We are all responsible for leveraging technology so it provides 
engaging and powerful learning in the classroom and also efficiencies to the 
school system’s operations. Adequate and up-to-date technology helps to cut 
costs, improve services, and bring us closer to those we serve. Today more than 
ever, technology is transforming the teaching and learning environment. From 
flipped classrooms to e-learning, what once was reserved for colleges and 
universities is now finding its way into the K-12 environment. Opportunities exist 
that enable educators and students to learn, share, collaborate, create, and solve 
problems together anytime and anywhere.  
 
This technology plan is a road map that will help guide administration in the 
execution of major technology initiatives during the next three years. The plan 
provides a series of goals and strategies that, when implemented across the 
district, will help transform the administrative system and help transition the 
traditional pedagogical classroom model that exists today. The students of 
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Savannah-Chatham County Public Schools will be provided the opportunity to 
use and master 21st century skills in order to prepare them for college, entry into 
the workforce, and life-long learning. 
 
The overall organization of the technology plan focuses on four key areas that 
provide the framework for the goals and strategies detailed within it. 
  

• Instructional Use of Technology 
• Administrative Use of Technology 
• Parent/Community Use of Technology 
• System Readiness/System Support 

 
The Technology Plan supports the vision and mission of the Savannah-Chatham 
County Public Schools and meets Universal Services Telecommunications Act 
(eRate) requirements. The plan is posted on the district’s public website, 
www.sccpss.com. 
 
Strategic planning is done once a year with the purpose of reviewing the plan’s 
goals and strategies. The plan is updated to show progress status and adjusted 
to incorporate changes in technologies as well as changes in the district. Tactical 
meetings take place quarterly to review the overall status of projects and 
initiatives, and monthly meetings take place to review progress on tasks and 
assignments. To support the planning and launching of initiatives, cross-
functional teams are created consisting of key stakeholders and interest groups.    
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District Vision and Mission 
 

District Vision 
Also on May 3, 2006, the vision statement, From school to the world: All 
students prepared for productive futures, was adopted.  
 

District Mission 
The mission adopted May 3, 2006, by the SCCPSS Board of Education is To 
ignite a passion for learning and teaching at high levels. 
 

Guiding Principles 
The Guiding Principles are the shared values and management style of the 
organization. They articulate the ethical standards by which the organization 
makes decisions and conducts activities. The following seven Guiding Principles 
were adopted by the board on April 2, 2008, and are incorporated into Board 
Policy BA/BA-R, Goals and Objectives: 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 1: The school board provides guidance and support to 
schools by establishing clear goals, aligned policies, high standards, and 
effective systems of evaluation which produce accountability and results. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 2: The academic achievement of students will be at a 
level that will enable them, upon graduation from high school, to enter college or 
the work force fully prepared to be successful — without need of remediation. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 3: Education is a shared responsibility between home, 
school and community. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 4: A safe, secure and orderly environment is essential for 
teaching and learning. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 5: All children can learn and achieve at high levels but 
may learn at different rates or learning styles. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 6: Fiscal responsibility and accountability must be 
maintained at all times. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 7: Positive relationships are built through honesty and 
respect which enhance cooperation, safety and well-being of students, families 
and staff. 
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Data and Information Division Philosophy and Guiding 
Principles 

Philosophy 
The Data and Information Division is committed to ensuring the success of all 
students, teachers, and staff.  We accomplish this by holding ourselves and each 
other accountable. Our desire is to provide quality support and service through 
capitalizing on our knowledge and collective strengths. As a team, we are people 
of service, continuously improving our capabilities and procedures by soliciting 
feedback from our customers. We take pride in achieving excellence by 
supporting the instructional and administrative systems.  

Guiding Principles 
GUIDING PRINCIPLE 1: We will always place the needs of the students first. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 2: Customers are never an interruption. They are the 
reason we are here. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 3: We will focus on our customers' needs when making 
decisions. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 4: We respect the instructional process by minimizing 
classroom disruptions. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 5: We will provide our customers with prompt, high-quality 
service that will allow them to be successful. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 6: We will foster partnerships to achieve common goals 
and leverage each other's knowledge and experience. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 7: We will continually improve technology, processes, and 
procedures for our customers. 

GUIDING PRINCIPLE 8: We are committed to a supportive environment that 
promotes lifelong learning and fosters the creativity of our staff and students. 
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Vision for Technology 

The Board of Public Education for the city of Savannah and the county of 
Chatham believes technology resources are essential to support the overall 
district vision, From school to the world: All students prepared for productive 
futures. We envision future classrooms infused with technological tools to assist 
and better prepare our students for the increasingly competitive global work 
force.  

It is the district’s desire to provide students a learning environment that is not 
only engaging, relevant, and rigorous, but also challenging, interactive, and 
ubiquitous. Twenty-first century tools open the door to limitless learning by 
providing access to global information and resources. The following vision 
statements will help communicate and guide the district in addressing specific 
areas of improvement. 

• Provide ongoing professional development training for the successful support 
and use of technology within the instructional and administrative systems. 

• Provide equitable access to a variety of technology resources for all students. 
• Capture, analyze, and provide meaningful data to support Decision Making 

for Results. 
• Provide teachers, administrators, and students ubiquitous access to district 

digital content and online resources. 
• Ensure quality of service and support is maintained during the instructional 

time period. 
• Utilize technology resources to engage parents, businesses, and the 

community. 
• Enhance the instructional and administrative processes through the use of 

technology tools. 
• Identify, monitor, and leverage funding sources to ensure fiscal responsibility 

and effective resource stewardship. 
• Improve and maintain the district’s electronic resources to support a safe and 

secure environment for staff and students. 
• Provide opportunities for all students to develop and master 21st century 

skills. 
• Provide adaptive technology for students with diverse learning styles and 

needs. 
• Enhance and maintain a central resource for collaboration and the sharing of 

information.  
• Remove barriers and provide opportunities for innovative technology-driven 

solutions that meet the needs of today’s teachers and students. 
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Current Reality 
 

History 
This section outlines the current reality of technology resources within the school 
system as it relates to administrative, instructional, parent/community, and 
system readiness/system support. The loss of technology funds from the Georgia 
Lottery and the economic hardship that has occurred has dramatically impacted 
the deployment and maintenance of technology within the district. With support 
from the community, ESPLOST I was voted on and passed, and the district’s 
technology budget increased from $250,000 a year to $3.3 million a year. The 
journey of modernizing school technology began in 2007. 
  
The 2009-12 Technology Plan was executed with the focus on classroom and 
infrastructure upgrades. A key strategy of the plan was to modernize the 
computer fleet and create a 5-to-1 student-to-computer ratio across the district. 
The deficiency was so great that any functioning computer was counted toward 
the ratio. The formula was later modified to include only modern computers. 
These two formulas were used to ensure an even distribution of technology 
within the district. 
 
Gartner Inc., a provider of research and analysis on the global information 
technology industry, recommends a three-year desktop life cycle for high-
performance use, four years for average work, and five years for fixed-function 
systems where the applications don’t change. The district’s normal desktop life 
cycle in 2009 was five years; however, with the impact of the economy and the 
sustainability of the existing computer fleet, the life cycle had to be extended to 
six years. In using this new life cycle measure, the district was able to achieve a 
5-to-1 student-to-modern computer ratio.  
 
During the execution of the 2009-12 technology plan, another accomplishment 
was the consolidation and convergence of voice, video, and data over the 
district’s network. This three year project was completed using the Voice Over 
Internet Protocol (VOIP) phone system and Video Furnace for handling digital TV 
broadcast signals. 
 
Due to the size of the geographical area that the district covers, several contracts 
were put in place to maintain and support more than 50 PBX telephone systems. 
School-to-school dialing required seven-digit dialing because each PBX unit 
operated independently and required its own dedicated phone technologies, 
cabling, and contracted staff to operate and maintain them.   
 
By utilizing VOIP technology, the need to maintain multiple independent 
telephone networks, cabling, and PBX equipment was no longer required. All the 
needed equipment was consolidated into two buildings. This convergence has 
saved the district money by eliminating existing maintenance fees, contracted 
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telecommunications personnel, and the number of phone lines needed for district 
operation.   
 
For example, relocating a district phone could have taken up to 10 days to 
complete and cost the district approximately $150. With the VOIP system, a 
phone can now be moved in less than an hour with no cost to the district, since 
existing support staff completes the work. It is expected that the district will save 
nearly $100,000 a year in phone relocation and support costs alone.  
 
In addition, cost savings have been achieved by reducing the number of 
dedicated PBX hardware systems and phone lines. Each of the district’s schools 
had PBX equipment controlling eight to sixty phone lines. The central 
administration building alone had several PBX systems with dedicated lines that 
could not be shared. In analyzing phone usage, many of the calls tying up lines 
were from school to school or school to central office. The implementation of 
VOIP eliminated more than 1,700 phone lines and pooled the rest of the lines for 
schools and central office to share. By pooling phone lines, the district was able 
to leverage a reduction in fees of approximately $420,000 per year in phone line 
costs, and approximately $4,200,000 will be saved over the next 10 years by 
eliminating the PBX systems. 
 
The second phase of this plan was the merger of TV digital broadcast signal with 
video over the data network. Prior to the merger, each classroom had dedicated 
TV cable with numerous repeaters and signal boosters used to cover an entire 
building. Signals were often weak in classrooms located at the most exterior 
areas of the building. Signal strength also varied on a day-to-day basis, and 
depending on the weather, caused content issues for classroom teachers and 
support personnel. 
 
The use of Video Furnace allowed the district’s data center to centralize the 
digital video feed from Comcast. From the data center, the video feed is 
broadcast over the entire data network. This has allowed the elimination of 
almost all TV cable and televisions within the district. Teachers can now use the 
classroom multimedia systems to display TV channels. Furthermore, each school 
has been provided with its own dedicated TV channel for broadcasting morning 
announcements, programs, and events over the district’s network. This channel 
also gives each school the ability to broadcast content for distance learning. This 
initiative was made possible by the deployment of Multimedia Classroom 
Projection Systems (MCPS). 
 
Another strategy completed during this plan was the consolidation and 
centralization of the Student Activity Funds system (SAF). The Accounting 
Department maintained fifty-four databases, and each one running on its own 
server. The old software program did not allow for district reporting, adjustments 
to each system was cumbersome, and changes had to occur fifty-four times, 
which made it difficult and time-intensive to maintain.  
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SchoolCash.NET was implemented as the new web-based accounting software. 
The new program is centralized and provides a web-based, user-friendly screen. 
Posting transactions, performing bank reconciliations, and making modifications 
in the program are more efficient and easier for school staff to use. 
Enhancements were seen in school- and district-level reports. The annual district 
report of receipt and disbursement totals are now done in the system instead of 
manually.  

 
Yet another strategy completed involved time and attendance. Prior to SY2011, 
the district had various methods for capturing employee time and leave 
information. There were stand-alone time clocks and paper-based systems, 
which both required manual entry into the district HR/Payroll system.  
 
The old manual processes were inefficient and introduced the opportunity for 
errors and non-compliance with the fair Labor Standards Act, which requires all 
non-exempt employees to be paid for time worked, including overtime. It also 
was difficult to ensure established policies related to employee absences were 
being consistently followed. 
 
In 2008, the project to standardize and automate time and attendance began with 
the following objectives: 

• Eliminate paper timesheets 

• Ensure compliance with FLSA requirements 

• Eliminate manual and homegrown processes for time collection 

• Improve reporting of attendance 

• Improve accuracy of collection of time and attendance data 

• Improve accuracy of time collection data passed to payroll 

• Increase productivity by decreasing time required to collect time and 
attendance 

• Increase productivity by decreasing time required to pass time and 
attendance data to payroll 

• Improve historical retention and reporting of data 

• Provide solution that will support horizontal integration 

 
The district now runs on Kronos, a time and attendance system that provides 
time collection rules and procedures for all classifications of district employees. 
The unified system is also integrated with AHRS and AFIN for data sharing and 
payroll runs. 
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A number of other strategies included in the 2009-12 technology plan were 
completed. Listed below are several of these strategies: 
 

• Upgraded the Student Information System from fifty databases to a single 
web-based system accessible outside the district. 

• Upgraded the Exceptional Children System to support web-based online 
IEP management accessible outside the district. 

• Replaced the Gifted paper-based process with a web-based online system 
accessible outside the district. 

• Upgraded the Media Center Management System from fifty databases to 
a single web-based system accessible outside the district. 

• Centralized and automated the student attendance callout systems.  
• Deployed a Parent Communication System for schools and central office 

to use. 
•  

Installed wireless connectivity in all schools and made provisions for guest 
accounts throughout the district for parents and guests. 

• Created ACORN, an internal web collaboration, calendar, and file-
management system. 

• Deployed COWs (Computers on Wheels) for teaching and learning. 
• Implemented Internet safety training for teachers and students. 
• Installed multimedia projection systems in all core content classrooms. 
• Installed network-based scanning and faxing. 
• Installed wireless technology at every school. 
• Installed interactive student response systems. 
• Deployed video broadcasting carts.  
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 Access to Technology/Data Sources 
 

SCCPSS utilizes the following data sources to collect information for making 
technology planning decisions: 
 

• Annual state inventory 

• District’s annual fixed assets report 

• District’s Workstation Reporting and Data (WRAD) database 

• Network management tools 

• Site and district surveys to stakeholders 

• Helpdesk ticket reports 

• ESPLOST expenditure datasheet 

• Annual technology budget reports 

• Grant funding reports 

• Onsite observations 

• Universal Service Fund eRate reports 

• Online resources subscription usage reports 

• Professional development training data 

• School/classroom website data 

• Instructional application reports 

• Content filtering system reports 

• Exchange email statistics 

• One-to-one and group meetings 

• 8th Grade Technology Literacy Assessment Report 
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Instructional Uses of Technology 

 
The district has approximately 17,000 computers and laptops that are used for 
instructional and administrative purposes. More than 1,000 laptops are housed in 
mobile carts. The district maintains a standard for the age of its computer fleet. 
As of SY2011-12, a total of about 8,916 computers are considered to be modern 
classroom computers and available for instructional use. Based on these 
numbers and a life cycle of six years, the district has maintained a student-to-
computer ratio of approximately 3.9-to-1. 
 
Based on a 3-to-1 student-to-computer ratio, 35,000 students, and a life cycle of 
five years, a recurring minimum annual budget of approximately $1.9 million 
would be required to refresh and maintain an inventory of modern computers. 
This budget is based on the following calculation: 
 

Replacement of 2,333 electronic devices annually at $700 per computer = 
$1.9 million a year.  

 
During the first four years of ESPLOST funding, the district has been able to 
replace 74% of the computer fleet. Currently, 7% of the computer fleet is more 
than six years old. This information was retrieved from the district’s internal 
inventory system, Workstation Reporting and Data System (WRAD), and from 
the State Technology Inventory Report (STIR). STIR counts handheld devices, 
Title I computers, Perkins (CTAE) computers, and other administrative 
computers, while the WRAD report excludes these categories when calculating 
the student-to-computer ratio. The exclusion of these computers when 
calculating the ratio ensures that the district does not violate federal guidelines. 
 
The table below is a WRAD summary report that includes all computers in the 
district regardless of age, location, or funding source.  
 
 

WRAD Summary Report 

Total computers tracked 17,132 

Average computer age in years 3.6 

Computers checking-in regularly 14,013 

Computers under warranty 9,370 

Computers under support 15,893 
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The pie chart below shows a breakdown by computer fleet age within the district. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The pie chart below illustrates the computer distribution by location type. 
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The pie chart below shows the computer percentage by their primary use. 
 
 
 

Figure 1 
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State Technology Inventory Report 
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Based on the 2012 inventory, the following technology hardware is available for 
classroom instructional use: 

• Handheld devices: 3,111 
• Interactive whiteboards: 450 
• Interactive slates: 950 
• Multimedia projectors: 1,732 
• Digital cameras: 944 
• Student response devices: 11,445 
• Video broadcast cart systems: 54 

 
Four printing solutions are in place for instructional and administrative printing: 
 

1. Central Print Shop  
• Networked digital production devices 

• Quantity: 2 
• Primary use: Books & Manuals, Collateral, and Binding  
• 100+ b/w ppm 
• Cost per page: $0.0103 

• Networked mid production color digital printer 
• Primary use: Collateral, Photo Publishing, Books & Manuals, 

Direct Mail, and Brochures. 
• 70 color ppm 
• Cost per page: $0.0142 

• Offset two-color printing presses 
• Quantity: 3 
• Primary use: Brochures, Booklets, Calendars, Letterhead, 

Pocket Folders, and Labels.  
• Cost per page: $0.05 

 
2. Networked Multifunction Device Copiers 

• Quantity: 172 
• Copier allocation was based on historical use and building 

layout. 
• Number of copier models: 9 
• Minimum standard per school site: 

• Front office copier ranging from 33 or 35 ppm  
• Teacher copier ranging from 33 to 110 ppm 
• Cost per page: $0.016  
 

3. Networked laser and inkjet printers 
• District wide: 3,746 
• More than 200 models are in use. 
• Cost per page ranges from $0.018 to $0.173 depending on printer 

model. 
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4. Locally connected printers – distributed budget 
• Purchased by site or donated 
• Not district supported 
• Used for convenience 
• Cost per page: $0.13 to $0.18 depending on the brand 

 

Obsolete Computers 
Several avenues are available to the district for disposal when computers are no 
longer capable of providing adequate instructional or administrative services. 
Obsolete computers are dismembered for parts to support other computers, 
recycled, or provided to All Walks of Life (AWOL). 
 
AWOL is a local organization that provides arts and technology education for at-
risk youth. AWOL provides an environment that encourages respect, education, 
and creativity. One of the services AWOL provides is “Goon Squad,” which 
focuses on computer hardware and software training, and support services. 
Students who are members of the “Goon Squad” are trained to repair computers 
and provide support services. Refurbished computers are provided to low-income 
families. AWOL uses an application and screening process based on income to 
select families for computer placement.  
 
Research has shown that students who have home computers with Internet 
access perform better academically than students who do not have access. It is 
now a requirement that all students become “digitally literate” in order to be 
prepared to enter the workforce. The partnership that exists between AWOL and 
the district helps to provide economically disadvantaged families with computers 
for continued education. 
 

Video Furnace 
Video Furnace is a product that provides cable television distribution over a data 
network. This system distributes ten Comcast channels which broadcasts content 
of instructional value. Every school has at least one in-house channel that allows 
school staff and students to broadcast news, events, class activities, and other 
programming. At the district level, two channels are available for district 
programming, training, or emergency broadcasts. 
 

Office Suite 
The Microsoft Office productivity suite is the standard application included in the 
district-wide software load for all instructional and administrative computers. The 
suite includes word processing, spreadsheets, and presentation applications.   
 

Web Services and Collaboration 
MS SharePoint Services is the web platform that hosts the district’s intranet and 
Internet website. SharePoint is used by schools and departments for the creation 
of webpages to share information and resources. Currently, 37% of the district’s 
teachers maintain active class webpages on www.sccpss.com.   
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District-Supported Resources 
All schools have access to the following instructional digital and online resources: 

• Destiny Online Library Catalog • GALILEO  
• Discovery Education • Online Assessment System (OAS)  
• netTrekker • Thinkfinity 
• Georgia Standards.org • Learning Village 
• Edmodo • Adobe Digital School Collection 
• SLDS  

 
Other site- or grade-level specific software includes: 

• Accelerated Reader  • Renaissance Place 
• Accelerated Math • Study Island 
• A+nywhere Learning System • Tech4Learning 
• Inspiration & Kidspiration • TimeLiner 
• Plato • ActivInspire 
• Moodle • Reading First 
• Scholastic Read 180 • Scholastic Reading Inventory 
• ExamView • STAR Reading 
• STAR Math  

 

e-Learning Tools 
Staff and students participate in e-Learning through many programs such as 
Destination Reading/Math, Study Island, Renaissance Place, netTrekker, 
Discovery Education, Compass Learning, Brain Pop, and Moodle. These sites 
provide learning scenarios, new skills reinforcement, interactive lessons, and 
exercises for students. 

 
Moodle 
Moodle is an open source course management system (CMS).   It is a tool 
for creating dynamic websites for teachers and students. Moodle is 
maintained in-house and is used to conduct blended learning courses and 
professional development for teachers. 
 
Tandberg Video Systems 
The district maintains three carts that make distance learning activities 
and virtual field trips possible. 
 
Edmodo 
Edmodo is a secure social networking website used by teachers and 
students. It provides a rich online environment that blends social 
networking and collaboration. Teachers communicate with their students, 
participate in online discussions, and post quizzes and student 
assignments. Teachers also have the ability to give parents access to their 
child’s postings and grades. 
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The Department of Media and Technology Integration has successfully 
piloted an online professional development course using Edmodo and 
plans to continue adding courses for teachers and administrators. Training 
has also been provided to Professional Development staff for expanding 
its use for teacher training. 
 
A+nywhere Learning System (A+LS) 
A+LS is another source that provides online courses to students for credit 
recovery and accelerated learning. Courses provided are aligned to the 
Georgia Performance Standards (GPS), the Georgia High School 
Graduation Test (GHSGT) and the End of Course Tests (EOCT). Other 
benefits include solutions for students with scheduling conflicts and 
supplemental learning activities for students who are home-bound due to 
medical reasons. 
 

Twilight Program 
The Twilight Program located at Woodville Tompkins, recruits students 
from high schools, and uses A+LS as a mainstay of its program. Students 
participating in the program are assigned a content-specific teacher for 
each of the subjects offered. In addition, several high schools also use 
A+LS for students who are unable to attend Woodville-Tompkins due to 
transportation issues.  
 
A+LS is also provided to middle school students who are over-age and in 
need of academic support. Students who participate are given the 
opportunity to take academic courses at a high school level and are 
provided additional support through middle school classroom instruction. 
Below is a list of courses available on the A+LS system: 
 
• Ninth Grade Literature & Composition 
• Tenth Grade Literature & Composition 
• American Literature & Composition 
• British Literature & Composition 
• Biology 
• Chemistry 
• Physical Science 
• Physics 
• U.S. History 
• World History 
• American Government/Civics 
• Economic Business/Free Enterprise 
• Algebra I, Algebra II, Algebra III, Geometry 
• Personal Fitness & Health 
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21st Century Community Learning Centers Program Grant 
 
The State Board of Education awarded the Savannah-Chatham County Public 
Schools a 21st Century Community Learning Centers Grant (21st CCLC). The 
grant application was made in partnership with the YMCA of Coastal Georgia and 
the Savannah-Chatham Youth Futures Authority. This grant establishes 21st 
Century Community Learning Center sites serving students and their families 
from local schools. The following sites host the centers: 

 

21st CCLC Sites 

Butler Elementary Hubert Middle Shuman Elementary 

DeRenne Middle Johnson High Southwest Elementary 

East Broad Elementary Juliette Low Elementary Southwest Middle 

Garden City Elementary Mercer Middle Thunderbolt Elementary 

Gould Elementary Myers Middle West Chatham Elementary 

Groves High School of Liberal Studies West Chatham Middle 

Hodge Elementary Scott Alternative Learning White Bluff Elementary 

The purposes of the centers:  

• To provide opportunities for academic enrichment and tutorial services to 
help students, particularly students who attend high poverty and low-
performing schools, to meet state and local performance standards in core 
academic subjects. 

• To offer students a broad array of additional services, programs, and 
activities to reinforce and complement the regular academic program of 
participating students.  

• To offer families of 21st CCLC students opportunities for literacy and 
related educational development.  

Technology equipment and software are used to engage students in the 
learning process. These include:  
 

• Multimedia projectors, desktop, and laptop computers. 
• Brainpop and Promethean Planet flipcharts. 
• Webquests, interactive websites, computer games, and virtual tours.  
• Interactive whiteboards. 

 

Technology Initiatives and Grants 
The following technology initiatives are underway at various sites across the 
district: 
 

Advanced Placement Handheld Grant  
In the winter of 2010, two teachers each from Savannah Arts Academy, 
Groves High School, and Johnson High School were the recipients of the 
“Engaging AP Students through Mobile Handheld Computing” grant. The 
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purpose of this grant was to enhance resource and data offerings used by 
students inside and/or outside the classroom and to improve their 
achievement on AP examinations. The grant was designed to assist high 
schools in attracting a wider and more diverse spectrum of students to 
enroll in AP classes.   
 
Students enrolled in the AP grant classes participate in large- and small-
group instruction using the iPod Touch. Manipulating AP aligned digital 
learning resources demonstrates what they know and what they are able 
to do. These students regularly use the iPod Touch devices to access 
online digital content and to participate in formative and summative 
evaluations using online student response tools. 
 
District Grants 
In the fall of 2010, teachers were provided the opportunity to write small 
grants in order to receive software and/or classroom equipment that would 
be used to enhance the instructional program. A total of thirty-two 
teachers were awarded equipment. Classroom equipment and software 
provided through the mini grants included:  
 

• Mounted multimedia projectors 
• Interactive slates with software 
• Student response systems 
• Adobe software 
• Digital camera set (class set of five) 
• Video camera set (class set of five) 
• NEO2 Smart Option Mobile Lab 
• Tech4Learning software (class set of three) 

 
Increasing Student Literacy Grant  
In the spring of 2010, five teachers from Bartlett Middle School were the 
recipients of the ARRA “Ed Tech Competitive Grant for Increasing Student 
Literacy.” The primary goal of this grant was to create a model that would 
build greater capacity for using technology in the improvement of literacy. 
This also included leveraging the Lexile Framework to improve student 
reading and writing scores, and to increase student technology literacy by 
providing students the opportunity to use digital media tools. 
 
Through the continued use of grant-provided technology, students are 
engaged in investigation, creative problem-solving, critical thinking, and 
written/oral expression. Students create digital portfolios of their best 
writing and research, which expands their reading comprehension, written, 
and oral expression. These attributes are valuable as they participate in 
digital competitions, such as the Georgia Media Festival, Georgia Movie 
Academy, and the C-Span Documentary contest. While students use 
technology to create authentic engaging work products and master the 
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Georgia Performance Standards (and the Common Core Standards), they 
also work toward mastery of the National Educational Technology 
Standards. 
 
Pre-K Grant 
In the fall of 2011I, the district collaborated with the Mayor’s office and 
Savannah Youth Futures Authority to apply for the IBM KidSmart grant.  
This program provided twenty-two Young Explorer systems to Pre-K 
classroom across the district. Each system included a computer housed in 
brightly colored, kid-friendly Little Tikes furniture and is equipped with 
educational software to help children learn and explore concepts in math, 
science and language. The computer centers allow children to work 
together and learn important socialization skills. Exploration and 
socialization skills are vital to prepare children for future success in school, 
help level the playing field, and help ensure that young children have 
access to educational tools. Studies have shown that this program leads 
to substantial improvements in teaching and learning and provides 
positive outcomes for children and teachers.    

iPad Initiative 
In the spring of 2011, May Howard Elementary School launched the 
district’s first iPad initiative for students. The iPads were purchased for the 
schools by the PTA. The school created an iPad lab of 30 iPads for 
student use. Teaching and learning targets include reading fluency, math 
skills practice, writing practice, and vocabulary acquisition. The touch 
screen device keeps the students engaged and interactive in the learning 
process. May Howard Elementary teachers embrace the use of this new 
technology as a catalyst for teaching and learning.   
 
The Department of Media and Technology (MTI) in collaboration with the 
Department of Networking and Engineering (N&E) and site personnel 
have worked in tandem to create a holistic implementation plan to ensure 
the success of this initiative. Technology integration specialists in 
conjunction with the teachers at May Howard worked together to develop 
a suite of applications for student use and all teachers at this site are 
participating in professional development that supports the implementation 
and management of the iPad initiative. This initiative is one phase of a 
much larger technology plan for future deployment and implementation in 
other schools.  MTI and N&E continue to work to support the teachers and 
students at this site by continuing to research and test new applications for 
instructional use. 
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School Media Centers 
 

The district has developed a Technology Design Plan that sets the standards for 
construction of media centers when new schools are built. 
 

• Facilitate the use of 21st century technology, tools, and resources 
• Provide space that is flexible in order to accommodate student population 

growth and changes in technology 
• Provide areas and furnishings that promote project-based learning 
• Provide power stations for portable devices 

 
These standards specify that all new media centers will be equipped with the 
following: 

• a minimum number of computers based on student population 
o 10 workstations – FTE 1-499 
o 15 workstations – FTE 500-999 
o 20 workstations – FTE 1000+ 

• an interactive whiteboard with projector and speakers 
• a video broadcast room with production and distribution equipment 
• increased power and receptacles for charging laptops, handheld devices, 

and other equipment 
• secure storage space, cabinets, and shelving to accommodate an 

increased number of handheld devices 
• a variety of electronic devices for circulation (digital cameras, document 

cameras, digital video cameras, etc.) 
• shelving and furnishings that are based on casters so that space can be 

reconfigured as necessary to meet the needs of the curriculum 
• Power Stations to allow for portable devices to be charged 
• High-density wireless devices to support large numbers of mobile devices 
• A networked multifunctional color printer and black-and-white copier.  

 

Handheld Devices  
The use of interactive handheld devices, such as the Nook Tablet, Kindle, iPad, 
and iPod, provide increased options for the enhancement of 21st century 
learning, authentic student engagement, and the development of reading and 
literacy skills. The availability of these devices through the media centers extends 
teaching and learning beyond the normal classroom hours, allowing students to 
easily and continuously learn. There are ninety-two devices in use at fifteen 
media centers.   
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eBooks 
eBooks provide information for teaching and learning. They stimulate student 
interest in reading and demonstrate growth in the use of instructional technology. 
eBooks may be used on a variety of available interactive devices (eReaders, 
laptops, interactive whiteboards, etc.), and they support the demand for 24-hour 
access to media center resources. During the past three years, media centers 
have purchased digital resources to augment the existing fiction and non-fiction 
print collections. At this time, thirty-two of the district’s media centers have 1,425 
eBooks for student and staff to check out.  Additionally, 1,135 digital MP3 
audiobooks (“Playaways”) are available for circulation at 40 media centers. 
Currently, there are no eBooks provided to the media centers from the district 
level. 
 

Online Databases 
The integration of quality digital resources enables students to acquire, practice, 
and apply higher order thinking skills resulting in better learning outcomes and 
better preparation for life after high school. Online databases provide students 
access to information in books, magazines, reference books, newspapers and 
other sources at school and at home.   
 
Students have access to GALILEO, a free resource provided by the Georgia 
Department of Education. The district also purchased netTrekker, an online 
database specifically designed for K-12 students, teachers, media specialists, 
and parents, which offers more than 180,000 educator-selected resources 
organized by readability and matched to state standards. Media centers also 
have the ability to subscribe to other databases and online encyclopedias as site 
funds permit. 
 

Destiny Library Manager  
The Destiny Library Manager solution was purchased by the district and was 
centrally installed in 2011. It is available in all 50 media centers and provides the 
online management system for library circulation, cataloging, searching, and 
reporting. Destiny has streamlined library management across all schools. It 
supports district literacy programs by providing 24-hour access to the Online 
Public Access catalog (OPAC), which allows students to browse the library 
catalog and find books that interest them.  
 
Destiny’s web-based browser provides a familiar technology interface for 
students, making them more comfortable and more likely to use the library.  
Destiny also has many subscription based “add-on” features, which create a 
learning environment that is more engaging and content-rich for students. 
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Administrative Uses of Technology 
 

The education superstructure consists of backend technology that provides and 
maintains all instructional and administrative systems that require access to data, 
voice, video, or digital resources. Access to district services are monitored and 
controlled. Services are delivered throughout the county using fiber optic lines to 
each building and CAT6 cabling or wireless technology within the building. The 
information below lists the administrative systems and services provided to the 
district.  
 

Finance/Human Resources 
The district uses CGI-AMS/Advantage HR and Financial systems for its business 
and employee management functions. Purchase orders, vendor payments, 
payroll checks, and budget and accounting management are provided by this 
system. The table below reflects the typical annual production volume. 

 

Payroll Checks  134,000 

W-2s 6,475 

Accounts Payable 28,000 

Invoices 42,000 

Purchase Orders 14,500 

Budget Transfers 5,200 

Fixed Assets Transactions 5,350 

Journal Vouchers 2,400 

Journal Voucher Account Lines 52,500 
 
 

This system was developed in the 1980s and has been in use by the district 
since 1991. Additional systems have been developed outside of the primary 
applications to provide end-user access to data, ease of data manipulation, and 
streamline data entry processes. Also, additional systems have been purchased 
to augment the base system in areas such as check printing, time entry, and 
document imaging. A terminal emulation client software (Rumba 3270) is 
required on the workstations for access to the system. Additional support is 
provided through a services contract with T3 Technologies. More than 250 
employees utilize the HR and Finance systems daily. 

 

Document Imaging 
The Document Imaging system, CDMS or Click-On DMS, electronically stores or 
archives the district’s paper-based and computer output documents that have a 
retention requirement or business use. The accounts payables process of 
matching purchase order, vendor invoice, and receiver information is automated 
by this system.  
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Documents or data can be captured via the use of scanners, which creates an 
electronic copy of the original; alternatively, documents can be imported into the 
system via Computer Output on Laser Disk (COLD), or from other applications 
(Word documents or spreadsheets). 
 
Documents stored within the application are organized into business-specific 
databases or folders to allow for easy identification and retrieval. With sufficient 
access, staff can view, search and print documents from any computer within the 
district. 
 
Documents stored are not editable, nor are they subject to unauthorized access 
or removal. Documents are stored, filed (indexed), and managed in a secure 
work environment.  
 

Print Shop 
The Print Shop provides printing services to all schools, centers, and 
departments. Copy services are provided in black and white, color, and digital 
printing. During the 2009-12 technology plan, the Print Shop was upgraded, 
resulting in improved reliability and reduction in operating expenses of more than 
$100,000 annually. The new equipment provided is now capable of accepting 
digital online job submissions. Additional modifications to the process will be 
done to improve copy services efficiency and effectiveness. The desired outcome 
is to highly automate the printing operation and continue to reduce operating 
costs. 
 
Available Services: 

• Quick Copy (B/W and full color) 
• Graphic design and document creation 
• Offset press (B/W and two-color) 
• Binding (collating, drilling, spiral, stapling, padding, folding, cutting, 

laminating) 
• Other services include business cards, business forms, posters, color 

brochures, envelopes, postcards, and calendars 
 

Examples of work processed by the Print Shop 
 

PROJECT DEPT. 

APPLICATIONS (Meal apps, Parent Letters) School Nutrition 

APPLICATIONS (Specialty Programs) Academic Affairs 

APPLICATIONS  Title I/Pre-K 

APPLICATIONS (Parent Letters) Athletics 

BOOKS (Summer Reading) 
Curriculum & 

Instruction 

BOOKS (Budget Book) Budgeting  

BOOKS (CAFR) Accounting 

BOOKS (Provider Services) Title I 
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CERTIFICATES Schools 

BROCHURES, CALENDARS, POSTCARDS  Communications 

FLYERS Schools 

GRADUATION LETTER Academic Affairs 

GRADUATION PROGRAMS Academic Affairs 

GRADUATION TICKETS Academic Affairs 

NOTEPADS Schools 

POCKET FOLDERS Schools 

SCHOOL & DEPARTMENT ENVELOPES System-wide 

SCHOOL CALENDARS Schools 

SCHOOL FORMS (Registration Forms, Safe School) Schools 

SCHOOL LETTERHEAD Schools 

SCHOOL NEWSLETTERS Schools 

STUDENT  CODE OF CONDUCT Pupil Personnel 

STUDENT  HANDBOOKS Principals 

STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT FORM Principals 

QUARTERLY ASSESSMENT Accountability 
 
 

Mail Distribution Center 
The Mail Distribution Center delivers mail to all schools, centers, and 
departments. The Mail Center processes all incoming and outgoing U.S. Postal 
Mail and oversees the delivery and pickup of school mail, and parcels through a 
contracted mail currier service. The Mail Center operates as a nonprofit 
organization and therefore is able to take advantage of bulk mail reduced mailing 
rates.  

 

Time and Attendance 
Kronos - Workforce Central is used district wide for unified time and leave entry 
for all employees.  The Management module is available anywhere a manger 
can access the internet.  Currently, 5,901 employees are tracked and reported by 
Workforce Central.  There are 225 Manager/Timekeeper accounts that are 
utilized for monitoring, entry of time, and leave exceptions. 
 
All schools and most additional sites have 2 clocks which accept employee 
badge swipe or key entry of the employee’s ID.  Time worked exception data and 
reports, based on an employee’s predefined schedule, are readily available for 
management review via Workforce Central. 
 
Implementation of an additional module from Kronos, Workforce Employee, will 
provide Employee Self Service capabilities for electronic leave request and direct 
deposit advice information.    
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Substitute Management System 
SmartFind is used to manage all district teacher substitutes, food service 
personnel, paraprofessional, and custodian substitutes. Integration with the HR 
and Time Management systems is achieved through automated export and 
import utilities developed by district staff. 

 
Teachers are able to access the system by phone or the web to report their 
absence and request a substitute. Specific classifications such as special 
education or history can be entered, ensuring an appropriate sub is selected.  
Subs are automatically contacted, and the system requires confirmation within a 
time frame before continuing the process to fill the position. This system has 
saved a significant amount of administrative time at the schools. 

 
The system provides reports on substitute usage and teacher absences that can 
be used to validate teacher attendance information. Between Aug. 16, 2011 and 
March 16, 2012, (seven months), the system handled 37,732 requests for 
substitutes. 

 
Maintenance and Operations (M&O) Work Order Management 
Quickbooks is used at Maintenance to manage warehouse inventory. The district 
warehouse is used to store and distribute instructional and custodial supplies. It 
is a stand-alone desktop system, and the backup is done locally on it. 
 
The MainSaver client server application is used for inventory tracking of the 
storeroom supplies and the M&O work orders in the district. The M&O storeroom 
houses the district’s maintenance and repair supplies. This includes electrical, 
plumbing, and HVAC. This system is housed at the Data Center and backed up 
regularly. 
 
Approximately 36,000 work orders are processed each year. Work requests are 
in paper-based forms that are faxed to the M&O office. Emergency requests are 
called in. Both fax and call-in orders are then typed into the MainSaver system.  
Supervisors review and assign work orders by printing hard copies for the 
technicians. Material costs and ongoing work are tracked by the system. 

 
Parent Access Web Portal 
This Internet portal service provides parents with access to student attendance, 
academic performance, disciplinary issues, and teacher comments. Any parent 
with access to the Internet can utilize the Parent Access function by obtaining a 
user ID and password from their child’s home school. Listed below are usage 
numbers based on six months of portal use during the school year:  
 

• Total parent logins: 137,343 
• Percentage of students whose records were accessed: 11.9%  
• Average parent log-ins per day: 723 
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Student Information System (SIS) 
The SIS system was upgraded to an online web-based system called 
PowerSchool. The upgrade consolidated more than fifty-two independent 
databases to a centralized database system. PowerSchool also replaced our 
grading software (IntegradePro), attendance software (ClassXP), and parent web 
access.  
 
PowerSchool provides more comprehensive, real-time information to better 
monitor, track, and assist our children. Student schedules, grades, disciplinary 
records, school course offerings, and attendance data are readily available for 
teachers and administrators. Registration, student demographics, transcripts, 
immunizations, special academic programs, and test/assessment results are all 
critical data points that can be managed with the new system. 
 

Microsoft Exchange/Outlook 
Exchange/Outlook is an enterprise collaboration system/personal information 
management system that provides email, calendaring, contacts and task 
management. Teachers access the system through the web interface and 
administrators access the system predominantly through the Outlook client 
application or through the web interface. The graph below shows the number of 
good and spam emails per day for a typical month. Roughly fifty percent of all 
email received consists of spam, viruses, or Trojan horses attempting to enter 
the district. Additional information provided below.  
 

• 5,002 mailboxes and 467 centrally controlled user groups 
• More than 850 GB of email stored 
• The system processes around 800,000 emails per month 

 
Monthly Email Traffic 
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Board of Education Board Room 
Public meetings take place in the board room once a month, at a minimum. The 
board room is outfitted with technology to support BoardDocs (A cloud-based 
solution for managing board packets and agendas), video and audio 
presentations, recording equipment, and wireless Internet access. Computer 
screens are provided for board members, and the live audience is provided a 
large-format projector to see visual presentations. In addition, a live feed of board 
meetings is streamed to the public through a partnership with Savannah Morning 
News on its website, www.savannahnow.com. A video recording of the latest 
meeting is also aired on the city of Savannah’s Government Channel. Archived 
meetings are available on its website for on demand view at 
www.savannahga.gov. 
 
The following equipment is supported and maintained:    

• Three remote wall-mounted cameras 
• Three wireless mics 
• 12 wired mics 
• One digital recorder 
• Overhead projector 
• Mixing (switching) board 
• Digital controller 
• Four video monitors 
• Two desktop computers 
• 3D document viewer 
• Color television 
• Laptop (for streaming) 
• Large speakers in board room 
• Small speaker in control room 
• 20 computer monitors 
• Two UPS 
• One Video Furnace rack 

 

Mobile Phones 
The district utilizes 170 Blackberry devices for voice and electronic 
communication. Devices are used by administrators and support personnel for 
student safety and operational difficulties. Blackberry devices communicate with 
the Exchange system using a secured access through a Blackberry Enterprise 
Server. 
 

Network Infrastructure 
Each site is connected to the data center across a high-speed fiber network with 
each site having a one gigabit link. Central administration is connected to the 
primary data center over a 10-gigabit connection. 
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A building’s technology infrastructure includes fiber running as the backbone 
from the main distribution facility (MDF) to each intermediate distribution facility 
(IDF). From the IDF to the classroom are multiple CAT5 or CAT6 wiring and data 
jacks. In regular classrooms, there are six (6) data drops. Labs have thirty-one 
data drops. The electronics deployed provide a gigabit backbone and 100 GB to 
the desktop. All schools, centers, and offices have wireless 802.11g/n capable of 
supporting thirty devices for every four classrooms. All classrooms have Internet 
access. Connection to the Internet is provided by the Georgia Department of 
Education at a bandwidth speed of 255 Mbps.  

 
Network Security 
The district deploys multiple levels of defense to protect against attacks, 
disruption of service, unauthorized access, and system takeover. Five levels of 
protection exist. Primary protection is provided by a Cisco firewall appliance. The 
firewall provides high-performance network and application layer security. This 
system monitors and controls all incoming/outgoing traffic between the district 
and the Internet. 
 
The second level of protection is web-based filtering. This service is handled by 
two Cisco appliances. Together they provide granular control over what is and is 
not allowed into the district through web-based traffic. It categorizes websites into 
groups in order to help block inappropriate content and malicious websites 
attempting to download harmful codes through the browser. The system also has 
the ability to recognize chats, social networking, and video and audio sites, to 
name a few.  
 
The third level of protection focuses on email traffic. For email protection, the 
district uses McAfee's Email Gateway. The gateway monitors inbound traffic for 
hidden viruses, malware, phishing, directory harvest, denial of service (DoS) 
attacks, bounce back attacks, zero-hour threats, and spam surges. 
 
The fourth level of protection is provided by Kaspersky. This software product 
provides protection for servers, workstations, and laptops. All incoming and 
outgoing files are scanned for malicious codes to include viruses, bots, spyware, 
hacker attacks, and spam. 
 
The last line of defense is employees. Complex passwords are required on 
computers and portable devices. Passwords on critical systems are changed on 
a regular basis. Employees call the helpdesk or ethics hotline with any security 
concerns for follow up and investigation. 

 
Identity Management 
There are many systems and applications managed centrally and used by the 
staff internally and outside the district. As systems and applications are 
upgraded, common IDs and passwords are provided if possible. Microsoft Active 
Directory is the district’s primary source for Identity Management and is used to 
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control access to network resources. A major focus moving forward is to reduce 
the cost and complexity of managing user accounts within the district, while 
maintaining a high level of security measures.  

 
Data Centers 
The district maintains two data centers, DC1 and DC2. The majority of the 
district’s servers are located at the primary data center (DC1). Each data center 
houses a Cisco Call Manager which provides the district with local and long-
distance telephone services over the network. DC2 houses the district’s 
mainframe application server for Human Resources and Finance.  
 
Power protection at DC1 is provided by a 35 KW Uninterruptible Power Supply 
(UPS). The UPS connects to two power feeds, one from Georgia Power and 
another from a backup 150 KW diesel generator. The generator and UPS are 
tested weekly to ensure continuity of service in case of a power failure. DC1 is 
cooled by Liebert computer room air conditioning systems, which consist of a 
primary 10-ton unit and a 10-ton backup unit. The units are rotated on a weekly 
basis. The system is designed to fully cool the room with just one 10-ton unit. 
The second independent unit ensures system availability in the event of a unit 
failure. DC1 is fully enclosed, with no windows, and includes and 18-inch raised 
floor with water-detection equipment which sends an alert in the event of an 
emergency.  
 
Network and Engineering is currently working to provide the same level of 
infrastructure and environment control at the secondary data center (DC2) and 
expect this to be operational by December 2012. 
 

Servers and Storage  
The district has 227 servers, 60 of which are virtualized with VMWare. The 167 
remaining servers range in age from one to seven years old. In addition, the 
district has a storage area network that includes four storage arrays using fibre 
channel and SCSI connections. One of the fibre channel arrays is at capacity, 
while the second is only at ten percent capacity. The two fibre channel arrays 
comprise 20TB of storage. The remaining two SCSI channel arrays are used for 
system backups and storage of non-critical data. 
 

VOIP System 
All buildings utilize Cisco Callmanager as the Voice over IP phone system. The 
Cisco Callmanager hardware is installed in a redundant design with systems 
located at the primary and secondary data centers to ensure reliability and 
system stability. This solution provides the district with basic phone functions as 
well as the following advanced features: voice mail, unified communications, 
intercom, and call center functionality for the district technology help desk. 
 
The district maintains 4,135 phones. The Average Daily Phone Calls pie chart 
below shows the average number of phone calls handled by the district on a 
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typical school day. Incoming calls are calls entering the district, outbound calls 
are calls going outside the district, and internal calls are made within the district. 
All internal calls are free to the district because they are handled over the district-
wide area network.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The PRI line graph below shows the average daily utilization of our eight PRI 
connections for voice calling. The PRI connections for the district are split 
between two data centers. Each data center has four PRI connections -- one to 
handle long distance and three to handle local calls. One PRI connection 
consists of twenty-six phone lines. 
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School Food Service 
SchoolLink applications webSMARTT BOH and WinSnap are used for back 
office and point of sale administration respectively. Food Service is provided at 
fifty-four sites with 8,000 to 10,000 meals provided and more than 20,000 
lunches each day. 

 
Exceptional Child System 
This system provides electronic documentation for Individual Education 
Programs (IEP), Gifted Service, 504, and Hospital Homebound plans. TIENET 
was deployed system-wide replacing a manual, paper-based system for special 
ed and gifted program administration. The electronic documentation allows for 
case management, tracking of plan timelines, annual case reviews, and for 
compliance and reporting of required data to state and federal agencies. 

 
Network Faxing 
District faxing service is provided by RightFax, a centralized faxing solution. 
RightFax uses the existing VOIP PRI lines and allows faxes to be sent from 
desktops and received through email. This solution has allowed the district to 
implement new features for users, such as web-based access to fax details, as 
well as to reduce the number of dedicated telephone lines at the sites 
($30/month each). Approximately half of the dedicated fax lines have been 
eliminated and the remainder are in the process of being converted. 

 
Network Faxing Statistics:  

• Average daily Faxes: 40 
• Average daily pages: 232 
• Number of Fax lines: 354 
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Parent/Community Uses of Technology 
 
SCCPSS is committed to the use of technology to strengthen education through 
effective communication in a way that regularly informs students, parents, and 
community stakeholders of the district’s policies, programs, and procedures. 
Parents currently receive communications from schools by personal email, face-
to-face meetings, newsletters, flyers, online portal service, website, and 
automated messaging. Below is a description of these services. 

 
Parent Notification System 
Parents have access to system-wide notifications and receive calls/emails from 
their respective schools and from central office. Parents are automatically 
included in the database to receive call outs and email notifications upon student 
registration. Contact information provided at the time of registration is used for 
parent notification.  Areas of Community Outreach, Emergency Notifications, 
Attendance Updates, and Survey Notifications are communicated through this 
channel with the highest occurrence in the Attendance and Community Outreach 
categories. In a typical district wide call to the entire contacts database, 
approximately eighty percent of the total contacts reported are listed as 
successful deliveries.   

 
Yearly statistics: The system is used to contact 35,699 parents and 4,759 
employee households.  

• 1.75 million contacts are made annually 
• Approximately 18,000 unique messages 
• Successful delivery rate between 77 percent to 80 percent each 

month 
• 95 percent adoption rate among district sites 

Total Phones Called by message type: 
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Parent Access Web Portal 
This portal provides the district’s more than 35,000 families access to grades, 
assignments, comments, and information provided by our teachers. Any parent 
with access to online resources may utilize the Parent Access function. Parents 
who do not have online access are encouraged to use public computers found in 
community locations such as the public library. Between Aug. 22, 2011, and Feb. 
23, 2012 there have been 134,632 total parent portal log-ins.   
 
Portal Statistics: 

Average length of parent visit – 9.7 minutes 
Average number of parent sign-ins per day – 724  

          

Public Website 
Any parent/community stakeholder with access to the Internet may utilize the 
district’s public website, www.sccpss.com. Web sections offer users a wealth of 
information with specific sections dedicated to administrative departments, 
helpful information for parents and students, and important district news, meeting 
notices, and access to the board agenda.   
 
Schools also have their own web pages that are controlled and managed by staff 
at each site. Their pages contain information about the school, events, employee 
contact information, programs that are offered, and news announcements. The 
links to these sites are provided through the district website at www.sccpss.com.  
 
Teachers also provide web pages through their school’s public website. 
Teachers have the ability to post schedules, assignments, links, files, and videos 
for student and parent access. 
  
The district also maintains an Intranet website (ACORN) that provides a robust 
informational vehicle for supplying the internal community with up-to-date 
information, access to documents, forms, discussion board, file sharing, events, 
and important announcements.  
 

eBoard 
eBoard is a cloud-based online solution that provides the management of board 
policies and regulations. Any parent/community stakeholder with Internet access 
may access, search, and review board policies and regulations. The site is easily 
navigated and contains a vast amount of quality information. It is easily found on 
the home page of the district’s website. 
 

BoardDocs 
BoardDocs is a cloud-based online solution that provides a paperless 
environment for managing every aspect of preparing and distributing board 
packets to board members. Any parent/community stakeholder with Internet 
access can access board announcements, agendas, past meetings information, 
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and resolutions. The site is easily navigated, contains a vast amount of quality 
information, and is found on the home page of the district’s website. 
 

Twitter 
Twitter is a social media tool that pushes the latest information out to users who 
have signed up to follow SCCPSS. The district has created a Twitter account 
(@SCCPSS) to maximize its communication efforts through the utilization of a 
very popular medium. Twitter only supports 140 characters per tweet. While 
minimal information is provided, each tweet contains a link that directs followers 
to the district’s website for additional or detailed information. 
 

Video and Multimedia A/V Equipment 
Media centers throughout the district are equipped with video recording/editing 
equipment and projectors. Informational items are produced and broadcasted 
through the use of these mediums. The district has a video broadcast channel 
that feeds every school for central broadcast of information. 
 
All formal school board meetings are videotaped and aired on the local cable 
system, which services more than eighty percent of Chatham County residents. 
The district also provides selective webcasts of school-related events through 
partnerships with local media outlets through both print and electronic mediums. 
Webcasts have included graduations, sporting events, academic competitions, 
and district award ceremonies such as the International Student Media Festival. 
Video specials are produced for airing on local cable channels highlighting 
special areas of interest within the school system. These videos include 
Woodville Tompkins TCI, Early College and the Gifted Program.  
 

Select Survey 
Each year the school district strives to improve the school environment by 
gathering input from parents, students, and staff. This annual climate survey is 
conducted through the district’s website with awareness created through the 
district-wide call out/email notification system. The number of respondents varies 
each year among the targeted audience and provides a basis for the perceptions 
parents and community members hold regarding the services Savannah-
Chatham schools provides. In addition, other surveys are conducted in the same 
manner throughout the school year by departments and schools. The table below 
provides the number of respondents who participated in the climate survey 
during the past four years. 
 
 2009 2010 2011 2012 

Staff 2,934 2,475 2,960 2,025 
Students 6,724 5,752 7,973 7,535 
Parents 1,642 2,670 5,412 5,735 
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All PTA presidents are provided email addresses within the school system in 
order to facilitate greater communication between principals, PTA presidents, 
and district administration. 
 
Other related events that occur are: 
   

• Parents and community stakeholders are invited to participate in web-
based surveys related to specific topics, proposed changes and/or 
improvements to our school system. Topics could include school climate, 
redistricting, and school calendars. These surveys provide exceptional 
data and input related to perceptions and management of the school 
district. 
 

• Utilizing the district’s successful Parent University, the Communication’s 
Office and representatives from the school system’s website 
administrative team make presentations during these very popular 
community meetings. These presentations are designed to educate those 
in attendance about the information that can be found on the web and the 
locations in their community where it can be accessed without cost.  
 

• The Office of Communications and Community Engagement positively 
communicates with all local media outlets, providing a constant stream of 
information related to students and schools through the use of press 
releases and personal interaction with reporters, editors, and news 
directors.  Because of the collegial atmosphere created locally with our 
media, the school system and its individual schools enjoy a wealth of 
positive press coverage.  
 

• ACORN, the school district’s intranet, will continue to expand the district’s 
ability to disseminate information to the district’s internal audience and 
create discussion groups for cohort groups that exist in multiple 
schools/offices. 
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System Readiness/System Support 
 

Technology support is provided through the Data and Information Division and is 
augmented by contracted services. Contracted services include expertise in four 
key areas: hardware, communications, databases, and applications. In addition, 
field support staff is increased with additional personnel for the start of school 
and for large projects.  
 
For the past four years, the Data and Information Division (DDI) has gone 
through several restructuring phases and reductions in staff due to budget 
shortfalls. To mediate these changes, DDI has consolidated positions and 
changed the way support services are provided. Additional changes will be made 
to the organization structure for school year 2012-13. 
 
 
The following areas currently report under the Data and Information Division: 
 

• Data and Information Division 

• 1 - Chief Data and Information Officer 
• 1 - Executive Secretary 

 
• Department of Applications, Development, and Maintenance Services 

• 1 - Senior Director 
• 1 - Budget Secretary 
• 1 - DBA 
• 2 - Computer Operators/Data Center 
• 2 - Data Analysts 
• 1 - Junior Data Analysts 

 
• Department of STIS (System Technology and Information Specialist) 

• 1 - STIS Manager 
• 2 - Information Specialist 
• 3 - System Trainers 

 
• Department of SIS (Student Information System) 

• 1 - Director 
• 2 - Data Analysts 

 
• Department of Printing Services 

• 1 - Print Shop Manager 
• 1 - Graphics Designer 
• 1.5 - Mail Clerks 
• 2 - Design Technicians 
• 1.5 - Copy Technician 
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• Department of Records Services 

• 1 - Records Department Manager 
• 2 - Records/Imaging Clerks 
• 1 - Temp Clerk 

 
• Department of Web Services 

• 1 - Web Master 
• 1 - Web Programmer 
• 1 - Temp Web Assistant 

 
• Department of Media and Technology Integration 

• 1 - Director 
• 1 - Media Services Manager 
• 8 - Teacher Technology Integration Specialists  
• 1 – Office Clerk 

 
• Department of Networking and Engineering Services 

• 1 - Director of Networking and Engineering 
• 5 - Network Engineers 
• 5.5 - Junior Engineers 
• 1 - Manager of Customer Service and Quality Assurance 
• 5.5 - Help Desk Technology Support Specialists 
• 9.5 - Field Technology Support Specialists 

 
• Technology Projects Office 

• 1 - Project Manager 
 

• Department of Public Information and Community Engagement 
• 1 - Public Information Manager 
• 2 - Temp Assistants 

 
• Department of Accountability and Assessment 

• 1 - Senior Director 
• 1 - Psychometric Statistician 
• 1 - Coordinator of Testing and Assessment 
• 1 - Administrative Secretary 
• 4 - Data Analysts 
• 1 - P/T District Test Advisor 
• 1 - Materials Control Technician 
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Technology Support 
Schools and departments are provided three levels of support: central helpdesk, 
field support, and engineering support. The central helpdesk support is designed 
to be a “one-stop shop” for district employees for technology questions and 
support. The helpdesk is driven to improve support services by restoring needed 
service as quickly as possible, reporting systemic issues to engineers for review 
and resolution, and reporting training deficiencies for training guideline changes 
or retraining. Every support call made to the helpdesk is recorded and tracked 
from beginning to end. Customers with open incidents are kept informed of the 
status and progress of their calls. Random customer surveys also are conducted 
as part of the quality improvement process. 
 
In order to develop and maintain support staff knowledge and the skills 
necessary to support district applications and systems, the following Professional 
Development Individualized Plan is in place within the Data and Information 
Division. This requirement also has helped create partnerships with the city, 
universities, and vendors for leveraging group training across the county. 
 
Professional Development Individualized Plan (PDIP): 

• Designed to support continuous growth and improvement 
• Focused on technical skills and soft skills development 
• PDIP is reviewed as part of employee evaluation 

 

Helpdesk 
The helpdesk has been structured and aligned to Information Technology 
Infrastructure Library Model (ITIL). ITIL is a set of practices for IT service 
management that focuses on aligning IT services with the needs of the business. 
ITIL describes procedures, tasks, and checklists that are used for establishing a 
minimum level of competency needed for support services and is based on 
industry best practices. ITIL is the most widely accepted approach to IT service 
management in the world and supports continuous process improvement, 
documentation, system monitoring, and the measurement of support services for 
achieving efficiencies and improved customer satisfaction.  
 
When a user experiences a technology issue, a helpdesk ticket is submitted on 
the district’s intranet website, ACORN, or a call is made to 395-HELP. When this 
number is called, a Cisco Unified Communications Manager Auto-Attendant 
answers and routes the call according to the support needed.  
 
Helpdesk personnel have several tools at their disposal to assist customers. One 
tool that provides the most value is Remote Control. Remote Control allows a 
helpdesk technician to quickly access a customer's computer from anywhere in 
the district and resolve technology issues remotely. The use of this tool has 
dramatically cut down the number of dispatched calls for onsite support and has 
reduced the number of dedicated field support personnel. It is expected that the 
majority of future support calls will be resolved using Remote Control. 
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Field Support 
If an issue cannot be resolved by the helpdesk, a field technician is dispatched 
for onsite support and resolution. The field technicians are assigned to groups to 
support five county zones. They are geographically arranged to allow for quick 
resolution that requires onsite visit. Each zone supports several schools, 
programs, and offices. If the field technician is unable to resolve the issue, it is 
escalated to an engineer for advanced troubleshooting. On rare occasions when 
issues cannot be isolated and resolved by an engineer, it is escalated to 
specialized contracted services until final resolution is achieved. 
 

Engineering Support 
Engineering support personnel specialize in specific areas such as security, 
communications, servers/storage systems, and databases. Failures in any of 
these areas are considered catastrophic as they impact entire school building or 
district-wide services. These areas require staff with high levels of technical 
expertise in order to proactively monitor, maintain, and resolve hidden and 
growing problems before they affect any instructional or administrative services. 
 
Key Services and Standards:  

• The district one standardized operating system, MS Windows platform.  
• The district network account security is Microsoft Active Directory Services 

(ADS).  
• Support calls are tracked online and reviewed for meeting the established 

Service Level Agreement (SLA) of five days. Customers also can track the 
progress of their requests and are provided with updates. 

• Field support personnel are provided with portable devices, tools, 
software, and smart phones to improve communication and support 
services provided. 

• An application management system is used for installing Windows-based 
applications and updates remotely, and simultaneously, on multiple 
workstations. 

• A network-based asset inventory manager is used to track workstations 
and laptops on the district network. 

 
 

Instructional Technology Support 
The Media and Instructional Technology Integration Department provides 
professional development to district faculty and staff to support the academic 
curriculum. Technology integration into the classroom and media centers refers 
to the routine use of digital tools and resources in the planning and delivery of 
teaching, the development of instructional environments, and the evaluation and 
assessment of student performance. Digital tools and resources may include, but 
are not limited to, computers and computer peripherals, software applications, 
the Internet, handheld devices, presentation or projection devices, online or video 
distance learning tools, network-based communications systems, learning 
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management systems and software, content management systems, online 
databases, content repositories, graphics, multimedia or videos, as well as other 
related materials, equipment, and infrastructure in support of technology 
integration. 
 
Eight technology integration specialists provide training and support for all 
schools. They provide professional development for teachers and staff focused 
on integrating 21st century technology tools to improve teaching and learning. 
The following services are provided:  

Web 2.0 Courses  
21st century teachers and students continuously seek new tools to assist with 
teaching and learning. With the increase of teachers and students using blogs, 
wikis, networking sites, and a variety of other online tools, there is a continuous 
demand for tools that are more efficient and easier to use. The purpose of this 
course is to introduce teachers to a variety of Web 2.0 tools that they can quickly 
incorporate into their curriculum. 

Plans are in place to offer a reading comprehension course with a social studies 
focus (grades 4-12).  

• This hybrid course will have at least three face-to-face classes, with the 
bulk of the course work to be completed in Edmodo. 

• This course will use primary and secondary sources as content and will 
focus on reading comprehension strategies.  

• Teachers will learn to create lessons and use them as centers in their 
classrooms.  

• Students will use a blend of resources to complete lessons and produce 
products that will prove mastery of the material. 

Social Networking 
Social media encourages student collaboration and communication. It is useful in 
creating a sense of community within the school and classroom. The district has 
provided access to several social networking sites. One in particular is Edmodo, 
a secure social learning network for teachers and students. Edmodo provides a 
rich, online environment that blends social networking and collaboration in a safe 
and secure setting. Edmodo allows teachers the opportunity to communicate with 
their students online, participate in online discussions, post quizzes and student 
assignments, and retain this information in an online gradebook that can be 
imported into PowerTeacher. Teachers have the ability to give parents access to 
their child’s postings and grades. 
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Additional Information on Edmodo: 

• The CTAE Twilight Program uses Edmodo as its online learning 
environment. 

• The Department of Media and Technology Integration successfully piloted 
an online professional development course using Edmodo and plans to 
continue adding courses for teachers and administrators. 

• The Department of Media and Technology Integration provided Edmodo 
training to the Department of Professional Development. 
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Overall Training 
During the 2011-2012 school year, the Department of Media and Technology 
Integration provided instructional technology training for 11,178 teachers. Below 
is a pie chart listing the types of training provided and the number of participants.  

 Instructional Classroom  

Equipment & Software  

• Interactive boards and slates with 
ActivInspire software 

• Activotes with ActivInspire 
software 

• CPS with ExamView 
• Flip cameras with Movie Maker, 

Image Blender, & Photoshop 
• NEO2 with software 
• Multimedia projectors 
• Computers and laptops 
• iPads with applications 
• Tech4Learning software 
• Broadcast cart  

  

Progress Monitoring 

• SLDS – State Longitudinal 

Database System 

• SRI – Scholastic Reading 

Inventory 

• OAS – Online Assessment 

System 

  

Hybrid Learning 

• Moodle 

• Edmodo  

• Tandburg 

• AP Forum 
Teacher Admin Tools 

 
• Power Teacher 
• Outlook 
• SCCPSS teacher webpage 

creation and design 
• ClassKeys 

  

Teacher Resources & 

Web 2.0 Tools 

• Thinkfinity 
• netTrekker 
• Google Tools 
• DE Streaming 
• Galileo 
• Web Resources 
• Renaissance Place 
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Professional Development Delivery Methods 
Technology integration specialists provide training during planning periods, after 
school, and on weekends. Teachers are notified of training opportunities through 
email, and announcements for upcoming training are published and maintained 
on a calendar on the district’s intranet site (ACORN). In addition, video tutorials 
and handouts are posted on the web for teachers and staff to access. 
Customized training is also provided to departments and schools upon request.  
 

Media & Technology Integration: Course Offerings 
 
Course  Course Title 

PAI101 ActivInspire Basics 

PAI201 ActivInspire – Using Resources and Shapes 

PAI202 ActivInspire – Working with Text 

PAI203 ActivInspire – Working with Pages 

PAI204 ActivInspire Presentation Tools 

PAI301 ActivInspire – Interactive Tools 

PAI302 ActivInspire – Multimedia Tools 

PAI303 ActivInspire – Making Flipcharts Your Own 

PAV101 Activotes 

ACY101 Audacity Basics 

ACY201 Audacity Bells and Whistles 

  

CPS101 Classroom Performance System (CPS) Basics 

CPS102 Classroom Performance System (CPS) with PowerPoint 

CPS201 Classroom Performance System (CPS) Advanced Features 

CPS202 Classroom Performance System (CPS) Team Activities 

    

DES101 Discovery Education streaming Basics 

DES201 Discovery Education streaming Beyond the Basics (Elective) 

    

EVW101 ExamView Basics 

EVW201 ExamView Alternate Delivery/Scoring Methods 

EVW301 ExamView Test Bank Creation 

    

FLP101 Flip Camcorder Basics 

FRC101 Frames Clay Animation Basics 

FRC201 Frames Clay Animation Intermediate 

FRC301 Frames Clay Animation Advanced 

FRI101 Frames Illustrated Animation Basics 

FRI201 Frames Illustrated Animation Intermediate 

FRI301 Frames Illustrated Animation Advanced 

FRS301 Frames Digital Storytelling 
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GAL101 GALILEO 

GGE101 Google Earth Introduction 

GGL101 Google Tools for Educators 

    

IMB101 ImageBlender Basics 

IMB201 ImageBlender Intermediate 

    

MOO101 Moodle Basics 

WMM101 Movie Maker 2.6 Basics 

WMM102 Movie Maker Live Basics 

    

NEO101 NEO2 Basics 

NTK101 netTrekker Basics 101 

NTK102 netTrekker Basics 102 

NTK103 netTrekker Basics 103 

NTS101 netTrekker Basics for School Level Administrators 

NTS102 netTrekker Intermediate for School Level Administrators 

NTD101 netTrekker for District Administrators 

    

OKT101 OakTree Basics 

    

PSE101 Photoshop Elements Basics 

PSE201 Photoshop Elements Intermediate 

PSE301 Photoshop Elements – Integrating into the Curriculum 

PHS101 PhotoStory 3 Basics 

PIX101 Pixie2 Basics 

PIX201 Pixie2 Intermediate 

PIX301 Pixie2 Advanced 

PIX302 Pixie2 Creativity in the Classroom 

PRE101 Premiere Elements Basics 

PRE201 Premiere Elements Intermediate 

    

SHR101 Share Basics 

SHR201 Share Intermediate 

SHR301 Share Advanced 

SHR302 Share – Engage your BrainSTEM 

EDO101 Edmodo Basics 

EDO201 Integrating Content using Edmodo 
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Gap Analysis 
 

The following section provides insight into the information described in the 
Current Reality section. The analysis of data indicated that there is strong 
evidence that the district has an infrastructure capable of supporting a rich variety 
of technologies throughout the district. Although much has been accomplished 
under the previous technology plan, gaps still exists in the areas of funding, 
instructional/business technology, staff development, classrooms/labs/media 
centers, and parents/community communications. 
 

Instructional Technology 
 

Savannah-County School District is committed to fully engaging 21st Century 
learners. Current classroom technologies, such as interactive whiteboards and 
slates, mounted multimedia projectors, document cameras, and student 
responses system, assist teachers in creating active and engaging learning 
environments.  Although the district has made great strides in providing 
technology equipment and teacher training in the past three years, there is still 
considerable work to be done.  It is important that the district continue to move 
forward in providing instruction technology and training for all instructional areas 
at all sites 
 

Strong School Leadership 
Technology can enhance the teaching and learning process when used 
effectively. Strong school leadership with a vision of how to implement 
technology is needed for the success of any program. Focused training is 
needed to develop the knowledge and skill on technology use in the instructional 
and administrative areas.  
 

District-Provided Resources 
There is a need for ubiquitous access to district-provided learning resources for 
staff and students. Video conferencing, blended learning, and e-learning can 
open a new world of experience for staff and students. Internal security 
limitations exist with new tools like Skype and mobile devices. Solutions are 
needed to allow real-time interactive sessions so that students can connect to the 
global learning community.  
 

District Software Purchases 
There is a need for centralized purchasing of software so that the district can 
benefit from volume discounts. In addition, maintenance contracts can be 
maintained for support and for compatibility with new technology deployment.  
 

Textbooks, eBooks, and Online Resources 
The district continues to use textbooks as the main curriculum resource in the 
classroom. The opportunity exists to begin moving toward digital content and 
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online resources. The potential also exists to pilot a 1-to-1 student-to-electronic 
device initiative at several schools. Based on research conducted on providing 1-
to-1 computing, several key factors can contribute to a successful deployment 
and integration into the teaching and learning process.  

 
• In order to support and execute a pedagogical shift in teaching, teachers 

must participate in extensive professional development, have access to 
the 1-to-1 technology, and be provided ample time to become familiar 
with the technology before it is released to students. 

• An onsite technical support structure is needed for students. Regular 
maintenance and support of devices will be required in order to ensure 
100 percent effectiveness during the instructional day.  

• Support and funding is needed for teams of teachers to work 
collaboratively to review and identify digital content/subject matter 
resources that are aligned to the standards and appropriate for the grade 
level being addressed. 

• Each school buildings wireless network will need to be upgraded, 
because the existing deployment is not designed to simultaneously 
handle 30 devices within a classroom or 100 devices in common areas. 

• Enhancements will need to be made to network security, since security on 
mobile devices is minimal. A management solution is needed for handling 
district-owned as well as personal devices (Bring Your Own Technology) 
to ensure compliance with Internet safety requirements. 

• A universal Learning Management System is needed. As online 
resources are identified by grade and content/subject area, a platform is 
needed for managing and controlling access to pre-approved resources.  

 

Learning Management System (LMS)  
The district needs to select and acquire a content/learning management system 
for use by teachers and students. The use of an LMS will allow the district to 
centralize online instructional programs, events, and digital resources. Teachers 
use the LMS to assemble and deliver standards-aligned lessons and content.  
Teachers will be able to create, manage, document, and track assignments; 
create reports; monitor the progress of projects; and collect and share learning 
resources. Using LMS software will allow students to monitor classroom activities 
and assignments and utilize teacher-recommended online resources. As the use 
of portable electronic devices increases, students will be able to access a variety 
of digital content anytime and from any location. 

 
Although Moodle is a free learning management platform, expertise on the 
platform is minimal within the district, and deployment has been slow. Edmodo is 
another learning management platform provided to teachers for posting and 
receiving assignments, sharing resources, and posting topics for discussions, 
which are the same services provided by Moodle. Moving forward, it will be 
necessary to standardize on one platform in order to maximize the limited 
resources and services available. 
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Professional development is critical to the proper implementation of a Learning 
Management System. Teachers and administrators must know how to use the 
system properly and understand how it will assist them in managing and sharing 
online tools and resources with students and other teachers. 
 

Bring Your Own Technology (BYOT) 
Students today are surrounded by technology that provides them with mobile 
access to resources 24/7. They constantly text, share information, and participate 
in social networking sites to collaborate and communicate with people around the 
world. The rapid pace of innovation in this area continues to evolve and 
transform the workforce and schools. 
 
Although the district has provided technology access through the addition of 
computer labs and mobile computer carts (COWs), immediate full-class access 
to digital resources is still limited. To make technology resources more 
accessible, the district needs to support BYOT. This will allow students to bring 
and use their own personal electronic devices, such as smart phones, iPods, 
iPads, and laptops, to school for instructional use.   
 
Results of a recent survey of high school students indicated that students use 
more technology outside of school than they do in class, and that the district’s 
high schools are not meeting student technology expectations. Students also 
indicated that they would like more access to portable devices during class, 
faster Internet connections, and the creation of an online classroom environment. 
The Pew Center’s Internet and American Life Project published a report on 
March 19, 2012, stating that more than seventy percent of teenagers between 
ages 12 and 17 text on a regular basis, and one in four had smartphones 
connected to the Internet. In October 2010, the Nielsen Co. published a report 
that showed the average teenager sent 3,339 texts a month.  

 
At this time, the district has a small number of portable handheld devices being 
used for instruction at various schools. The district has no way to automate the 
deployment of policies and/or applications to these devices. The district believes 
these devices can offer infinite possibilities in K-12 education. Free applications 
that cover the core content areas, to include music and the arts, can be easily 
obtained. Furthermore, students carry these devices with them all the time. This 
provides the opportunity for continued learning anytime and anywhere. There are 
tools today that can be used on a variety of smartphones. For example, 
www.polleverywhere.com is a website that provides the ability to post questions 
and allows answers to be received by text message. In 2012, interactive voting 
kits cost more than $1,000 per set of 32 devices. 
 

Digital Citizenship 
Although digital citizenship information is posted on the district website and 
provided through training by the school library media specialists, additional 
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efforts must be made to design a comprehensive digital citizenship program for 
integration into the curriculum. 
 

Blended Learning 
Although the use of e-learning tools, such as Moodle and Edmodo, has 
increased, the district has limited online and blended learning use. In order to 
implement a blended learning solution, students and staff will need 24/7 access 
to digital content and online approved resources. 

Implementation of Technology Skills Scope & Sequence 
The need exists to begin integrating the GADOE Technology Skills Scope & 
Sequence into the curriculum in order to prepare students for the 8th Grade 
Technology Literacy Exam. 
 

Teacher Technology Proficiency 
The need exists for measuring teacher proficiency in instructional technology.  
With this information, professional development can be structured to target 
specific needs for improvement. 

 
Streaming and Video Storage   
The district has limited ability to handle and manage video on demand. Distance-
learning capabilities, including video conferencing, video streaming, and online 
courses, are needed to facilitate anywhere/anytime learning.   

 
Technology Equipment and Refresh Rate 
The district needs to increase technology available to classrooms and specialty 
areas such as special education, music, and visual arts. With the move to online 
progress monitoring tools and the growth of digital resources, additional 
electronic devices are needed to handle the growing demand. In addition, the 
district needs to maintain a replacement cycle for existing technology resources 
in order to maximize their impact on instruction and administrative services. 
 
 

Media Centers 
 

Handheld Devices and Other 21st Century Tools 
The district must work to increase the number of handheld devices and other 21st 
century tools that are available for media center circulation at all sites.  Devices 
include handheld devices (ex., iPad, iPod, eReaders), student response systems, 
document cameras, digital still cameras, and digital video cameras. 
 

eBooks 
eBooks and other digital resources must be made available in greater numbers 
as the use of handheld devices becomes more prevalent throughout the district. 
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Online Databases 
The district must provide more centrally purchased online databases so that 
students will have ubiquitous access to resources for research, reference, and 
individualized study. Also, more online databases must be made available as the 
use of portable handheld devices becomes more prevalent throughout the 
district. 
 

Media Center Computers and Laptops 
Modern media center computers and laptops for student and staff check-out and 
in-media center use must be available for daily instruction and productivity.  
These devices are currently counted in the district’s 5-to-1 ratio for student 
computers. When computers are refreshed for a site, the media center is not 
always included in the replacement cycle. A refresh rate for media center 
computers and laptops needs to be established and integrated into the computer 
refresh rate for the district to ensure adequate numbers of modern computers. 
 

Destiny Enhancements 
Add-on subscription features are available through Destiny. The acquisition of 
these subscription services will stimulate reader interest, allow students to make 
better use of their research time, and improve usage of on-line research 
databases. 
 

Professional Development for Media Specialists 
Through surveys and interviews, media specialists have indicated they would like 
to receive training on iPads, eReaders, and document cameras. Additional 
training on digital story-telling, digital literacy, and the integration of Promethean 
ActivInspire and Web 2.0 tools into media skills classes also is needed. 
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Administrative Technology 
 

Technology can bring additional efficiencies in numerous administrative areas, 
from business operations to monitoring student achievement. Some existing 
administrative technology initiatives have not yet been fully implemented, and 
other possibilities have yet to be fully explored. 
 

Business Processes 
Many of the district’s business processes are still paper-based and would benefit 
from a web-based workflow, which would document processes in ways that will 
ensure proper procedures and policies are followed. 
 

Quality Control 
Business systems are limited in their ability to provide data validation at the point 
of entry and quality control metrics for monitoring data quality. Enhancements in 
this area are needed. 
 

Horizontal and Vertical Integration 
Seamless interoperability between district systems and the state is non-existent. 
The existing solution is resource-intensive and creates data integrity and 
efficiency problems. A solution is needed for real time updates for consistency of 
data across multiple systems.  

 

District Printing  
The district currently has a copier fleet and central print shop that provides the 
majority of printing services. A large number of printer models exist in the fleet, 
which increases cost and complexity of support. The potential exists for 
integrating the copier fleet and the print shop for reduced cost and operations. 
Online job submission and restructuring support services is needed to quickly 
service print jobs within 24 hours. 
 

Parent/Staff Notification 
Improvements in truancy and student attendance are a district focus. 
Consistency in following the Truancy Protocol Manual has been resource-
intensive for the schools, and a better solution is required. A centralized solution 
can release the schools from this arduous task and provide automated calls to 
parent to supply information on attendance, number of absences to date, and 
truancy status.  
 

School Food Service 
Integration between the Food Service and Student Information System is 
inconsistent. Online parent access for application and prepayment is not 
available. Nutrition planning abilities are needed to meet state and federal 
requirements. 
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Substitute Management System 
Integration between Smartfind and the HR and time management systems are 
dependent on processes executed by district staff. Automated substitute 
management integration is needed. Additional substitute management 
functionality is needed. 
 

Master Scheduling Project  
The recent district-wide implementation of PowerSchool provided the ability to 
conduct online master scheduling. This feature was placed online for school year 
2010-12. Each school was tasked with ensuring that all students have schedules 
for the new school year prior to the end of the current school year. Schools still 
have manual procedures in place to build master schedules and enter the 
students’ course requests into the district’s student information system. In 
addition to the continued use of the manual process, staff inexperience (due to 
staff turnover, new placement, etc.) presents challenges in the full use of an 
online master scheduling system. 
 
In order to build the bridge of consistently using and relying on an online master 
scheduler, various levels of training will be conducted. School staff involved in 
student scheduling will receive ongoing scheduling training. In addition to this 
technical training, staff also will receive conceptual training on how to build a 
master schedule. This training, paired with the functionality provided by 
PowerScheduler, will allow the schools the ability to do online course registration. 
Online course registration will eliminate the need to manually enter all course 
requests for students and provide the opportunity for additional parent 
involvement. 
 

Parent Portal 
Students have not been provided with access to the portal service. This service 
can be rolled out to high school students to support their involvement in 
education.  
 

Storage 
File storage for staff and students expands annually, which puts stress on the 
district’s current storage and backup systems. There is no system or procedure 
in place to purge data that is no longer needed. While the district’s hardware 
storage capacity meets current needs, it will not sufficiently meet future needs. 
     

Wireless Network 
The current wireless infrastructure within the schools can support 30 wireless 
devices for every four classrooms. With the growth in use of wireless devices 
throughout the schools, the wireless network is approaching saturation, resulting 
in slower speeds and dropped connections. The district needs to move to a 
solution that will allow wireless density to support one wireless device for every 
student. In addition, the district needs a solution that will allow management and 
monitoring of the wireless system. 
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Facilities 
The topic of facilities is included in this section because of the impact older 
buildings have on the deployment of technology. Sites have experienced 
difficulties with AC power when the number of computers in a school has 
increased. The availability of AC power varies from school to school. New 
buildings have adequate power and receptacles for accommodating a 5-to-1 
student-to-computer ratio. Older buildings are not designed for technology and 
may require extended circuits or additional circuit panels, increasing the overall 
cost for deployments. 
 
One technology trend is the proliferation of district and personal mobile devices. 
These devices require additional accommodation for access to power. Power 
stations are now needed in common areas to allow for the charging of personal 
and school-based portable technology.  

 
Internet Bandwidth 
There is no solution in place to prioritize network traffic to ensure that mission-
critical applications, such as online assessments, receive the amount of 
bandwidth needed to function properly. The district needs to provide reliable 
access to critical web-based applications. Additionally, with the shift to online 
assessments and the proliferation of mobile networking, an increase in Internet 
bandwidth will be required. 
 

BlackBerry Phone 
The district’s data systems and data dashboards do not work effectively with the 
BlackBerry OS. Vendors have moved to developing mobile applications for 
Android and IOS (Apple) mobile devices. Smartphones now can be used to 
access district resources and student information. For example, teachers are 
using their iPhones to take classroom attendance. The iPhone app is directly 
connected to PowerSchool, the district’s student information system.  

 
Network Security 
The district is in need of an enterprise solution that will provide intrusion 
detection, prevention, and detailed reporting. Based on a 2012 report from 
McAfee, there are threats of cyber warfare occurring throughout the world. While 
the school system does not make a formidable target or threat, the district’s 
systems can be recruited and forced to attack key targets in conjunction with 
other compromised systems. This can be accomplished with Botnets. Botnets 
are part of the malware family that takes advantage of systems by attacking and 
infecting them. Once a Botnet takes over, it awaits further instructions for action. 
Typically, a single command can launch thousands of attacks from innocent sites 
to a targeted host.  
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The threat to district computers and systems continues to rise, and the methods 
used by attackers and malware writers are becoming more advanced. It will 
become necessary to allocate additional funds and resources to ensure the 
security of district systems and resources. 

 
Response to Intervention 
Response to Intervention (RTI) is an intervention process designed to help 
students who are struggling academically or behaviorally. RTI consist of early 
detection, frequent progress measurements, and intensive evidence-based 
instructional interventions. The district presently uses RTI paper-based forms that 
are scanned into TIENET. Schools maintain spreadsheets and generate reports 
for central office review. The provision of research-based interventions and the 
use of universal screeners for measuring progress vary throughout the district 
and lack continuity among sites. A web-based RTI system is needed to simplify 
the paper-driven process for tracking, monitoring, and managing intervention and 
student performance.  
 

Assistive Technology 
Assistive technology devices are designed to be used by students with 
disabilities in order to perform basic functions. Separate self-contained special 
education classrooms should have a variety of technology available in the 
classroom to support accessibility and the students’ developmental and physical 
ability levels. These devices include switch operated devices, specialized 
keyboards, large print, speech recognition software, interactive boards and 
devices for instruction and communication. Communication is a key area of 
concern for speech impaired, autistic, and early childhood students who have 
developmental deficits in speech and language. The use of technology devices 
with appropriate communication and learning applications is also a need.   
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Parents and Community Technology 
 
While the district goes to great lengths to communicate with the community using 
multiple channels, additional avenues should be explored and utilized to 
effectively connect with students, parents, and the community. A primary mode of 
communication remains the district’s website. The website has repeatedly been 
recognized for its content and ease of use. The information contained on the 
website is designed by a webmaster with content provided by various 
departments and schools. While many improvements have been made, gaps still 
exist in the areas of school web pages, specifically in keeping information current 
and relevant to parents and students. A stronger focus is needed in writing and 
providing content that is geared to the targeted audience. 
 
Parent phone numbers and email addresses often change. There is a need for a 
regular updating process driven by parent input so as to reach individuals at the 
best possible phone number or email address. 
 
Stronger awareness and use of the Parent Portal is required. The registration 
process requires a visit to the school and only one person can provide the 
service. Over-the-phone verification is required with multiple school personnel 
having access to assist parents.  
 
Principals have expressed interest in providing teachers access to the parent 
notification system for callouts to parents on classroom work and activities.  
 
The sccpss.com website is robust; however, ease of finding information remains 
a challenge. An independent website audit with input from parent focus groups 
would serve the district well in efforts to provide a stronger mode of 
communication. Additionally, the inclusion of digital media/video communications 
would provide substantial impact for end users. This requirement would call for a 
video server, which is currently unavailable. 
 
Greater school website awareness is required for maximum parental usage.  
Schools should have their own stand-alone web address that is simple, concise, 
and allows for one click to access the site. Currently, users must target the 
district website as a “click through” to access school web pages.     
 
Content on school website must be relevant to the user in order to gain maximum 
parental usage and return visits. Some sites have a strong web presentation 
filled with current, valuable information, while others do not.  Informational 
postings and timely updates posted on specific schools sites should occur with 
higher frequency. 
 
More development of teacher web pages are needed. Some teachers use this 
tool well, while others lack sufficient content support and presentation. 
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Push technology in the area of social media platforms such as Facebook and 
You Tube should be investigated. Effective communication follows the medium 
most likely used by the target audience. By comparison, Atlanta Public Schools 
has a dedicated staff member who monitors and updates social media platforms. 
 
There are many stories of success and academic growth that should be readily 
accessible on the public website to all stakeholders. This is especially important 
for newcomers or those who are planning to move to this area and are looking to 
learn more about SCCPSS and how it can meet their educational needs. While 
the district’s website contains a wealth of data, navigating it to find growth trends, 
student achievements, and teacher accomplishments is not easy. A prominent 
section should be created to include points of pride that clearly highlight 
successful district data. 

 

Student Assessment Summary 
 

The academic status of students in SCCPSS can be summarized by examining 
student performance on the components of the major Georgia statewide 
assessments and district progress monitoring tools.  

 The Georgia statewide assessment program currently includes: 
• Georgia High School Graduation Tests (GHSGT) administered to 

students enrolled in high school for the first time between July 1, 2008 
and June 30, 2011 and who have not obtained a proficiency score on a 
corresponding End of Course Test (EOCT); 

• Georgia High School Writing Test (GHSWT) administered to all 11th 
grade students during the fall of their junior year; 

• The EOCT given to students enrolled in designated courses for high 
school credit; 

• Criterion-referenced Competency Test (CRCT) given in grades 3-8; 
and; 

• Writing assessments in grades 3, 5, and 8. 
 

A well-developed progress monitoring tool can assist teachers with identifying 
patterns of growth and gaps in learning. In addition, consolidating and 
centralizing data for access is valuable in identifying complex patterns 
throughout a grade level, content area, or across the district. 
  
Historically, district-wide formative assessments have been completed in a paper 
and pencil format.  A change in focus toward utilization of technology to deploy 
these assessments will provide timely access and analysis of results which 
assists teachers in implementing informed instructional strategies to drive 
continuous improvements in student proficiency.  
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Additionally, district progress monitoring tools such as the Scholastic Reading 
Inventory (SRI) are used as the formative benchmarks in elementary and middle 
schools. 
 
The district’s reading-on-grade-level objective is to increase the percentage of 
students who are reading on grade level by the end of grade 2 as measured by a 
Lexile reading scale score of 330L or higher on the Scholastic Reading Inventory 
(SRI), an adaptive on-line progress monitoring tool that is administered quarterly.  
By 2012, 77% of students will be reading on grade level by the conclusion of their 
second grade academic year. 
 
In SY 2011-12, teachers will use Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) to monitor 
and guide students’ progress in reading. The School Data Team will analyze the 
data after each administration of SRI in November, February, and May and 
adjust instruction based on the analysis of the data. 
 
The SRI was administered to second grade students in September and 
November.  Table 1 represents the proficiency growth rates for these students, 
while Table 2 reflects the baseline proficiency summary for grades 4 and 7. 
Overall the percentage of students meeting or exceeding the gateway 
requirements by November 2011 was 52% at grade 2, 47% at grade 4, and 57% 
at grade 7. 
 
Reading comprehension is essential to academic learning; therefore, we plan to 
increase access to the SRI as a progress monitoring tool to students in grades 2-
8 for the upcoming school term (SY2013).  This plan will require the purchase of 
licenses for approximately 9,000 students in 32 sites.   
 
Table 1. Grade 2 Proficiency Growth Summary by Ethnicity  

Ethnicity 9/2011 11/2011 
Asian 61% 72% 
Black 31% 42% 
Hispanic 36% 50% 
Multi-Racial 55% 65% 
White 54% 69% 

 
Table 2. Grades 4 and 7 Baseline Proficiency Summary (November 2011) 

Ethnicity Grade 4 Grade 7 
Asian 64% 75% 
Black 37% 45% 
Hispanic 48% 66% 
Multi-Racial 53% 75% 
White 69% 76% 
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GHSGT/GHSWT 
Georgia public school students are required to pass all portions of the GHSGT in 
order to be eligible to receive a high school diploma.  These tests cover the 
specific content areas of English/language arts, mathematics, social studies, and 
science, in addition to a separately administered assessment in writing (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. SCCPSS & State Passing Rates by Year: GHSGT & GHSWT 2008-2011 

2008 2009 2010 2011 
State System State System State System State System 

ELA 90% 86% 90% 87% 90% 86% 91% 87% 
Math 92% 89% 94% 90% 91% 87% 84% 72% 
Social Studies 86% 77% 87% 80% 78% 65% 80% 65% 
Science 86% 77% 87% 80% 90% 85% 93% 87% 
Writing 89% 87% 91% 87% 92% 89% 93% 90% 

 
GHSGT and GHSWT results are disaggregated for gender & ethnicity (Table 2). 
 
Table 2. SCCPSS Passing Rates by Ethnicity & Gender: 2011 GHSGT & GHSWT 

Asian Black Hispanic 
Multi-
racial 

Native 
American White Female Male 

ELA 91% 84% 90% 92% n/a  94% 91% 83% 

Math 91% 65% 73% 80% n/a  87% 71% 73% 

Social Studies 85% 44% 30% 69% n/a  87% 63% 69% 

Science 97% 83% 95% 94% n/a  95% 87% 87% 

Writing 94% 87% 90% 93% n/a  96% 93% 87% 
 

Instructional Assessment Summary – CRCT 
The Georgia Criterion Referenced Competency Tests (CRCT) assesses student 
performance for grades 3-8 each spring in the areas of reading, language arts, 
math, science, and social studies.  Social studies pass rates during this period 
were not comparable due to the transition from QCC to a fully-aligned GPS 
assessment (Table 3).   
 
Table 3. SCCPSS Passing Rates by Grade: CRCT 2010-2011 

Reading ELA Math Science Social Studies 

2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 

Grade 3 88% 87% 85% 86% 73% 73% 73% 74% 76% 77% 

Grade 4 86% 84% 84% 84% 68% 74% 70% 70% 65% 66% 

Grade 5 86% 87% 89% 91% 75% 83% 69% 69% 61% 61% 

Grade 6 85% 91% 87% 88% 63% 66% 54% 56% 48% 58% 

Grade 7 82% 83% 87% 88% 76% 82% 66% 68% 58% 60% 

Grade 8 92% 95% 89% 90% 60% 66% 44% 47% 58% 57% 
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Consistent gains were experienced in reading and English/language arts from 
2008 to 2011. Mathematics data for this period was not comparable due to the 
transition from QCC to a fully-aligned GPS (Table 4). 
 
Table 4. SCCPSS  State Passing Rates by Year: CRCT 2008-2011 

READING 

2008 2009 2010 2011 

State System State System State System State System 

Grade 3 87% 81% 88% 83% 90% 88% 91% 87% 

Grade 5 87% 83% 88% 82% 90% 86% 91% 87% 

Grade 8 91% 88% 93% 88% 95% 92% 96% 95% 

         ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS 

2008 2009 2010 2011 

State System State System State System State System 

Grade 3 87% 82% 87% 83% 88% 85% 89% 86% 

Grade 5 90% 86% 91% 87% 92% 89% 93% 91% 

Grade 8 89% 85% 92% 87% 92% 89% 93% 90% 

MATHEMATICS 

2008 2009 2010 2011 

State System State System State System State System 

Grade 3 71% 59% 78% 69% 80% 73% 81% 73% 

Grade 5 72% 60% 79% 72% 82% 75% 87% 83% 

Grade 8 62% 47% 70% 53% 74% 60% 78% 66% 
 
SCCPS has demonstrated increases in the percentage of students passing the 
CRCT (Table 5). 
 
Table 5. SCCPSS & State Pass Rates: CRCT 2011  

Reading ELA Math Science Social Studies 

State System State System State System State System State System 

Grade 3 91% 87% 89% 86% 81% 73% 80% 74% 81% 77% 

Grade 4 88% 84% 88% 84% 81% 74% 79% 70% 77% 66% 

Grade 5 91% 87% 93% 91% 87% 83% 77% 69% 71% 61% 

Grade 6 94% 91% 91% 88% 76% 66% 71% 56% 72% 58% 

Grade 7 91% 83% 93% 88% 89% 82% 82% 68% 75% 60% 

Grade 8 96% 95% 93% 90% 78% 66% 67% 47% 73% 57% 
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Instructional Assessment Summary – EOCT 
Any student enrolled in one of the following courses for high school credit is 
required to participate in the End of Course Tests (EOCT) upon course completion;  
9th Grade Literature & Composition, American Literature & Composition, 
Mathematics 1, Mathematics II, Algebra, Geometry, Biology, Physical Science, 
U.S. History, and Economics (Table 6). 
 
Table 6. SCCPSS & State Pass Rates: EOCT 2008-2011 

Spring 2008 Spring 2009 Spring 2010 Spring 2011 

State System State System State System State System 

9th Grade Lit & Comp 73% 63% 77% 69% 79% 76% 82% 80% 

American Lit & Comp 84% 78% 86% 83% 86% 83% 87% 84% 

Algebra 55%* 41%* 40%* 30%* n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Geometry 61%* 38%* 47%* 30%* n/a n/a n/a n/a 

Math II 56% 40% 40% 23% 64% 52% 61% 49% 

Math II 62% 39% 49% 30% 54% 39% 57% 36% 

Biology 61% 45% 64% 43% 66% 50% 69% 54% 

Physical Science 63% 41% 66% 50% 72% 61% 75% 57% 

U.S. History 57% 39% 58% 34% 60% 39% 64% 44% 

Economics 66% 43% 70% 57% 71% 52% 72% 59% 

Due to GPS transition math scores for 2010 are not comparable. 
*2007-08 and 2008-09 Algebra and Geometry scores are not comparable to subsequent 
years’ Math I or Math II scores due to GPS transition.  Most students taking the Algebra and 
Geometry EOCTs in 2008-09 were course repeaters. 

 

Instructional Assessment Summary – Writing 
Students in grades 3, 5, and 8 participate in an annual writing assessment. Third 
grade writing scores are determined by the classroom teachers’ ongoing 
evaluation and are based upon a portfolio of writing samples collected throughout 
the school year.  Students in grades 5 and 8 are required to respond to a writing 
prompt provided by the state; responses are then scored by independent raters. 
 
Table 7:  SCCPSS & State Percentage of Students Meeting/Exceeding Standard 

 2008 2009 2010 

State 77% 78% 73% 

System 76% 75% 70% 

 
Table 8. SCCPSS & State Percentage of Students Meeting/Exceeding Standard 

 2008 2009 2010 

State 77% 67% 79% 
System 72% 63% 68% 
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Instructional Assessment Summary – ITBS 
A norm-referenced test is given to students to measure how they compare to 
students in a representative national sample.  Since 2003, the norm-referenced 
test given in Georgia has been the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS).  Students in 
Savannah-Chatham County Public Schools take the ITBS in grades 3, 5, and 8. 
Scores are reported as percentile ranks, which reflect the percentage of students 
in the national sample whose performance was below that of the given score.  
 

Table 9. SCCPSS Average Percentile Rank: 2008-2011 

2008 2009 2010 2011 

Grade 3 

Reading 44 

N
O

R
M

IN
G

 C
H

A
N

G
E

* 

44 45 46 

Language Arts 48 49 47 48 

Math 48 48 46 47 

Social Studies 53 53 54 56 

Science 47 50 50 52 

Grade 5 

Reading 45 45 43 43 

Language Arts 50 50 50 50 

Math 46 46 43 46 

Social Studies 48 48 50 50 

Science 50 50 47 50 

Grade 8 

Reading 35 35 38 38 

Language Arts 43 42 48 46 

Math 38 38 41 42 

Social Studies 36 36 40 40 

Science 39 39 45 46 

*Data not comparable due to re-norming by Riverside Publishing 
 
 



Goals 
 

Instructional Uses of Technology 
GOAL #1 Ensure all teachers and students have access to a comprehensive infrastructure, digital devices, 

and resources for teaching and learning when and where they need it. 
 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Achieve a 3:1 student 
to electronic device 
ratio in schools 

FY2013 20% 
FY2014 20% 
FY2015 20% 
Formula based on 
classrooms, labs, 
cows, and media 
center devices; 
excludes federal and 
grant provided 
technology.  
 
Use of a variety of 
digital devices 
(desktops, thin clients, 
and portable) to meet 
requirements.   
 
Power stations 
installed at schools to 
support deployment. 

GaDOE and LEA 
technology reports. 
 
Ability to conduct online 
assessments in grade 2 
through 8.  
 
Ability to conduct EOCT 
state testing online. 
 
 

$1.6 
Million/Yr 
ESPLOST 
LEA 
Grants 
  

Director of Networking & 
Engineering 
 
Director of  Maintenance 
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Maintain a 
modernization life cycle 
on administrative 
technology equipment. 

FY2013 20% 
FY2014 20% 
FY2015 20% 
Workstations: 5 yrs 
Laptops: 5 yrs 
Portable Devices: 5 
yrs 

Ability to support new 
administrative software.  

$800,000/yr 
ESPLOST 
LEA 
Grants 

Director of Networking & 
Engineering 
 
Senior Director of Applications, 
Maintenance, and 
Development. 

Ensure all core content 
areas and media 
centers have sufficient 
handheld electronic 
devices for teaching 
and learning. 

FY2013 33% 
FY2014 33% 
FY2015 34% 
Each grade level has 
a set of electronic 
devices sufficient in 
number for an entire 
class. 
 

Observation of teachers 
using differentiated 
instruction in the 
classroom.  
 
Professional development 
training logs.  
 
GaDOE and LEA 
technology reports. 
 

$973,000 
ESPLOST 
LEA 
Grants 

Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
 
Director of Networking & 
Engineering 

Increase high-speed 
wireless density access 
in schools to support 
the growth of wireless 
devices. 

FY2013 33% 
FY2014 33% 
FY2015 34% 
Wireless network in 
classrooms that 
support 30 devices. 
 
Wireless network in 
common areas to 
support 100 devices. 
 
Wireless management 

Ability to access district 
provided digital content 
and resources through 
portable devices inside and 
outside the schools. 
 
Students have access to 
Internet resources 24x7. 
 
Ability to audit system use.  
 

$1 Million/Yr 
ESPLOST 
ERATE 
LEA 
Grants 
 

Director of Networking & 
Engineering 
 
Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
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solution in place for 
security, diagnostics, 
and reporting. 

Seek to provide 
services within the 
community to support 
24/7 learning. 

FY2014 
Secured wireless 
network outside of 
school buildings 
where feasible. 
 
Posting businesses 
provide free Internet 
service throughout the 
county on district 
website. 
 
Work with city and 
county agencies for 
partnership on 
Internet services. 
 
Posting of special 
internet discount 
services for families 
on district website. 

Annual student survey. 
 
Ability to access district 
provided digital content 
and resources through 
portable devices outside 
the schools. 
 
Students have access to 
Internet resources 24x7. 
  
 

$75,000 
ESPLOST 
LEA 
ERATE 

Director of Networking & 
Engineering 
 
Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 

Pilot a 1-to-1 tablet 
initiative with a group of 
students who attend the 
same four content 
areas.  

FY2013 2 groups 
FY2014 4 groups 
FY2015 6 groups 
Student use laptops 
and online resources 
on a daily basis.  

Comparison of test scores. 
 
Sign-in sheets from 
professional development.  
 
Classroom observation and 

$650,000 
ESPLOST 
LEA 
Grants 

Director of Networking & 
Engineering 
 
Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
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Teachers use digital 
content for teaching 
and learning. 
 
Teachers maintain all 
content, work, and 
assignments online. 
 
Additional support 
provided to assist 
teachers and students 
with technical support.  

evaluations.  
 

Executive Director of 
Curriculum Implementation & 
Instructional Design 

Implement a solution to 
allow guest wireless 
devices to easily 
authenticate to the 
network and access 
district resources based 
on the identity of the 
user  

FY2013 
Increase in the 
number of devices 
being used for 
teaching and learning. 
 
BYOT supported in a 
secured and safe 
environment. 

System reports and logs. $25,000 
LEA 

Director of Network and 
Engineering 

Establish and maintain 
digital content and 
online resources in the 
four content areas for 
teachers and students 
to use.  
 

FY2013 Grades 9-12 
FY2014 Grades 6-8 
FY2015 Grades 1-5 
Online content and 
digital resources 
aligned to GPS and/or 
CCGPS are available. 
 

Observation of less 
reliance on textbooks and 
more use of digital content 
and online resources. 
 
Observation of increase in 
the use of online content, 
digital resources, and 

$60,000/Yr 
LEA 

Executive Director of 
Curriculum Implementation & 
Instructional Design 
 
Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
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Textbooks replaced 
with digital content 
and online resources. 
 
Online resources 
available to students 
for credit recovery, 
general courses, and 
acceleration.  
 
Digital content and 
online resources 
available for research, 
reference, and 
individualized study. 

interactive books in the 
four content areas.  
 
Observation of teachers 
using technology-based 
strategies to improve 
student achievement. 
 
Observation of blended 
learning activities in 
classrooms. 
 
 

Provide enhanced 
information and digital 
literacy resources to 
media centers, 
empowering students to 
safely navigate and use 
digital resources.  

FY2013 
Books with identified 
Lexile levels will be 
identified through 
Destiny. 
 
Media specialists 
assist students in 
selecting books based 
on appropriate Lexile 
level. 

Reports from Destiny. 
 
Media center monthly 
reports. 
 
Improved literacy scores in 
LEA and GaDOE 
assessments.  

$20,000/yr 
LEA 

Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 
Manager of Media and 
Technology Integration 

Ensure that every high 
school student has 
taken at least one 
online instructional 

FY2013 10% 
FY2014 30% 
FY2015 60% 
Learning platform 

Online course list. 
 
Roster of students taking 
online classes. 

N/A Executive Director of 
Curriculum Implementation & 
Instructional Design 
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course and has the 
opportunity to take 
additional courses 
online.  

identified and 
selected.  
 
E-Learning courses 
offered in the areas of 
electives, core 
content, credit 
recovery, and courses 
for acceleration and 
advancement. 

  
Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 

Support the use of 
BYOT in schools to 
allow for more 
personalized student-
centered teaching and 
learning. 

FY2013 
Policies created to 
address appropriate 
use of BYOT. 
 
Teachers are trained 
on integrating the use 
of BYOT within the 
classroom. 
 
School guidelines 
created for teachers 
and students on 
BYOT. 
 
Newsletter on BYOT 
sent home from 
schools participating 
in the program. 

Observation of teachers 
and students engaged in 
the instructional process 
with mobile learning 
devices. 
 
Personal devices are used 
for teaching and learning.  
 

$50,000/Yr 
LEA 

Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
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Provide the schools 
with a pre-approved list 
of vendors that provide 
online resources for 
student intervention 
strategies.  

FY2013 
District has a contract 
in place that allows 
schools to select and 
purchase approved 
products for targeted 
instruction and 
interventions. 

List of approved vendors 
and products posted on the 
ABC book.  

N/A Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 

Provide the ability to 
create and sustain 
electronic student 
portfolios  

FY2014 Grade 10-12  
FY2015 Grade 8-9 
Students have access 
to digital document 
storage. 
 
 

Students have access to 
their portfolios. 

N/A Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 

Provide teachers with 
interactive technology 
for the classroom. 

FY2013 33% 
FY2014 33% 
FY2015 34% 
Teachers can display 
content and interact 
with applications for 
class instruction. 
 
Interactive capability 
provided in core 
content areas.  

Fixed asset inventory. 
 
WRAD report. 

$2 Million 
LEA 
ESPLOST 

Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 
Director of Network and 
Engineering 

GOAL #2 Departments and schools will leverage technology to measure and use the data effectively for 

student progress monitoring and intervention strategies.  
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Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Deploy and maintain 
online adaptive skill-
based assessment and 
progress monitoring 
tools that can identify 
areas for student 
growth. 

FY2013 Grade K- 8 
 
Sufficient technology 
exists to support 
online assessment at 
every grade level. 
 
District-provided 
progress monitoring 
tools. 
 
GaDOE-provided 
assessments, where 
feasible, conducted 
online.  

Assessment reports 
available to teachers and 
administrators within 24 
hours of assessments.  
 

$192,000/Yr 
LEA 
RT3 

Senior Director of 
Accountability, Assessment, 
and Reporting Services 

Build capacity on 
“Decision Making for 
Results” for effective 
use of student data 
provided by the district 
and state. 

FY2013 33% 
FY2014 33% 
FY2015 34% 
Each school has data 
teams that focus on 
student academics, 
attendance, and 
behavior. 
 
Central office has data 
teams that focus on 
student academics, 
attendance, and 

Agendas from data teams. 
 
Reported outcomes on 
intervention strategies. 

N/A Senior Director of 
Accountability, Assessment, 
and Reporting Services 
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behavior. 

Ensure every teacher 
knows how to use data 
to improve instruction. 

FY2013 HS and MS 
FY2014 K-8 and ES 
All teachers trained on 
SLDS. 
 
District progress 
monitoring tool 
training provided to 
teachers. 
 

Ability to interpret data to 
personalize instruction. 
 
Training session sign-in 
logs.  
 
Assessment results 

N/A Senior Director of 
Accountability, Assessment, 
and Reporting Services 
 
Principals 

Explore and pilot game-
based learning tools. 
 

FY2013 
Game-based learning 
used in specific 
content areas and 
targeted groups of 
students. 
 
Partnerships exist with 
higher education 
agencies for support 
and collaboration.  

Student assessments 
results. 
 
GaDOE testing results. 

TBD Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 

Ensure school 
technology plans are 
consistent with the 
district technology plan. 

FY2013 
Technology Plan 
template provided to 
schools for use. 
 
Schools have 

Existence of school-based 
technology plan.  
 
Technology purchased 
based on the local 
technology plan.  

N/A Chief Data and Information 
Officer 
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technology plan that is 
consistent with the 
key components of 
the district plan. 
 
Schools review and 
update their 
technology plans 
annually.  

GOAL #3 Provide teachers and students with access to online teaching and learning environments that 
support innovation, creativity, and collaboration (21st century skills).  

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Provide schools with 
flexibility in selecting 
new technology based 
on programs and 
needs.  

FY2013 
A la carte menu of 
selection created for 
schools.  
 
Each school has a 
technology committee 
for equipment 
selection.   

Selection list from school 
technology committee.  
 
Training logs. 
 
Observation of classroom 
use of technology tools. 

N/A Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 

Ensure all classrooms, 
multipurpose rooms, 
and main conference 
rooms are equipped 
with multimedia 
technology. 

FY2013 
All classrooms and 
main conference room 
have multimedia 
technology.  

Observation of classrooms 
and main conference 
rooms. 

$1.2 million 
ESPLOST 

Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 
Director of Network and 
Engineering 
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Provide teachers with 
mini-grants for creative 
integration of 
technology and digital 
content into the 
instructional program.   

FY2013 to 2015 
Mini-grant criteria 
developed and 
published. 
 
Awards provided to 
four groups: ES, MS, 
K8, and HS.  
 

Grant application. 
 
Observations of flipped 
and/or blended 
classrooms. 
 
Training logs 
 
Classroom use of 
technology and digital 
content. 
 
Maximizing the use of 
online resources and 24x7 
learning. 

TBD Director of Media and 
Technology Integration 
 

Provide a video storage 
and management 
solution for district use.  

FY2013 
Video storage solution 
available to teachers 
and accessible by 
students. 
 
Teachers have the 
ability to store video 
lessons. 
 
Students have the 
ability to play back as 
many times to support 
understanding. 

Observation of students 
and staff using instructional 
videos. 
 
Video management 
solution in place. 
 
  

$50,000 
$30,000/Yr 
ESPLOST 
LEA 

Director of Networking & 
Engineering 
 
Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
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Integrate GADOE 
Technology Scope and 
Sequence into the 
curriculum. 
 

FY2013 Grade 6-8 
FY2014 Grade 3-5 
FY2015 Grade K-2 
GADOE Technology 
Scope and Sequence 
are integrated into the 
core content 
curriculum areas. 
 
Assess teacher’s 
knowledge on 
technology through an 
online assessment. 
 
All eight grade 
students take the 
technology literacy 
exam. 

Teachers are teaching 
technology skills within 
core content areas. 
 
8th Grade Technology 
Literacy Assessment 
results. 
 

$30,000/Yr 
LEA 

Executive Director Curriculum 
Implementation and 
Instructional Design  
 
Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 

Establish and maintain 
a learning management 
platform to manage 
district resources. 
 

FY2013 
Students and staff 
have access to 
resources and 
courses through the 
learning management 
system. 

Students and staff utilize 
learning management 
platform. 

TBD Executive Director Curriculum 
Implementation and 
Instructional Design  
Director of Networking & 
Engineering 
Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 

Upgrade and maintain 
Internet speed to 
support the increase in 
user data management, 
online progress 

FY2013 
Firewall is upgraded 
to support additional 
capacity and load. 
 

Network monitoring reports 
to show Internet bandwidth 
utilization during 
instructional hours. 

$120,000/Yr 
ERATE 
LEA 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 
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monitoring tools, e-
learning courses, and 
the use of digital 
content and online 
resources. 

Ability to control and 
prioritize network 
traffic. 
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Administrative Uses of Technology 

GOAL #4 To provide information that is timely, relevant, easily accessible, and integrated horizontally 

(across systems) and vertically (District to DOE). 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Implement and maintain 
a desktop and mobile 
device management 
solution. 

FY2013 
Ability to manage 
desktops and mobile 
devices.  
 
Ability to deploy 
applications and 
security patches.  
 
Ability to investigate 
and produce logs of 
inappropriate use. 

Number of devices 
monitored. 
 
Deployment logs.  
 
 
 

$25,000 
$5,000/Yr 
LEA 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 

Implement Student 
Profile Dashboard. 
 

FY2013 
Secondary school 
district administrators 
have the ability to 
quickly view critical 
student data that is 
accessible on desktop 
and portable devices. 
 
FY2014 
Elementary and K-8 

Administrators are using 
the dashboard system in 
parent conferences and 
impromptu meetings. 
  
Survey results obtained 
from district administrators 
regarding the effectiveness 
of system and availability 
of information to support 
decisions. 

$100,000 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Director of Student Information 
Systems and DBA Services 
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schools district 
administrators have 
the ability to quickly 
view critical student 
data that is accessible 
on desktop and 
portable devices. 

Upgrade and redesign 
the Applicant Tracking 
System for workflow, 
integration, and 
effective use. 

FY2014 
New hires are loaded 
via automated 
interface in HR  
 
Paperless process for 
job interviews. 
 
Screening process in 
place. 
 
All Lotus Notes 
applications related to 
new hires are 
eliminated (Employee 
Requisitions, 
Personnel Actions, 
Job Descriptions) 

Pending hire transfer 
reports  
 
Employee requisition 
reports generated from the 
Applicant Management 
System. 
 
 

$25,000 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Director of Human Resources 

Establish interoperable 
data systems to better 
allocate resources and 
build management 
efficiencies across 

FY2013 
Developed plan for 
system integration 
using SIF 
technologies.  

Using SIF framework to 
share real-time data 
among systems. 
 
Creation of student 

$90,000  
LEA 
 

Senior Director of Applications,  
Development and Maintenance 
 
Director of SIS 
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disparate systems.   
FY 2014 
SIS integration with 
Food Services, 
Exceptional Children 
Management and 
Data Warehouse. 
 
FY2015 
Interconnect ADS, 
HR, FIN, Food 
Services, Media 
Services, Student 
Information System, 
and Data Warehouse. 

account is pushed 
automatically to Food 
Services, Media Services, 
and ADS. 
 
Horizontal Integration using 
SIF framework is in place. 

Director of Library Media 
Services 

Implement a solution to 
integrate HR systems 
with Active Directory to 
allow real time creation 
and updates to user 
accounts. 

FY2013 
User accounts are 
created within one 
hour of being added 
to the applicable 
back-end system. 

System logs and reports. $50,000 
LEA 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 
 
Department of Applications, 
Development, and 
Maintenance Services 
 

Maintain a 
modernization life cycle 
on district servers and 
infrastructure 
equipment. 

FY2013 
Servers: 5 years 
UPS devices: 3 years 
Infrastructure: 6 years 

Local inventory reporting 
tools 

$70,000/Yr 
ESPLOST 
ERATE 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 

 

Provide, maintain, and 
expand server 
virtualization for 

FY2013 
Server physical 
hardware replaced by 

Fewer physical servers are 
housed in the data center.  
 

$70,000 
ESPLOST 
LEA 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 
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reduced cost and 
efficient management of 
service. 

virtual servers. 
 
 

Improved management 
and support of services. 

GOAL #5 To provide and maintain a safe and secure ubiquitous environment for staff, students, and 

parents to access district-provided resources. 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Provide and maintain 
remote secured access 
to district resources.  

FY2013 
Ability to access 
personal files 
remotely. 
 
Ability to access 
internal district 
resources remotely. 

Access to reports and 
personal files anytime and 
anywhere.  

$30,000 
ESPLOST 
LEA 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 
 

Implement a solution 
that will protect district 
data storage systems. 

FY2013 
Protection enabled on 
removable drives. 
 
Protection enabled on 
portable devices. 
 
Protection enabled on 
laptops. 

Group policy reports. N/A 
 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 
 

Ensure network 
security, filtering, and 
disaster recovery plans 
are in place and kept 

FY2013 
Policies, procedures, 
and technologies are 
in place to ensure 

Application reports. 
 
Policy reviews. 
 

$10,000/Yr 
LEA 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 
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up-to-date.  district resources are 
secured and 
recoverable.  

 
AUP policy is up-to-
date 

 
Protection measures 
are monitored and 
reports are generated. 

 
Self-password 
management 
provided. 

 
Monitoring equipment 
installed and 
operational. 

Backup logs. 
  
Contingency plans. 
 

Connect Costal Empire 
Montessori Charter 
School to the district 
network and install 
wireless classrooms 
with wired offices.  

FY2013 
Fiber optic link 
established between 
the CEMCO and 
SCCPSS.  

 
Wireless connectivity 
available in all 
classrooms.  

 
Wired connections 
installed in main office 
area.  

Classrooms can access 
district and Internet 
resources wirelessly. 
 
Main office has access to 
administrative resources 
through wired services.  
 
 

$70,000 
ESPLOST 

Department of Network and 
Engineering 
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MDF established with 
battery and power 
protection. 

 
Option of telephone 
conversion to VOIP 
with a 395 prefix. 

GOAL #6 Improve administrative processes at all levels by reviewing, redesigning, and transforming the 

way business is conducted in order to make more efficient use of time, money, and staff. 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Explore and expand the 
services of KRONOS to 
include paperless leave 
requests and providing 
customers with historical 
review data. 

FY2013 
Employees are 
provided with a self-
service portal. 
 
Online leave request 
and approval for 
employees. 
 
Leave balance 
transfer from AHRS to 
Kronos is terminated 
as the Kronos 
systems become the 
authority on leave 
data. 
 

Leave data available in 
Kronos for employee 
review and for automated 
transfer to AHRS. 
 
Leave analysis report 
available in Kronos. 
 
Real time leave balances 
available in Kronos for 
employee review online or 
at time clocks. 
 
Hard copy Direct deposit 
printing is terminated. 
  
Online benefit available for 

$140,000 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Director, HR and Benefits 
 
Director, Disbursements 
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Support of proximity 
ID cards. 
 
FY2014  
Direct deposit 
information available 
in Kronos for view and 
adjustment of account 
information. 

employees. 

Upgrade the Human 
Resources and 
Financial system 

FY2014 
Requirements 
Analysis and 
development of 
system specifications. 
 
FY2015 
RFP posted for online 
web-enabled HR/FIN 
system. 
 
Temp staffing for 
support of transition. 
 
FY2015-16 
Business process 
redesign, hardware 
install, system 
configuration and 
development, data 
conversion, testing 
and training. 

State and federal reports 
generated from new 
system.  
 
Payroll running from new 
system.  
 
Procurement and contract 
management running on 
new system.  
 
Budget and finance 
processes running on new 
system. 
 
HR functions and 
workflows running on new 
system.  

FY2015 
$7,000,000 
LEA 

Chief Data and Information 
Officer 
 
Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Chief Financial Officer 
 
Executive Director of Human 
Resources 
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Explore and implement 
cloud computing to bring 
higher levels of 
operational efficiency, 
flexibility, and 
productivity to schools.  

SY2013 
Student email 
available on cloud 
computing platform. 
 
Teacher email 
available on cloud 
computing platform. 
 
Students and teachers 
have access to online 
office suite and 
collaboration tools.  
 
Integration with 
district’s ADS. 

All functions and 
capabilities provided by 
cloud computing platform. 

N/A Department of Network and 
Engineering 
 

Redesign and 
consolidate district 
copier/printing services 
for improving 
effectiveness and 
efficiency. 
 

FY2013 
Analysis completed to 
evaluate existing fleet 
copiers and central 
printing services. 
 
Configure default 
setting on copiers to 
two-sided printing.  
 
RFP created and 
posted for new design 
structure. 
 
Customers will receive 

Reduced cost ratio by 
digitizing jobs from 
customers to production. 
 
Significant reduction in 
desktop and network 
printing executed at sites. 
 
Improved  accountability 
and reporting 
  
Improved  production 
schedules and inventory 
tracking 
 

$1.2 
Million/Yr 
LEA 
 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Manager of Print Shop 
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print jobs in less than 
24 hours. 
 
Online submission 
and tracking of print 
jobs. 

Metrics on turnaround time 
and service provided. 
 
Management reports from 
service provider. 
 
Quarterly surveys of staff 
Reports from district 
financial system 

Provide and maintain an 
online Maintenance 
Work Order 
Management System 

FY2013 
Web-based entry of 
work orders is 
available for all 
schools 
 
Web-based work 
order status update is 
used by all M&O staff  
 
FY2014 
Integration with email 
system for work order 
assignment  
 
Integrated with ADS. 

District use of a paperless 
Maintenance Work Order 
system. 
 
Online work order status 
review 
 
Event scheduling  
reports  
 
Data available to show ratio 
of work orders completed 
to work orders open. 
 

$50,000 
$10,000/Yr 
LEA 
 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Senior Director of Maintenance 

Implement and maintain 
a Procurement 
Management System 
that supports workflow 
process automation and 

FY2013 
Self-service vendor 
management system. 
 
Online workflow on 

Workflows are in place for 
vendor file maintenance 
and bid solicitation 
processes. 
 

$30,000/yr 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
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can standardize stages 
of purchasing and 
procurement cycle. 

bids and RFPs. 
 
Streamline the 
procurement process 
for schools and 
departments. 
  
FY2014  
Online contract 
management.  
 
Online invoice 
management. 
 
Single point of entry 
for procurement of 
goods and services.  

Electronic entry, approval, 
and delivery of purchase 
orders   
 
Contracts are tracked 
through development, 
negotiation, signoff and 
storage online. 
 

Replacement of Lotus 
Notes system.  

FY2014 
100 % migration of all 
applicable remaining 
Lotus Notes 
applications to 
Microsoft Office 
SharePoint Services 
workflow and data 
tools. 
 
School locator, travel 
request, special check 
request processes 
converted to fully 

Online workflows are in 
place and used by district 
personnel 
 
Lotus Notes taken offline. 

$50,000 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Manager of Web Services 
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automated SharePoint 
workflow. 
 

Expand and support 
Records Management 
Digital Imaging System 
to include student 
records for improved 
productivity and greater 
efficiency.  

FY2013  
Conversion of existing 
system to new digital 
system. 
 
FY2013  
33% of student 
records will be 
digitized and archived. 
 
FY2014  
33% of student 
records will be 
digitized and archived. 
 
FY2015  
33% of student 
records will be 
digitized and archived. 
 

Reduce / eliminate paper 
documentation. 
 
Improved access speed to 
documents 
. 
Enabled single-document 
storage and access. 
 
Captured IEP documents 
for service providers, 
Medicare filing. 
 
Secured historical student 
archives. 
 
Replaced paper cabinets. 
 
Number of records digitized 
each year. 
 
Management reports of 
physical permanent records 
via an Electronic Records 
Management System 
(ERMS). 

$50,000 
LEA 
ESPLOST 

Director of Records 
Management 
 
Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
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Document district paper-

intensive processes by 

department for review 

and online workflow 

prioritization.  

 

FY2013 

Architecture and 

standards developed. 

Processes no longer 

required are schedule 

for elimination. 

Barriers removed that 

prevent flexibility and 

broader options for 

online workflow 

solution. 

Documentation on 
processes. 
 
Priority established on 
process conversion.   

N/A Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Manager of Web Services 

Leverage school and 
district existing 
technology to support 
TelePresence in order 
to cut cost and improve 
productivity.  

FY2013 HS and MS 
FY2014 K-8 and ES 
District solution 
designed and training 
materials created.  
 
Administration trained 
on video conferencing 
tools. 
 
Cameras installed in 
all district conference 
rooms to support 
teleconferencing.   

Professional Development 
and Meetings held online.  

$150,000 
LEA 
ESPLOST 

Director of Network and 
Engineering Services. 
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Expand the use of 
parent portal services to 
include scheduling 
parent/teacher 
conferences. 

FY2013 
Online scheduling of 
parent/teacher 
conference. 
 
Parents/students can 
pick courses online to 
complete a full 
schedule. 

Parents are able to 
schedule meetings with 
teachers online.  
 
Students are able to 
complete their schedules 
online. 

N/A Manager of STIS 

Convert the paper-
based RTI process to an 
online process.  

FY2014 
ES, K-8, MS, and HS 
phased transition from 
paper-based RTI to 
online RTI. 

Teachers enter RTI 
information online for 
student tracking and 
progress. 
 
Automated progress 
monitoring available 
through universal screening 
which measures growth 
over time independent of 
grade level or age for 
reading and mathematics. 
 
Comprehensive real-time 
reporting is available. 
 
 

$40,000/yr 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 

 

Implement a centralized 
solution for media 
centers to manage 
circulating and fixed 

FY2013 High 
FY2014 Middle & K-8 
FY2015 Elementary 
 

Circulation logs and asset 
reports 

$2200/site 
LEA 

Manager of Media & 
Technology Integration 
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equipment assets to 
ensure equitable access 
to resources, to reduce 
purchasing 
redundancies, and to 
provide better 
opportunities for 
resource sharing and 
utilization of purchased 
resources. 

Centralized assets 
management system 
is available for 50 
media centers. 

GOAL #7 To capture, analyze and provide meaningful data for data driven decision making to support 

accountability, instructional monitoring, and operational excellence. 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Convert production MS 
Access databases to a 
unified SQL platform.  

FY2012 
Document Access 
databases store 
student and 
HR/Finance data. 
 
Analysis performed on 
existing access 
databases for review 
and prioritization.  
 
FY2014 
100 % of SIS and 
business data DBs 
converted. 

Review of district database 
list for status of conversion. 
 
Reports built and 
generated from SQL tables. 

$50,000 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
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Implement address 
verification software for 
improving data quality 
and system efficiency.  

FY2013  
Verification process is 
executed quarterly. 
 
SIS data is compared 
quarterly for 
corrections.  
 
District mail is 
discounted to bulk 
rate. 
 
Reduction in 
undeliverable mail and 
re-mailings.  

Report on undeliverable 
mail.  
 
Report on SIS data quality.  
 
Reduction in district mail 
costs. 
 

$2,000/Yr 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 

Implement and maintain 
a paperless discipline 
process that supports 
workflow automation 
and standardizes all 
stages of the discipline 
cycle to include parent, 
teacher, administrator, 
central staff, and 
hearing office.  

FY2013  
Elementary and K-8 
schools  
 
FY2014 
Middle and High 
schools  
 

Teachers enter referrals 
online. 
 
Reduction in discrepancies 
in discipline data. 
 
Automatic generation of 
parent letters. 
 
Workflow process on entire 
discipline cycle.  

$60,000 
LEA 
 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Director of Student Information 
Systems and DBA Services 
 

Investigate solutions for 
storing all local progress 
monitoring tools on a 
common platform. 

FY2014 
Online web access to 
student data. 
 

Improved access to all data 
by teachers, administrators 
and district personnel. 
  

$75,000 
LEA 
ESPLOST 

Senior Director of 
Accountability, Assessment,  
And Reporting 
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Integrated with ADS. 
 
Portal services for 
students, teachers, 
and administrators 

Holistic view on multiple 
progress monitoring tools.  

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
 

Replace microfilm 
equipment to ensure 
availability of critical 
records.  

FY2013 
Purchase of microfilm 
unit excluding carrier.  
FY2014  
Purchase carrier  

Microfilm equipment in 
place. 

$14,000 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 

Upgrade and expand 
the use of SharePoint 
business collaboration 
platform for internal and 
external use.   

FY2013 
Display specific data 
tables and graphs 
through SharePoint 
portal services to 
schools and central 
departments. 
 
Provide all school data 
reports through 
SharePoint Services. 
 
Training courses 
provided to schools 
and departments on 
SharePoint services. 
 
FY2014 
Installation of current 
version of Microsoft 

Improved security on PII 
reports.  
 
Simplified access to district 
reports.  
 
Common platform for report 
and document 
management. 
 
Production system is 
running current version of 
SharePoint services.  

N/A Manager of Web Services 
 
Director of Network and 
Engineering Services 
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Office Sharepoint 
Server. 
 
Installation of 
migration software to 
allow transfer of 
existing website. 
 

GOAL #8 To provide parents the ability to conduct business operations and transactions online for 

monitoring student progress, registering for school and programs, and paying services online. 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Implement School 
Nutrition Management 
System.  

FY2013 
Implement base 
system 
 
FY2014 
Integration of School 
Nutrition Management 
systems and SIS.  
 
Online meal 
applications and 
prepayment. 
 
USDA and GADOE 
approved nutrient 
standard menu 
planning. 

Daily or real time 
synchronization with SIS. 
 
 
 
Listing of online meal 
applications for processing 
and prepayment balances. 
 
Nutritional analysis and 
creation of nutrient 
standard menus for each 
school. 

$150,000 – 
LEA School 
Food Service 
Department 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
 
Director of Student Information 
Systems and DBA Services 
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Provide parents with a 
paperless online 
registration system for 
student registration, 
student verification, 
application for pre-K and 
specialty programs with 
an online lottery 
process. 

FY2013 
Online verification 
provided. 
 
Application for pre-K 
and specialty program 
with lottery provided. 
 
FY2014 
New registration 
process provided. 

Completed online process 
for student registration and 
verification of information. 
 
Completed online process 
for pre-K and specialty 
program application and 
lottery selection.   

$120,000 first 
yr. 
$70,000/yr. 

Chief Data and Information 
Officer  

Implement a Benefits 
Administration System 

FY2014  
Online enrollment. 
 
Integration with HR 
system. 
 
Includes dependent 
enrollment and 
tracking. 
 
Employee benefits 
design, review, 
administration and 
communication.  
 

Online enrollment of 
voluntary benefits and 
services offerings. 
 
 
Dependent enrollment 
roster. 
 
 
Regular communications to 
employee on new product 
offerings and status. 
 

System to be 
funded 
through 
benefit 
product 
commissions. 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
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Parent/Community Uses of Technology 
 

GOAL #12 To increase the level of parental, community, and business involvement in the educational process 
as measured by the number of outreach activities that are conducted at each school.   
 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Improve the quality 
of video and audio 
produced during  
Board meetings.  
 
 

FY2014 
Installation of new 
equipment that allows a 
minimum of 2hrs of 
digital recording. 
  
Upgraded microphones. 
 
 
Training conducted on 
new equipment with 
support staff. 
 

No disruption of board 
meetings due to system 
limitations.  
 
Ability to record video in 
wider aspect ratio for 
modern television 
standard. 
 
Recorded videos saved as 
file for easier transfer. 

$40,000 
LEA 
 

Manager of Web Services 
 
Manager of Public Information 
 

Enhance peripheral 
technology to 
improve audience 
accessibility. 
 

FY2015 
Two mounted flat-
screen LCD monitors. 
  
 

Ability to see video 
monitors from back of 
audience. 
 
Presentation microphones 
automatically turn on when 
taken off cradle. 
 
Added camera view 

$50,000 
LEA 

Manager of Web Services 
 
Manager of Public Information 
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provides visuals from 
board room. 

Create a rubric to 
define outreach 
activities. 

FY2013 
District works with the 
community to develop 
rubric. 
 
Outreach activities 
defined and posted on 
the website.  
 
Principals use outreach 
activities to connect to 
parents, community, 
and businesses. 

Activities tracked by the 
District Accountability 
System. 
 
Yearly board reports and 
posting metrics on public 
website. 
 
Increase in parent, 
community, and business 
involvement.  
 
Improved school-to-home 
communications. 

N/A Manager of Public Information 

Create an online 
connection tool for 
parent volunteers, 
community 
members, and 
business-to-school 
connection. 

FY2014 
Information for school 
volunteers provided on 
public website. 
 
Information for business 
partnerships provided 
on public website. 

Activities tracked by the 
District Accountability 
System. 
 
Yearly board reports and 
posting metrics on public 
website.  
 
Increase in the number of 
volunteers .  

N/A Manager of Public Information 
 
Manager of Web Services 

Create marketing 
plan for promoting 
the parent portal 

FY2013 
Increase uses of the 
parent portal service. 

Report usage on the parent 
portal service. 
 

N/A Manager of Public Information 
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that provides access 
to homework 
assignments, 
grades, and 
attendance. 

 
Barriers removed that 
prevent over-the-phone 
verification. 
 
Public website updated 
with information, FAQs, 
and training videos. 
 
Creation of custom 
letters for parents. 
 
Provide teachers best 
practices in regard to 
posting assignments 
and grades. 
 
Provide over-the-phone 
verification process.  
 

Parents have access to 
students’ current activities 
and academic 
performance. 
 
Improved school-to-home 
communications. 
 
 

Create a parent 
ambassador 
program for 
connecting to 
communities and 
parents 

FY2013 HS and MS 
FY2014 K-8 and ES 
Creation of marketing 
plan. 
 
Establish a group of 
parent ambassadors. 
 
Push out regular district 
communication, best 
practices, and parent 

Report on group.  
 
Feedback surveys from 
parents. 
 
Improved school-to-home 
communications. 

N/A Manager of Public Information 
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tips for dissemination.  
 
 

GOAL #13 Enhance the bi-directional flow of information from schools to parents, community, and businesses, 
and increase the level of awareness on positive news, events, and academic opportunities. 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Update Parent 
Notification System 
to provide additional 
services.  

FY2013 
Schools converted to 
new platform.  
 
Training conducted on 
proper use to school 
staff for callouts. 
 
Training conducted on 
proper use to teachers 
for callouts. 
 
Daily attendance 
callouts with additional 
information on the 
student; attendance and 
discipline history. 
 
Surveys conducted via 
phone. 
 
Data quality process in 

Report from callouts.  
 
District use reports. 
 
School use reports. 
 
Teacher use reports. 
 
Training logs. 
 
Improved school-to-home 
communications. 
 
 

$50,000/Yr 
LEA 

Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
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place for phone number 
correction. 
 
Ability to phone or text 
parents and staff.  
 
System used for 
emergency and district 
wide events. 

Use social 
networking tools to 
disseminate district 
information more 
effectively and 
timely between the 
school system and 
home. 

FY2013 
Ability to link new feeds 
between the public 
website, Twitter, and 
Facebook. 
 

Metric reports from news 
sources (public website, 
Twitter, Facebook). 

N/A Manager of Public Information 
 
Manager of Web Services 

Design and install a 
production studio in 
central 
administration for 
producing 
informational and 
marketing videos.  

SY2014 
Ability to produce 
videos for broadcasting 
over the district 
channel. 
 
Post videos on the 
public website. 
 
Post videos through 
other public 
communication 
channels. 

Library of videos accessible 
to the public.  

$5,000 
LEA 

Manager of Public Information 
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Conduct perception 
surveys of parents, 
community, and 
businesses 

SY2013 
Parents, community, 
and businesses 
surveyed once a year.  

District Accountability 
System reports. 
 
Yearly board reports and 
posting metrics on public 
website. 

N/A Manager of Public Information 

Enhance the public 
websites to promote 
district events, 
positive news, and 
provided services.   

SY2013 
“Points of Pride” 
created. 
 
“Parent Tips” created. 
 
Information posted on 
marquee with relevant 
and current information. 
 
Schools have stand-
alone web addresses 

Reports on number of hits. 
 
Results of survey 
pertaining to website 
effectiveness. 
 
National awards and 
recognition. 

N/A Manager of Public Information 
 
Manager of Web Services 
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System Readiness for Technology 

GOAL #9 To develop the capacity to provide high- quality service and support for technology resources for 

stability and sustainability.   

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Support staff  are 
required to maintain 
a minimum of 30 
hours of 
technical/soft skills 
training a year.   

FY2013 
Learning opportunities 
provided through 
face-to-face, online, 
video training, and 
self-paced technical 
books. 
 
Staff training activities 
are assigned, 
documented, and 
tracked. 

PDIP report 
 
Sign-in sheets 
 
Training agenda 
 
Evaluation sheets 

$50,000/Yr 
LEA 

Chief Data and Information 
Officer 
 

Maintain a consistent 
level of support for 
reliable network, 
systems, and 
application services.   

FY2013 
Support services 
provided to all 
schools. 
 
Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) 
maintained less than 
5 days. 
 
Majority of support 

Instructional and 
administrative resources 
available when needed.  
 
First contact resolution rate 
(FCRR) report.  
 
Helpdesk report. 

N/A Director of Network and 
Engineering Services 
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provided using remote 
control tools.  
 
Adequate support and 
training provided to 
maintain technology 
security, 
infrastructure, 
databases, and 
servers.  

GOAL #10 To develop a workforce to create and support hybrid, online, and virtual instruction for staff 

professional development and student learning.  

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Provide teachers with 
professional 
development on 
hybrid and flipped 
classroom models. 

FY2013 10% 
FY2014 40% 
FY2015 60% 
Software purchased 
to allow the creation 
and storage of videos 
anytime and 
anywhere. 
 
Students have access 
to online instructional 
resources. 
  
Teachers deliver 
challenging curricula 

Sign-in sheets 
 
Training agendas 
 
Training evaluations 
 
Observation of teachers  

$20,000/Yr 
LEA 

Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
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through blended or 
virtual learning 
environments. 
 
Classroom 
instructional time is 
expanded beyond 
school day. 
 
Teacher’s delivery 
role changes from 
lecturer to facilitator. 

Provide technology 
integration training in 
the use of Edmodo, 
Moodle, and other 
management tools. 
 

FY2013 10% 
FY2014 40% 
FY2015 60% 
Create and conduct 
courses designed to 
train teachers how to 
integrate Edmodo, 
Moodle, and other 
management tools 
into their curriculum. 

Teachers deliver 
challenging curricula 
through blended or virtual 
learning environments. 
 
Training logs 
 
Site observations 

N/A Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
 
Instructional Technology 
Teachers 

GOAL #11 To develop a workforce skilled in applying technology in their area of assignment and responsibility. 

Strategies Benchmarks 
 

Evaluation Method Budget Responsibility 

Provide training to 
staff on using virtual 
tools for 

FY2013 
Use MS Lync to 
provide remote 

Better use of online 
technology for meetings.  
 

N/A Senior Director of Applications, 
Development and Maintenance 
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administrative 
purposes.  

training to individuals 
and small and large 
groups.  
 
Use Cisco Meet Me to 
provide remote 
training to individuals 
and small and large 
groups.  
 

Less time needed away 
from schools.  

Conduct Principal 2.0 
and AP 2.0 sessions 
on instructional and 
administrative 
technology tools to 
create tech-savvy 
leaders.   

FY2013 
100% of principals 
attend sessions. 
  
FY2014 and 2015 
APs attend sessions. 
  
Principals and APs 
effectively evaluate 
instructional use of 
technology within the 
classroom.  
 
Principals and APs 
effectively use 
technology to improve 
management and 
administrative 
procedures.   
 
Technology leadership 

Training statistics 
 
Training sign-in sheets. 
 
Classroom walkthroughs 
and observations. 

N/A Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
 
Instructional Technology 
Teachers 
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activities and sessions 
provided. 

When purchasing 
technology tools, 
training is to be 
included as part of 
the contract. 

FY2013 
100% of teachers 
participate in training 
upon receipt of new 
equipment. 
 
New teachers are 
required to receive 
technology training 
based on their school 
assignment.  
 
20% of contract cost is 
allocated for 
professional 
development.  

Sign-in sheets 
 
Meeting agendas 
 
Observations of effective 
use of technology. 

N/A Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
 
Site administrators 
 
Instructional Technology 
Teachers 

Provide training for 
media specialists in 
the use of digital 
storytelling and digital 
literacy 
 

FY2013 
100% participation of 
media specialists 

Sign-in sheets 
 
Meeting agendas 
 
Site observations 

$5,000 
LEA 

Manager of Media & 
Technology Integration 
 
Site administrators 
 
Instructional Technology 
Teachers 

Teachers participate 
in a pilot for 
technology 
proficiency. 
 

FY2013 
100% of classroom 
teachers participate in 
WayFind assessment 
pilot. 

Assessment reports 
 
Ability to create custom 
professional development 
courses.  

N/A Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
 
Chief Academic Officer 
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Executive Director Curriculum 
Implementation and 
Instructional Design  
 

Schools have 
technology liaisons to 
help promote the use 
of instructional 
technology. 
 

FY2013 HS 
FY2014 MS and K-8 
FY2015 ES 
FY2013 50% 
FY2014 50% 
Each school has 
identified a technology 
liaison on staff to 
mentor peers in the 
use of technology 

Sign-in sheets 
 
Training logs 
 
Site observations 
 
Additional school-based 
support provided. 

N/A Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
 
Principals 
 
Instructional Technology 
Teachers 

Continue the support 
of technology 
conferences within 
the school system.  

FY2013 
Yearly technology 
conference for 
teachers and 
administrators.  
 
Exposure to 
technology tools and 
best practices. 

Conference agenda 
 
Conference registration 

$10,000 
LEA 

Director of Media & Technology 
Integration 
 



Communication and Marketing Plan 
 

Strategies Target Audience/Stakeholder 
Group 

Method of 
Dissemination 

The Technology 
Plan will be made 
public for all 
stakeholders to see. 

Internal: Staff personnel 
External: Students, parents, 
community to include 
organizations and businesses. 

Presentations in 
meetings; 
Superintendent’s 
Cabinet and Board.  
Posting on district’s 
website. 

Progress on goals 
and strategies from 
the Technology Plan 
will be made public.   
 

Internal: Staff personnel 
External: Students, parents, 
community to include 
organizations and businesses. 

Presentations in 
meetings; 
Superintendent’s 
Cabinet and Board.  
Posting on district’s 
website, media 
releases, 
emails, newsletters, 
department meetings. 

The outcome and 
results of completing 
goals and objectives 
of the Technology 
Plan will be made 
public. 

Internal: Staff personnel 
External: Students, parents, 
community to include 
organizations and businesses. 

Presentations in 
meetings; 
Superintendent’s 
Cabinet and Board.  
Posting on district’s 
website, media 
releases, 
emails, newsletters, 
department meetings. 

During project 
execution, involve 
stakeholders in the 
planning and 
implementation 
phases. 

Internal: Staff personnel 
External: Students, parents, 
community to include 
organizations and businesses. 

Emails,  
department meetings, 
school meetings,  
principal meetings, 
newsletters 

Share innovative 
strategies we are 
doing to help 
students achieve the 
CCGPS (Common 
Core GA 
Performance 
Standards).  

Internal: Staff personnel 
External: Students, parents, 
community to include 
organizations and businesses. 

Emails,  
department meetings, 
school meetings,  
principal meetings, 
business meetings,  
town hall meetings, 
newsletters 
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Professional Development 
 
With the shift toward a more one-to-one learning environment comes the need 
for a new pedagogy, which will require appropriate training for teachers.  
Instructional technology teachers have a huge role in assisting teachers with 
designing effective lessons to best integrate technology into the curriculum.  
Ensuring that professional development is available when a teacher needs it is 
pivotal for successful technology implementations.   
 
The Department of Media and Technology Integration provides ongoing 
professional development for all district teachers with a major focus on impacting 
student learning through the use of technology tools. The eight district 
Technology Integration Specialists serve 50 schools by providing professional 
development during the workday, based on the needs developed at each school. 
Before and after-school classes are also taught on site at each school. 
Additionally the Department of Media and Technology Integration provides 
targeted professional development for administrators and support personnel.   
 
In order to build capacity at each school, the Department of Media and 
Technology Integration will develop a new initiative entitled the Instructional 
Technology Liaison Program. The purpose of the initiative will be to develop 
Instructional Technology Liaisons (ITL) at each district site. The ITL program will 
support the effective use of all classroom technology tools by students and 
teachers. One teacher from each grade level in elementary and K-8 schools, and 
one teacher from each subject area at secondary schools will be selected by 
their principals to serve as the ITL leaders at each site. The ITL leaders will serve 
on the Technology Professional Development Leadership Team (TPDLT) along 
with the school media specialist, the Technology Integration Teacher assigned to 
the site, and a site administrator. This team will be instrumental in preparing the 
professional development plan for the teachers each school year. 
 
The Department of Media and Technology Integration proposes that teachers 
new to a school or new to the district attend a minimum of two training sessions 
based on the technology available at their school site. The expectation is for 
these teachers to demonstrate proficiency on the use of school-based 
technology.  

 
Parent University 
Parent University provides classes for parents and community members on the 
following:  

• Cyber Safety, cyber awareness, and cyber security 
• Educational tools to use with your child 
• Understanding the importance of literacy and Lexiles 
• Participating in your child’s education through the Parent Portal. 
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Digital Citizenship 
People characterized as digital citizens use information technology such as 
blogs, wikis, and social networking sites. Digital citizenship is a concept that 
helps a teacher understand what students should know to use technology 
appropriately. The district recognizes the importance of teaching digital 
citizenship to our students. Digital citizenship information is provided to parents 
and students through the SCCPSS website.  School library media specialists 
also provide digital citizenship guidance and instruction to students and teachers.  
The district has revised the existing Acceptable Use Policy to include digital 
citizenship guidelines. 

Media Specialists 
The library media specialists stay current in the field of library media and in the 
use of instructional technology within their schools to support teachers and 
students. The Department of Media & Technology Integration has provided 
media specialists with the following training: 

• ActivInspire software   
• Promethean interactive whiteboards and slates 
• Student response systems 
• Cybersafety   
• netTrekker   
• Adobe Products   
• Free 2.0 Tools   
• Video broadcast and production   
• GALILEO   
• Lexiles 
• Destiny Library Manager 
• VideoFurnace Training  (VOIP video distribution) 

 
Professional development is also addressed in this document in three other 
sections: Current Reality - System Readiness/System Support, page 45; Goals, 
Strategies, and Benchmarks - Instructional Uses of Technology, page 67; and 
Goals, Strategies, and Benchmarks – System Readiness for Technology, page 
104. 
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8th Grade Technology Literacy 
 
The Georgia 21st Century Skills Assessment was conducted in February 2012 to 
assess the current technology proficiency of eight grade students. This 
assessment summarizes the current level of student experience with essential 
technology literacy skills as defined by the ISTE NETS-S. Results provide 
summative assessment data that will assist with strategic planning to increase 
student technology proficiency. This assessment focuses on six skill areas: 
 

• Creativity and Innovation 
• Communication and Collaboration 
• Research and Information Fluency 
• Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, and Decision Making 
• Digital Citizenship 
• Technology Operations and Concepts 

 

The exam results are categorized into four performance levels. The district exam 
average score was 261, an increase of 8 points from the previous year. The state 
average score is 264 and global average is 280. Average scores for all schools 
were in the basic or proficient range. Three schools scored at the proficient level; 
Ellis, Garrison, and Oglethorpe. 
 

District Level Results for 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School Level Results for 2011 and 2012 
 

Site 2011 2012  Site 2011 2012 
Bartlett 209 266  Hubert 239 238 
Coastal 288 297  Mercer 241 227 
DeRenne 239 229  Myers 239 242 
Ellis 305 343  Oglethorpe 280 305 
Garrison 326 330  Scott Learning  228 226 
Godley 239 273  Southwest 261 264 
Hesse 266 284  West Chatham 252 242 
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Implementation Plan for 8th Grade Technology Literacy 
Georgia recently adopted the NETS-S and has drafted a scope and sequence for 
implementation of NETS-S into grades K-8. The purpose of the Scope and 
Sequence is to guide teachers in planning technology integrated lessons using 
CCGPS/GPS in order to prepare students to be technology literate by 8th grade.  
It is the responsibility of all educators to ensure that all our students are 
technologically literate by the eight grade and for life after high school in a 
technologically enhanced and rapidly changing world.  SCCPSS continues to 
work to increase the technology literacy of our student population.  Although the 
overall score on the 8th Technology Literacy Assessment increased by 8 points 
from the previous school year, no student scored at the Advanced level.  
Therefore, SCCPSS is working to establish and implement a plan of 
improvement in this area. 
 
The Department of Media and Technology will seek to purchase a standard 
online instructional curriculum for teachers to use to integrate the NETS-S into 
the four core content areas. This product will help students efficiently learn 
technology skills, digital literacy, and higher-order thinking as they study and 
learn core curriculum. This software package will provide teachers with the 
opportunity to use technology enhanced lessons within the classroom setting 
allowing for differentiation of instruction for all students. 
 
The Technology Integration Specialists will collaborate with the district’s content 
specialists, the principals at each school, as well as with the site Instructional 
Technology Leaders to assist the teachers in integrating the program within their 
curriculum and to build capacity at each school. 
 
The Georgia Department of Education has selected Savannah-Chatham County 
Public Schools to pilot a new ISTE NETS-T based curriculum and assessment 
program called WayFind by Learning.com. This program will identify each 
teacher’s individual strengths and weaknesses in the use of classroom 
technology. The program also will provide targeted resources to strengthen 
identified areas for improvement. The online professional development 
workshops provided by Learning.com focus on the most effective ways to use 
technology to improve student achievement. 
The WayFind Assessment and professional development lessons are aligned to 
all 20 of the NETS-T standards in these five strands: 
 

• Facilitate and inspire student learning and creativity 
• Design and develop digital age learning experiences and assessments 
• Model digital-age work and learning 
• Promote and model digital citizenship and responsibility 
• Engage in professional growth and leadership 
• Understanding CRCT and EOCT 
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Involvement and Planning 

In the creation of this comprehensive plan, national, state, and local technology 
priorities were reviewed and incorporated. Soliciting input from all stakeholders 
was a key focus. To accomplish this, six teams were formed: two teams focused 
on instructional technology, three teams focused on business technology, and 
one team focused on parent/community technology. All team leaders were 
members of the Strategic Technology Leadership Committee, which oversaw the 
development and final creation of the technology plan. The chart below shows a 
visual structure of the teams.  
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The teams focused on these specific areas: Media Centers, Classrooms, 
Network & Engineering, Assessments and Testing, Administrative & Business, 
and Parent/Community. The teams worked in collaborative sessions to discuss 
district and classroom challenges, as well as effective approaches to using 
technology resources for solutions. Each team provided unique perspectives 
regarding existing technology and the inherent gaps that exist. The teams were 
also charged with providing goals, strategies for addressing goals, benchmarks 
to measure progress, creating evaluation plans for success, identifying funding 
sources, and appointing a person(s) responsible for executing the strategies. The 
Strategic Technology Committee discussed all goals and strategies presented for 
inclusion into the District Technology Plan. The draft plan was provided to the 
teams for final review and was also posted on the public website for public review 
and feedback. 
 
In order to broaden outreach for input into the plan, a web-based survey was 
created for soliciting feedback on three categories: Instructional Use of 
Technology, Administrative Use of Technology, and Parent/Community Use of 
Technology. The survey was made accessible from the main page of the 
district’s public website. Surveys also were provided to students for feedback and 
possible inclusion in the plan, and additional information was collected using the 
email system. The information was compiled by the teams and presented to the 
Strategic Technology Committee for discussion and further consideration. 
 
A description of the teams and contributing stakeholders are listed below.  
 

Strategic Technology Leadership Committee 
 
This committee meets quarterly to review projects proposed by special interest 
groups and to create progress reports relating to ongoing projects. This 
committee also is tasked with actually assembling the Three-Year Plan and 
reviewing it with the stakeholders and approval authorities. 

 
Chief Data and Information Officer    David Feliciano 
Sr. Dir. Applications, Maintenance, and Development  Bennett Dixon 
Sr. Dir. Accountability, Assessment, and Reporting   Drema Jackson 
Public Information Manager     Kurt Hetager 
Director of Network and Engineering     Carl Eller 
Director of Media & IT Integration     Virginia Martin 
Manager of Media Services     Liz Morse 
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Supporting Teams 
 

Cybrarian and NETS Teams 
(Classrooms, labs, and media centers) 

Director of Media and Technology Integration   Virginia Martin 
Manager of Media Services     Liz Morse 
Director, Educational Technology Center (AASU)  Wendy Marshall  
Lead Instructional Technology Support Specialist (AASU) William Harris 
Director of Online and Blended Learning (AASU)  Dr. Kristen Betts  
Assist. Prof., Childhood and Exceptional Student (AASU) Dr. Jackie Kim 
Head of Reference & Instruction/Assist. Prof., Lane Library  Judith Garrison 
Dept. of Ldrshp., Tech., and Human Development (GSU) Dr. Judy Repman 
Director of Business Development and Marketing   Ann Carroll 
South Side Area Coordinator for Live Oak Public Library  Coni Coleman 
Assistant Dir. for Public Services for Live Oak Public Library John Tuggle 
Sr. Coordinator for Media Services, Norfolk Public Schools Elaine Marrion 
Technology Coordinator of Clarke County Schools   Lynn Snelling 
Superintendent, Klein Independent School District   Dr. Jim Cain 
Associate Superintendent, Klein Independent School District  Dr. Susan Borg 
Exec. Dir., Educ. Tech., Klein Independent Sch. District  Ann McMullan 
Chief Technology Officer, Klein Independent School District  Karen Fuller 
Technology Director, Fayette County Schools    Curt Cearley  
Technology Coach, Macon County Schools    Luquanda Jackson,  
IT Coordinator, Hall County Schools     David Robles 
Educational Technology Specialist, GaDOE   Ryan Berens 
Education Technology Specialist, Title IID, GaDOE   Nikki Palmore 
Director, Instructional Technology, GaDOE    Kathy Platt 
Title IID Program Manager, GaDOE     Wendy Grey 
Principal, Swainsboro High School, Emanuel County Schs Dr. Sonji Leach 
Instructional Tech. Coordinator, Washington County Schs  Beth Spratt 
Media Specialist, Marshpoint Elementary School   Deborah Haile 
Gifted Resource Specialist. May Howard Elementary   Marilyn Williams 
SCCPSS HS Students    Survey participation (425 responses) 
Community Members   Survey participation (90 responses) 
Media Specialists    Survey participation (31 responses) 
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BIZ Team 
(Business processes and information management) 

Senior Director of A, D, & M     Bennett Dixon 
Chief Financial Officer       Rebecca McLain  
Controller         Beth Stanford 
Director Disbursements      Matthew Yoakum 
Director Budgeting        Larry Jackson 
Senior Dir. Human Resources (Interim)    Ramon Ray 
Dir. Emp. Benefits & Compensation (Interim)    Karen Sikes  
Director, Human Resources (Interim)   Christine Engelmaier 
Chief Academic Affairs Officer     Sharon Sand 
Ex. Dir. Curriculum Implementation & Instructional Design  Linda Olson 
Ex. Dir. Elementary Schools      Jeri Wichman 
Ex. Dir. K8, Middle Schools and Exceptional Children   Mikki Garcia 
Ex. Dir. High Schools / Compensatory Programs   Aretha Rhone-Bush 
Administer, Imaging Systems     Anita Mitchell 
Manager, Print Shop and Mail Room    Denia Garza 
Senior Dir. Maintenance & Operations              Michael Coon 
T3 Technologies  
Regional Sales VP        Jill Goodyear Silver 
XEROX Corporation 
Products Systems Analyst       Jeffrey Mosser 
Products Solutions Executive      Dave Gerlach 
Digital Solutions Account Executive     Peter Radic 
Advanced Solutions Consultant      Greg Huff 
Advanced Solutions Consultant      Bobby Pierce 
General Manager State of Georgia     Cynthia Carter 
Sales Manager        Melanie Bassarab 
IKON/Ricoh Corporation 
Major Account Executive GEM     Jeff Talley 
Analyst         Mike Nobrega 
Enterprise Services Consultant     Mark Perry 
Nuance Communications 
Regional Sales Manager       Alan S. Gross 
Rochester Software Associates  
Business Development Director      De Joachim 
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EEK Team 
(Infrastructure, security, and technology support) 

Director of Network & Engineering    Carl Eller 
Network Engineer       Edra Buckles   
Systems Engineer       Chris Oglesby 
ADS Engineer       Marcus Cook 
Security Engineer       Rhonda Lawson 
VOIP Engineer       Steven Smith 
Mgr. of Customer Service and Quality Assurance  Michelle McKuhen 
Organizations interviewed 
Savannah College of Art and Design 
Savannah State University 
Georgia Southern University 
Hammond Indiana School System 
Cisco Systems 
 

ARS Team 
(Student assessment, testing, and security) 

Sr. Dir. of Accountability, Assessment, & Reporting Drema Jackson 
Principal       Dr. Gequetta Jenkins 
RT3 Instructional Improvement Advisory Committee Carol Moore 
Information and Reporting, Youth Futures Authority Tony Holmes 
Dir. Assessment Administration, GADOE  Tony Eitel 
Atlanta Area Test Directors 
 

PCE Team 
(Communications and community outreach) 

Public Information Manager      Kurt Hetager 
Manager of Web Services      Todd Hagin 
PTA Council President      Sandra Cason 
Creative Coast, Executive Director    Jake Hodesh 
International Paper, Communications Manager   Karen Bogans 
Advertising Specialty Services, Operations Manager  Cori Sessions  
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Univ., Dir. of Academic Support Jennifer Furlong 
Gadsden Elementary, Teacher     Kimberly Bell 
Savannah Technical College    Christopher Williams 
Gulfstream, Community Relations/Education Outreach Miriam Hodesh 
West Chatham Elementary, SCCPSS Teacher of the Year Melissa Webb 
Georgia Tech, Education Outreach Manager  Julie Sonnenberg-Klein 
Fulton County Schools      Comms Dept. 
Atlanta Public Schools     Media Relations Dept. 
Bulloch County Schools      Comms Dept. 
DeKalb County Schools      Comms Dept. 
Richmond County Schools      Comms. Dept. 
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Other Supporting Teams 
 

School Based Technology Planning Team 
School Principal 
Assistant Principal 
Media Specialist 
Teacher Representative(s) 

   
Professional Senate 

 Teacher of the Year (TOTY) 
 Instructional Support Person of the Year (ISPY) 
 

Superintendent’s Cabinet 
 Superintendent     Dr. Thomas Lockamy 

Executive Chief Officer     David Fields 
 Chief Academic Officer    Sharon S. Sand 
 Chief Data and Information Officer  David Feliciano 

Chief Operations Officer    Otis Brock 
Chief Financial Officer    Rebecca McClain 

 Executive Director Curriculum   Linda Olson 
 Ex. Dir. HS/Compensatory Programs  Aretha Rhone-Bush 
 Executive Director –  Middle/K-8 Schools Mikki Garcia 
 Executive Director - Elementary Schools  Jerrie Wichman 
 Executive Director – Human Resources  Ramon Ray 
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APPENDIX A 
 
Board Policy 

 

Descriptor Code:IFBG 
Internet Acceptable Use  
 

 
Technology Resources Acceptable Use 
The Savannah-Chatham County Public Schools System (SCCPSS) supports 
the use of technology resources for enhancing and accelerating the teaching 
and learning process and to facilitate the operations of the District. SCCPSS 
provides access to technology in order for students to develop essential and 
digital citizenship skills needed for entering the workforce or post-secondary 
education.  
The Superintendent shall ensure that all access to electronic technology 
resources is consistent with all applicable laws, regulations and Board policy. 
Violations of any laws or regulations are subject to the consequences cited in 
the Student Code of Conduct or Board Policy GAM: Staff Rights and 
Responsibilities. 
Student access to the SCCPSS technology resources will automatically be 
provided unless the parent/guardian has submitted written notification to the 
District that restricted access is requested (See Exhibit 1). 

 

 
Administrative Regulation 

 

Descriptor Code:IFBG-R
Internet Acceptable Use   
 

   

 

Technology Resources Acceptable Use Policy     
SCCPSS provides a full range of electronic resources ranging from the 
Internet to mobile handheld devices, for students and staff.  Use of all 
electronic resources shall support the vision, mission, and goals established 
by SCCPSS. Access to the Internet is automatically available to students and 
staff members and may be provided to vendors or other stakeholders.   
  
In an effort to provide a technology protection measure for the system, staff 
and students, SCCPSS utilizes a firewall to regulate access to internal 
resources and information.  In addition, SCCPSS provides Internet filtering 
that protects against access to visual depictions of materials deemed 
obscene, violent, pornographic, and/or any other materials deemed harmful 
to minors.  Due to the constant changes and additions to Internet 
websites, filtering and virus protection software is not 100% 
effective.  Therefore, schools are required to monitor student Internet 
activity on a regular basis.  SCCPSS monitors the online activities of staff 
and students to address inappropriate use of the Internet as required by the 
Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA). 
  
If a website that is needed for instructional use is filtered or blocked, a 
request can be made through the technology helpdesk 395-HELP(4357) for 
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review and resolution.  In addition, Internet filtering may be minimized for 
bona fide research or other lawful purposes.  Unauthorized disabling or 
circumventing Internet filtering is strictly forbidden. 
  
Definitions  
  

• Blogs are websites that contain the writer's or group of writers' own 
experiences, observations, opinions, etc., and often have images and 
links to other websites.  

• Cyberbullying is bullying or harassment that happens online. It is the 
intentional and/or repeated harm to others using computers, mobile 
handheld, and/or other electronic devices to torment, threaten, harass, 
humiliate, or embarrass others.  

• Digital Citizenship is being an active member in a society full of 
technology, knowing what is considered appropriate technology use, 
and behaving responsibly with electronic resources. 

• Electronic Vandalism is any malicious attempt to harm or destroy the 
data of another user or any other network.  

• Hacking is any attempt to gain unauthorized access to a computer 
system(s) and/or its resources.  

• Illegal activities include any action that violates federal, state, or local 
law. 

• Inappropriate material means material that does not serve an 
instructional or educational purpose which includes, but is not limited 
to, material that: 

•  
• Is profane, vulgar, lewd, obscene, offensive, indecent, sexually 

explicit, or threatening; 
• Advocates illegal or dangerous acts;  
• Causes disruption to SCCPSS District, its employees, or its 

students;  
• Advocates violence; or  
• Contains knowingly false, recklessly false, or defamatory 

information. 
  

• The Internet is a worldwide collection of computer networks that 
serves as a conduit for communication and global exchange of 
information.  

• The Intranet is a controlled internal network that serves as a conduit 
for employee communication, access to resources,  and the exchange 
of information only within the School District.  

• A Network consists of devices connected to communicate, access, 
retrieve, or share information. 

• Podcasts are audio/video files that can be streamed or downloaded 
and viewed and/or listened to using a computer, MP3 player, iPod, 
mobile phone, or other audio/video capable devices.   
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• Social networking is participation in online communities for the 
sharing of interests and information.  The tools used consist of various 
Internet services, including blogs, chat rooms, discussion boards, and 
the creation of personal profiles.  

• Sexting is the act of sending images or messages of a sexual nature 
using an electronic device such as a smartphone, iPod, or tablet or 
other portable technology. 

• Technology Protection Measure is specific technology that protects 
against Internet access to content that is defined as inappropriate by 
CIPA or SCCPSS. 

• Technology resources are local and networked resources provided 
by SCCPSS such as, but not limited to: computers, smart phones, 
portable handheld devices, electronic reference databases, 
Internet, communication/assessment tools, audio and video 
equipment, distance learning, virtual field trips, and other educational 
or administrative programs. 

• A user is anyone who is authorized to gain access to networked 
resources.  

• Web 2.0 tools are web applications (i.e. blogs, wikis, RSS feeds, and 
social networking websites) that facilitate participatory information 
sharing and collaboration online.   

• Wikis are websites that allow users to add, delete, or revise content 
by using a web browser. 

  
User Responsibilities  
Users have an obligation to be responsible participants while using the 
resources that are available on the Internet and Intranet, and must adhere to 
federal, state, and local policies. Illegal activities of any kind are strictly 
forbidden. The standards include, but are not limited to, the following:   
  

• Educational/Administrative purposes. Users will use all technology 
resources for educational or administrative purposes.  Users shall not 
access inappropriate sites on the Internet or use school resources for 
personal, commercial, or financial gain (excludes personal 
professional learning used to enhance teaching and instructional 
methods).  

• Safety.  Users will not release student information or pictures with last 
names on the Internet unless approved by the student's 
parent/guardian.  Publishing the full names and/or contact information 
of students without parental permission is prohibited. The Student 
Code of Conduct rules for bullying are also applicable to cyberbullying 
and violators are subject to the same disciplinary procedures.  If a 
user encounters inappropriate information or messages, they are 
required to notify a teacher or school administrator.  

• Privacy.  There should be no expectation of privacy when using 
SCCPSS technologies.  SCCPSS reserves the right to record, 
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monitor, review, and report all activities including emails or text 
messages.  Unless protected by state or federal laws (such as medical 
records or student records under FERPA) activities may be subject to 
an open record request.  If deemed appropriate, information may be 
disclosed by SCCPSS to the courts, law enforcement, authorized 
representatives or parents of students, or other third parties without 
users' consent. 

• Passwords.  Passwords are the first level of security to electronic 
resources.  User accounts are to be used only by the owner of the 
account.  All users shall safeguard and protect their passwords. User 
passwords shall be changed at a minimum of once per year. Accounts 
and passwords that are provided, opened, or maintained by users in 
the performance of their work or learning are considered property of 
SCCPSS and must be disclosed upon request. 

• Security.  Users are expected to access authorized websites and files 
only.  If it is suspected that a security concern or inappropriate 
material exists on the Network, Intranet, or accessible on the Internet, 
users shall not demonstrate the concern to other peers unless the 
demonstration is made to an administrator or other authorized 
personnel for explanatory purposes. Students should notify a teacher 
or administrator of any security concerns. Employees are required to 
notify the Helpdesk at 395-HELP(5029), an administrator, or call the 
Ethics Hotline at 1-800-638-5093.  Any user identified as a security 
risk may be  given restricted access to SCCPSS electronic resources. 

• Electronic vandalism.  Users should not knowingly upload or create 
computer viruses, spyware, malware, or modify another person’s files 
without proper authorization.  Hacking, identity theft, falsifying 
documents, and releasing confidential information are strictly 
prohibited.  

• Transmitting and receiving inappropriate materials. Users should 
not knowingly transmit or receive any materials in violation of federal, 
state, or local  law. This prohibition includes, but is not limited to, 
improperly used copyrighted material; threatening, obscene, or 
sexually explicit material; or material protected by patent.  

• Copyright.  Copyright infringement is prohibited. Users are expected 
to follow copyright laws and fair use guidelines as specified by board 
policy and federal laws.  Users are prohibited from illegally 
downloading or illegally copying from any electronic resource such as 
music, software, videos, etc.  

• Web pages. Teachers may post student-produced work that does not 
show personal, identifiable information on SCCPSS internal websites 
or on external educational websites. Posting of personal, identifiable 
information requires the consent of parent/guardian. Posting of student 
work on non-educational websites shall require the approval of an 
administrator. All website postings shall be endorsed by a teacher or 
administrator. Postings shall be monitored, maintained, and removed 
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when no longer required. All work produced using school resources 
can be used by SCCPSS without express permission from the owner. 

• Digital Citizenship. Users should be aware of the benefits, 
opportunities, and risks on using online digital resources.  Users are 
responsible for advocating and practicing safe and legal use of digital 
information and communication technologies.  Resources on 
understanding and using technology appropriately are available on the 
district's public website.  

• Proxies. Users shall not use anonymous proxies or other techniques 
to circumvent content filtering.  The use of anonymous proxies is 
strictly prohibited and is a direct violation of this policy. 

  
Training and Awareness     
SCCPSS will provide age-appropriate instruction to students, staff, and 
parents regarding safe and appropriate online behavior. In addition, online 
resources shall be provided on the public website for reference and 
continued education.    
  
Such instruction shall include, but not be limited to: 

• Positive interactions with others online, including interacting with other 
individuals on social networking sites and in chat rooms;  

• Proper online social etiquette;  
• Protection from online predators and personal safety online; and  
• Cyberbullying awareness and response to cyberbullying.     

  
Online Etiquette  
Students must follow the guidelines of accepted behaviors as outlined in the 
school Student Code of Conduct.  All users must use appropriate 
language.  Swearing, vulgarities, suggestive, obscene, belligerent, harassing, 
threatening or abusive language of any kind are not acceptable.   
  
School online access may not be used to cyberbully, or to make, distribute, 
or redistribute jokes, inappropriate stories, cyberbullying, obscene material or 
other material which is based on slurs or stereotypes relating to race, gender, 
ethnicity, nationality, religion, or sexual orientation.   
  
Users are expected to abide by the generally accepted rules of online 
etiquette.  These include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• Be polite. Do not become abusive in messages to others  
• Use appropriate language. Do not swear or use vulgarities or other 

inappropriate language.  
• Do not reveal the personal addresses or telephone numbers of 

others.  
• Recognize that e-mail and other types of electronic communication are 

not private or confidential and may be forwarded to others.  
• Do not use the Internet or e-mail in any way that would interfere with 
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or disrupt its use by other users.  
• Respect the rights of other users to an open and hospitable 

technology environment, regardless of race, sexual orientation, color, 
religion, creed, ethnicity, age, marital status, or handicap status. 

• Web Surfing and Emails are subject to monitoring and review by 
SCCPSS.  

  
Social Networking and Web 2.0 Tools     
SCCPSS realizes that part of 21st century learning is adapting to the 
changing methods of communication.  Part of 21st century learning also 
involves teachers, students and parents engaging, collaborating, learning, 
and sharing within a digital environment.   
  

• In general, SCCPSS views social networking websites (e.g., 
MySpace, Facebook, Twitter), personal websites, and blogs positively 
and respects the right of employees to use them as a medium of self-
expression.  

• Where no policy or guideline exists, employees should use their 
professional judgment and take the most prudent action 
possible.  Employees must be aware that information displayed on the 
Internet and on social networking sites reflects not only on 
themselves, but also the school or department they represent.  

• All employees are expected to serve as positive ambassadors for their 
school or department.  All ethical expectations set forth in The Code of 
Ethics for Educators (GBU-E(1)) for employee/student relationships 
and communications apply in regard to online interactions with a 
student. 

• Employees are expected to maintain a professional relationship with 
students at all times.  Online behavior should reflect the same 
standards of honesty, respect, and consideration that are used in face-
to-face interaction, and be in accordance with the highest professional 
standards.  Any employee witnessing, or who believes a violation of 
this policy has occurred, should contact their site supervisor or the 
Ethics Hotline.  

  
Social Networking     
SCCPSS makes available approved social networking websites for 
instructional use with students.  Public social media networks, outside of 
those approved by SCCPSS, may not be used for classroom instruction or 
school-sponsored activities without prior review and approval by the Chief 
Data and Information Officer or designee. When using social networking 
websites the following practices are recommended: 

• Use district-supported and approved networking tools.  
• Keep administrators and parents informed of your use of social 

networking sites for students. 
• Have a clear statement of purpose and outcomes for the use of the 
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networking tool.  
• Establish a code of conduct for participants.  
• Monitor your site regularly and remove inappropriate postings.  
• Remove networking sites that are no longer used.  
• Remember that people classified as “friends” or subscribers have the 

ability to download and share your information with others.  
• Be mindful when discussing students, coworkers, schools, or central 

support.  
• Visit your profile’s security and privacy settings and allow only 

approved participants access to the site. 
• Due to security risks, be cautious when installing the external 

applications that work with the social networking site. Examples of 
these are calendar programs and games. 

• When posting content, give careful consideration to what you post as 
well as who has access to your post.  Exercise caution with regard to 
exaggeration, colorful language, guesswork, obscenity, copyrighted 
materials, legal conclusions, and derogatory remarks or 
characterizations.  On a social networking site, once content has been 
posted, that content may still be assessable by others, even after it is 
removed from the site.  

  
Web 2.0 Tools  
Staff use of blogs, podcasts, or other Web 2.0 tools are considered to be an 
extension of the classroom. Whether at home or in school, any speech that is 
considered inappropriate in the classroom is also inappropriate to use in 
blogs, podcasts, or other Web 2.0 tools.   
  
Personal Responsibility 
Users are personally responsible for the content they publish online.  Posts 
made via Web 2.0 tools, which are intended for an audience of students or 
parents, must be consistent with and relevant to the curricular activities in the 
classroom and reflect SCCPSS’s values and professional/ethical standards.   

• All blogging or wiki sites must have a sponsor who will administer and 
monitor postings.  

• Students who use blogs, podcasts, or other Web 2.0 tools are 
expected to act safely by keeping  personal information out of their 
posts.  

• Comments made on school-related blogs should follow the rules of 
online etiquette.  

• Content that fails to meet established educational objectives or that is 
in violation of any provision of the student disciplinary code or of this 
policy will be removed.   

• School-related student web pages and blogs will be removed at the 
end of the school year unless special arrangements are made.  

  
All District employees who use personal technology and social media shall 
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assume all risks associated with the use of personal technology and social 
media at school or school-sponsored activities, including responsibility for 
preventing students' viewing or use of inappropriate Internet materials 
through the District employee's personal technology or social media. The 
Board expressly disclaims any responsibility for imposing content filters, 
blocking lists, or monitoring of its employees' personal technology and social 
media. 
  
Teacher Web Pages 
SCCPSS supports and provides training to teachers on creating classroom 
websites for expanding the learning environment for their students. 
  

• All sites linked to through the classroom web page should be 
prescreened by the teacher to ensure such sites are appropriate and 
relevant to the course objectives.   

• Material placed on the teacher web pages is expected to meet 
academic standards for proper spelling, grammar, and accuracy of 
information.  

  
Consequences     
The use of the SCCPSS technology resources is a privilege, not a 
right.  Inappropriate use may result in disciplinary action and/or restriction of 
that privilege.  Use of SCCPSS technology resources is contingent upon 
compliance with federal and state laws, District policies and the Code of 
Ethics for Government Service.   
  
Disclaimer 
SCCPSS makes no warranties of any kind, whether expressed or implied, for 
the service provided.  SCCPSS will not be responsible for any damage 
suffered including, but not limited to, loss of data resulting from delays, 
service interruption, and/or exposure to offensive or threatening 
material.  Use of any information obtained via the Network, Internet, or 
Intranet is at the user’s own risk.  SCCPSS specifically denies any 
responsibility for the accuracy or quality of any information obtained through 
its services, Network, Internet, or Intranet.    
  
Nothing in this policy shall be construed to permit any access to materials 
that can be harmful to minors or that violate any local, state, or federal 
laws.     
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Board Policy 

 

Descriptor Code:IFBG-E(1)
Internet Acceptable Use – Exhibit A   
 

   

 

 

 
Savannah-Chatham County Public School System 

Parental Request to Restrict 
Access to Online Technology 

Resources 
USE BLACK INK ONLY 

 
 

STUDENTNFORMATION 

Legal Last Name: Legal First Name: Legal Middle Name: Suffix: 

Grade: Gender: 
M          F 

Birth Date: Social Security Number: 

Address: City: State: Zip Code: 

School: Grade: School Year: 

You have the option of restricting your child’s access to online technology resources. To 
restrict access to services, please complete this form, initial, sign, and date it. The form is to 
be returned to the school for processing. This form is required to be completed for each 
school year or the district’s default standard will take effect. Please see Board Policy IFBG. 

 
                I have read the Savannah-Chatham County Public Schol System’s Technology 
Resources Acceptable Use Policy and hereby request to restrict access for my child to 
online technology resources. I am aware that my child will not have access to electronic 
educational resources that are used to prepare him/her for the workforce or post-secondary 
education. 

 
Note: This request to restrict access to online technology resources does not include 
the administration of online assessment and testing that is monitored by proctors, 
teachers, and/or testing coordinators. 
Parent/Guardian Name (please print): Signature: Date: 

SHADED AREA FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

Received by: Date: 
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Board Policy 
 

Descriptor Code:IFBG-E(2)
Internet Acceptable Use  
 

 

IFBG-E(2) Internet Acceptable Use 
EXHIBIT B 

Cyberbullying Awareness and Response. Awareness and education are key 
to the prevention of cyberbullying.  
 
• Never give out or share personal information numbers (PIN). Personal 
information includes your name, the names of friends or family, your address, 
phone number, school name (or team name if you play sports). Personal 
information also includes pictures of yourself and your e-mail address. Ask 
permission before sharing any information with a website, a "chat buddy" and 
even when registering a product purchased for your computer (like a game). 
Passwords are secret. Never tell anyone your password except your parents or 
guardian.  
 
• Don’t believe everything you read. Just because someone online tells you 
that they are 15 doesn't mean they are telling the truth. Even adults can't tell 
when a male pretends to be a female or a 50 year old pretends to be a 15 year 
old.  
 
• Use online etiquette. Be polite to others online just as you would offline. If 
someone treats you rudely or meanly - do not respond. Online bullies are just like 
offline ones - they WANT you to answer (don't give them the satisfaction).  
 
• Never send a message to others when you are angry. Wait until you have 
had time to calm down and think. Do your best to make sure that your messages 
are calmly and factually written.  
 
• Never open a message from someone you don’t know. If in doubt about it, 
ask your parents, guardian or another adult.  
 
• If it doesn’t look or “feel right”, it probably isn’t. Trust your instincts. While 
surfing the Internet, if you find something that you don't like, makes you feel 
uncomfortable or scares you, turn off the computer and tell an adult.  
 
• If you are the victim of a cyberbully, what can you do? Do not keep this to 
yourself! You are NOT alone! Tell an adult you know and trust! It is very hard 
to solve such problems on your own.  
 
• Don’t reply to messages from cyberbullies. Even though you may really 
want to, this is exactly what cyberbullies want. They want to know that they've got 
you worried and upset. They are trying to influence and control you, to put fear 
into you. Don't give them that pleasure.  
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• Do not erase or delete messages from cyberbullies. You don't have to read 
it, but keep it. This is your evidence. Unfortunately, you may get similar 
messages again, perhaps from other accounts. The police, your Internet Service 
Provider (ISP), and/or your telephone company can use these messages to help 
you. You might notice certain words or phrases that are also used by people you 
know. These messages may reveal certain clues as to who is doing this to you, 
but don't try to solve this on your own. Tell an adult you know and trust.  
 
• Protect yourself. Never arrange to meet with someone you have met online 
unless your parents go with you. If you are meeting them, make sure it is in a 
public place. You may need to delete your current e-mail accounts, cell 
phone/pager accounts and set up new ones. If you have persistent cyberbullying 
problems, it is recommended that you do this as soon as possible, unless you 
are working with the police and your Internet Service Provider to keep the 
account (s) active to try and catch the cyberbully.  
 
 
Board Policy 

 

Descriptor Code:DO
School Properties Disposal Procedures   
 

   

 
Disposition of Board of Education Property Policy 
  
The Superintendent and designated staff shall establish procedures for the 
sale, trade-in, or disposal of unserviceable, obsolete, or surplus 
personal property that is valued under $50,000.  Any personal property 
valued $50,000 or more shall require Board resolution declaring the property 
no longer necessary or convenient for school purposes and authorizing the 
Superintendent to conduct the sale, trade-in, and/or disposal of stated 
property. Unless approved by the Board, all personal property shall be sold 
AS IS with no warranty of any kind. The Board reserves the right to specify 
the terms and manner to sell surplus property. 

 

 
Administrative Regulation 

 

Descriptor Code:DO-R
School Properties Disposal Procedures   
 

   

 
Disposition of Board of Education Property Procedures 

• Value for property shall be fair market value as is. 
• Value for technology equipment shall be fair market value or use 

as a guideline the depreciation/revaluation formula. A depreciation 
of 15% per year and a revaluation of 10% per 2 years shall be 
applied to the original purchase price.  

o (original purchase price – (15% of original purchase price x 
(years old))) – (10% of original purchase price x (every two 
years old)) 

  
The Superintendent shall have the authority to sell, trade-in, or dispose of 
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unserviceable, obsolete, or surplus property that is valued under $50,000. 
Any property valued $50,000 or more shall require Board approval.  All funds 
received from the sale of any Board of Education equipment shall be 
disbursed appropriately in accordance with Board policy, state, and federal 
law.  When property with a value over $1,000 that was purchased all or in 
part with grant, state, or federal funds is sold, arrangements subject to the 
grantor conditions, if any, shall be made to apply the proceeds of the sale 
appropriately. 
  
Principals and staff shall notify the Superintendent or designee when they 
have unserviceable, obsolete, or surplus equipment which in their opinion is 
of no further use to the school or school District. The Superintendent or 
designee shall be responsible for determining the potential for re-use and/or 
re-deployment of any equipment within the District which has been identified 
as obsolete or surplus. Items determined to be of significant value and that 
have the potential for re-use shall be retained for storage and/or redistributed 
within the District. When appropriate the Superintendent or designee shall 
arrange for the removal of unserviceable, surplus, or obsolete items from the 
schools and/or offices to a central storage location. 

• The District shall apply trade-in allowances on equipment to be 
replaced against the purchase cost of the new equipment 
whenever possible. 

• The District may dispose of equipment having no trade-in value by 
formal bid, informal bid, auction (including electronic auctions), or 
pre-priced sale as appropriate. If items are valued in excess of 
$50,000, formal authorization for sale or for putting the items to bid 
shall be obtained from the Board. 

• Upon Superintendent approval, officers and employees of the 
District may purchase unserviceable, surplus, or obsolete property 
from the District. 

• Technology hardware valued under $1,000 that is not state or 
federal property and that is being replaced may be donated or sold 
to students, employees, board members, non-profit organizations 
in the County, or other school districts for educational purposes. 

• If reasonable attempts through the bidding or direct sales process 
to dispose of the items are unsuccessful, then the Superintendent 
is authorized to arrange for their direct disposal in a manner most 
beneficial to the District or as required by the grant, state, or 
federal agency. 

• Personal property shall be disposed of AS IS with no warranty of 
any kind. 

• To the extent reasonably practical, an inventory or descriptive list 
of disposed items shall be maintained. 
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TITLE XVII--CHILDREN'S INTERNET PROTECTION 
 
SEC. 1701. SHORT TITLE. 
This title may be cited as the ``Children's Internet Protection Act''. 
 
SEC. 1702. DISCLAIMERS. 
(a) DISCLAIMER REGARDING CONTENT.--Nothing in this title or the 
amendments made by this title shall be construed to prohibit a local educational 
agency, elementary or secondary school, or library from blocking access on the 
Internet on computers owned or operated by that agency, school, or library to 
any content other than content covered by this title or the amendments made by 
this title. 
(b) DISCLAIMER REGARDING PRIVACY.--Nothing in this title or the 
amendments made by this title shall be construed to require the tracking of 
Internet use by any identifiable minor or adult user. 
SEC. 1703. STUDY OF TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION MEASURES. 
(a) IN GENERAL.--Not later than 18 months after the date of the enactment of 
this Act, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration shall 
initiate a notice and comment proceeding for purposes of-- 
(1) evaluating whether or not currently available technology protection measures, 
including commercial Internet blocking and filtering software, adequately 
addresses the needs of educational institutions; 
(2) making recommendations on how to foster the development of measures that 
meet such needs; and 
(3) evaluating the development and effectiveness of local Internet safety policies 
that are currently in operation after community input. 
(b) DEFINITIONS.--In this section: 
(1) TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION MEASURE.--The term ``technology 
protection measure'' means a specific technology that blocks or filters Internet 
access to visual depictions that are-- 
(A) obscene, as that term is defined in section 1460 of title 18, United States 
Code; 
(B) child pornography, as that term is defined in section 2256 of title 18, United 
States Code; or 
(C) harmful to minors. 
(2) HARMFUL TO MINORS.--The term ``harmful to minors'' means any picture, 
image, graphic image file, or other visual depiction that-- 
(A) taken as a whole and with respect to minors, appeals to a prurient interest in 
nudity, sex, or excretion; 
(B) depicts, describes, or represents, in a patently offensive way with respect to 
what is suitable for minors, an actual or simulated sexual act or sexual contact, 
actual or simulated normal or perverted sexual acts, or a lewd exhibition of the 
genitals; and 
(C) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value as 
to minors. 
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(3) SEXUAL ACT; SEXUAL CONTACT.--The terms ``sexual act'' and ``sexual 
contact'' have the meanings given such terms in section 2246 of title 18, United 
States Code.  
Subtitle A--Federal Funding for Educational Institution Computers 
SEC. 1711. LIMITATION ON AVAILABILITY OF CERTAIN FUNDS FOR 
SCHOOLS. 
Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 6801 
et seq.) is amended by adding at the end the following: 
``PART F--LIMITATION ON AVAILABILITY OF CERTAIN FUNDS FOR 
SCHOOLS 
``SEC. 3601. LIMITATION ON AVAILABILITY OF CERTAIN FUNDS FOR 
SCHOOLS. 
``(a) INTERNET SAFETY.-- 
``(1) IN GENERAL.--No funds made available under this title to a local 
educational agency for an elementary or secondary school that does not receive 
services at discount rates under section 254(h)(5) of the Communications Act of 
1934, as added by section 1721 of Children's Internet Protection Act, may be 
used to purchase computers used to access the Internet, or to pay for direct 
costs associated with accessing the Internet, for such school unless the school, 
school board, local educational agency, or other authority with responsibility for 
administration of such school both-- 
``(A)(i) has in place a policy of Internet safety for minors that includes the 
operation of a technology protection measure with respect to any of its 
computers with Internet access that protects against access through such 
computers to visual depictions that are-- 
``(I) obscene; 
``(II) child pornography; or 
``(III) harmful to minors; and 
``(ii) is enforcing the operation of such technology protection measure during any 
use of such computers by minors; and 
``(B)(i) has in place a policy of Internet safety that includes the operation of a 
technology protection measure with respect to any of its computers with Internet 
access that protects against access through such computers to visual depictions 
that are-- 
``(I) obscene; or 
``(II) child pornography; and 
``(ii) is enforcing the operation of such technology protection measure during 
any use of such computers. 
``(2) TIMING AND APPLICABILITY OF IMPLEMENTATION.-- 
``(A) IN GENERAL.--The local educational agency with responsibility for a school 
covered by paragraph (1) shall certify the compliance of such school with the 
requirements of paragraph (1) as part of the application process for the next 
program funding year under this Act following the effective date of this section, 
and for each subsequent program funding year thereafter. 
``(B) PROCESS.-- 
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``(i) SCHOOLS WITH INTERNET SAFETY POLICIES AND TECHNOLOGY 
PROTECTION MEASURES 
IN PLACE.--A local educational agency with responsibility for a school covered 
by paragraph (1) that has in place an Internet safety policy meeting the 
requirements of paragraph (1) shall certify its compliance with paragraph (1) 
during each annual program application cycle under this Act. 
``(ii) SCHOOLS WITHOUT INTERNET SAFETY POLICIES AND 
TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION 
MEASURES IN PLACE.--A local educational agency with responsibility for a 
school covered by paragraph (1) that does not have in place an Internet safety 
policy meeting the requirements of paragraph (1)— 
``(I) for the first program year after the effective date of this section in which the 
local educational agency is applying for funds for such school under this Act, 
shall certify that it is undertaking such actions, including any necessary 
procurement procedures, to put in place an Internet safety policy that meets such 
requirements; and 
``(II) for the second program year after the effective date of this section in which 
the local educational agency is applying for funds for such school under this Act, 
shall certify that such school is in compliance with such requirements. 
Any school covered by paragraph (1) for which the local educational agency 
concerned is unable to certify compliance with such requirements in such second 
program year shall be ineligible for all funding under this title for such second 
program year and all subsequent program years until such time as such school 
comes into compliance with such requirements. 
``(iii) WAIVERS.--Any school subject to a certification under clause (ii)(II) for 
which the local educational agency concerned cannot make the certification 
otherwise required by that clause may seek a waiver of that clause if State or 
local procurement rules or regulations or competitive bidding requirements 
prevent the making of the certification otherwise required by that clause. The 
local educational agency concerned shall notify the Secretary of the applicability 
of that clause to the school. Such notice shall certify that the school will be 
brought into compliance with the requirements in paragraph (1) before the start of 
the third program year after the effective date of this section in which the school 
is applying for funds under this title. 
``(3) DISABLING DURING CERTAIN USE.--An administrator, supervisor, or 
person authorized by the responsible authority under paragraph (1) may disable 
the technology protection measure concerned to enable access for bona fide 
research or other lawful purposes. 
``(4) NONCOMPLIANCE.-- 
``(A) USE OF GENERAL EDUCATION PROVISIONS ACT 
REMEDIES.--Whenever the Secretary has reason to believe that any recipient of 
funds under this title is failing to comply substantially with the requirements of this 
subsection, the Secretary may-- 
``(i) withhold further payments to the recipient under this title, 
``(ii) issue a complaint to compel compliance of the recipient through a cease and 
desist order, or 
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``(iii) enter into a compliance agreement with a recipient to bring it into 
compliance with such requirements, in same manner as the Secretary is 
authorized to take such actions under sections 455, 456, and 457, respectively, 
of the General Education 
Provisions Act (20 U.S.C. 1234d). 
``(B) RECOVERY OF FUNDS PROHIBITED.--The actions authorized by 
subparagraph (A) are the exclusive remedies available with respect to the failure 
of a school to comply substantially with a provision of this subsection, and the 
Secretary shall not seek a recovery of funds from the recipient for such failure. 
``(C) RECOMMENCEMENT OF PAYMENTS.--Whenever the Secretary 
determines (whether by certification or other appropriate evidence) that a 
recipient of funds who is subject to the withholding of payments under 
subparagraph (A)(i) has cured the failure providing the basis for the withholding 
of payments, the Secretary shall cease the withholding of payments to the 
recipient under that subparagraph. 
``(5) DEFINITIONS.--In this section: 
``(A) COMPUTER.--The term `computer' includes any hardware, software, or 
other technology attached or connected to, installed in, or otherwise used in 
connection with a computer. 
``(B) ACCESS TO INTERNET.--A computer shall be considered to have access 
to the Internet if such computer is equipped with a modem or is connected to a 
computer network which has access to the Internet. 
``(C) ACQUISITION OR OPERATION.--A elementary or secondary school shall 
be considered to have received funds under this title for the acquisition or 
operation of any computer if such funds are used in any manner, directly or 
indirectly-- 
``(i) to purchase, lease, or otherwise acquire or obtain the use of such computer; 
or 
``(ii) to obtain services, supplies, software, or other actions or materials to 
support, or in connection with, the operation of such computer. 
``(D) MINOR.--The term `minor' means an individual who has not attained the 
age of 17. 
``(E) CHILD PORNOGRAPHY.--The term `child pornography' has the meaning 
given such term in section 2256 of title 18, United States Code. 
``(F) HARMFUL TO MINORS.--The term `harmful to minors' means any picture, 
image, graphic image file, or other visual depiction that-- 
``(i) taken as a whole and with respect to minors, appeals to a prurient interest in 
nudity, sex, or excretion; 
``(ii) depicts, describes, or represents, in a patently offensive way with respect to 
what is suitable for minors, an actual or simulated sexual act or sexual contact, 
actual or simulated normal or perverted sexual acts, or a lewd exhibition of the 
genitals; and 
``(iii) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value 
as to minors. 
``(G) OBSCENE.--The term `obscene' has the meaning given such term in 
section 1460 of title 18, United States Code. 
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``(H) SEXUAL ACT; SEXUAL CONTACT.--The terms `sexual act' and `sexual 
contact' have the meanings given such terms in section 2246 of title 18, United 
States Code. 
``(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.--This section shall take effect 120 days after the date of 
the enactment of the Children's Internet Protection Act. 
``(c) SEPARABILITY.-- If any provision of this section is held invalid, the 
remainder of this section shall not be affected thereby.''. 
SEC. 1712. LIMITATION ON AVAILABILITY OF CERTAIN FUNDS FOR 
LIBRARIES. 
(a) AMENDMENT.--Section 224 of the Museum and Library Services Act (20 
U.S.C. 9134(b)) 
is amended-- 
(1) in subsection (b)-- 
(A) by redesignating paragraph (6) as paragraph (7); and 
(B) by inserting after paragraph (5) the following new paragraph: 
``(6) provide assurances that the State will comply with subsection (f ); and''; and 
(2) by adding at the end the following new subsection: 
``(f) INTERNET SAFETY.-- 
``(1) IN GENERAL.--No funds made available under this Act for a library 
described in section 213(2)(A) or (B) that does not receive services at discount 
rates under section 254(h)(6) of the Communications Act of 1934, as added by 
section 1721 of this Children's Internet Protection Act, may be used to purchase 
computers used to access the Internet, or to pay for direct costs associated with 
accessing the Internet, for such library unless-- 
``(A) such library-- 
``(i) has in place a policy of Internet safety for minors that includes the operation 
of a technology protection measure with respect to any of its computers with 
Internet access that protects against access through such computers to visual 
depictions that are-- 
``(I) obscene; 
``(II) child pornography; or 
``(III) harmful to minors; and 
``(ii) is enforcing the operation of such technology protection measure during any 
use of such computers by minors; and 
``(B) such library-- 
``(i) has in place a policy of Internet safety that includes the operation of a 
technology protection measure with respect to any of its computers with Internet 
access that protects against access through such computers to visual depictions 
that are-- 
``(I) obscene; or 
``(II) child pornography; and 
``(ii) is enforcing the operation of such technology protection measure during any 
use of such computers. 
``(2) ACCESS TO OTHER MATERIALS.--Nothing in this subsection shall be 
construed to prohibit a library from limiting Internet access to or otherwise 
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protecting against materials other than those referred to in subclauses (I), (II), 
and (III) of paragraph (1)(A)(i). 
``(3) DISABLING DURING CERTAIN USE.--An administrator, supervisor, or 
other authority may disable a technology protection measure under paragraph (1) 
to enable access for bona fide research or other lawful purposes. 
``(4) TIMING AND APPLICABILITY OF IMPLEMENTATION.-- 
``(A) IN GENERAL.--A library covered by paragraph (1) shall certify the 
compliance of such library with the requirements of paragraph (1) as part of the 
application process for the next program funding year under this Act following the 
effective date of this subsection, and for each subsequent program funding year 
thereafter. 
``(B) PROCESS.-- 
``(i) LIBRARIES WITH INTERNET SAFETY POLICIES AND TECHNOLOGY 
PROTECTION 
MEASURES IN PLACE.--A library covered by paragraph (1) that has in place an 
Internet safety policy meeting the requirements of paragraph (1) shall certify its 
compliance with paragraph (1) during each annual program application cycle 
under this Act. 
``(ii) LIBRARIES WITHOUT INTERNET SAFETY POLICIES AND 
TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION 
MEASURES IN PLACE.--A library covered by paragraph (1) that does not 
have in place an Internet safety policy meeting the requirements of paragraph 
(1)-- 
``(I) for the first program year after the effective date of this subsection in which 
the library applies for funds under this Act, shall certify that it is undertaking such 
actions, including any necessary procurement procedures, to put in place an 
Internet safety policy that meets such requirements; and 
``(II) for the second program year after the effective date of this subsection in 
which the library applies for funds under this Act, shall certify that such library is 
in compliance with such requirements. 
Any library covered by paragraph (1) that is unable to certify compliance with 
such requirements in such second program year shall be ineligible for all funding 
under this Act for such second program year and all subsequent program years 
until such time as such library comes into compliance with such requirements. 
``(iii) WAIVERS.--Any library subject to a certification under clause (ii)(II) that 
cannot make the certification otherwise required by that clause may seek a 
waiver of that clause if State or local procurement rules or regulations or 
competitive bidding requirements prevent the making of the certification 
otherwise required by that clause. The library shall notify the Director of the 
Institute of Museum and Library Services of the applicability of that clause to the 
library. Such notice shall certify that the library will comply with the requirements 
in paragraph (1) before the start of the third program year after the effective date 
of this subsection for which the library is applying for funds under this Act. 
``(5) NONCOMPLIANCE.-- 
``(A) USE OF GENERAL EDUCATION PROVISIONS ACT 
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REMEDIES.--Whenever the Director of the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services has reason to believe that any recipient of funds this Act is failing to 
comply substantially with the requirements of this subsection, the Director may-- 
``(i) withhold further payments to the recipient under this Act, 
``(ii) issue a complaint to compel compliance of the recipient through a cease and 
desist order, or 
``(iii) enter into a compliance agreement with a recipient to bring it into 
compliance with such requirements. 
``(B) RECOVERY OF FUNDS PROHIBITED.--The actions authorized by 
subparagraph (A) are the exclusive remedies available with respect to the failure 
of a library to comply substantially with a provision of this subsection, and the 
Director shall not seek a recovery of funds from the recipient for such failure. 
``(C) RECOMMENCEMENT OF PAYMENTS.--Whenever the Director 
determines (whether by certification or other appropriate evidence) that a 
recipient of funds who is subject to the withholding of payments under 
subparagraph (A)(i) has cured the failure providing the basis for the withholding 
of payments, the Director shall cease the withholding of payments to the recipient 
under that subparagraph. 
``(6) SEPARABILITY.--If any provision of this subsection is held invalid, the 
remainder of this subsection shall not be affected thereby. 
``(7) DEFINITIONS.--In this section: 
``(A) CHILD PORNOGRAPHY.--The term `child pornography' has the meaning 
given such term in section 2256 of title 18, United States Code. 
``(B) HARMFUL TO MINORS.--The term `harmful to minors' means any picture, 
image, graphic image file, or other visual depiction that-- 
``(i) taken as a whole and with respect to minors, appeals to a prurient interest in 
nudity, sex, or excretion; 
``(ii) depicts, describes, or represents, in a patently offensive way with respect to 
what is suit able for minors, an actual or simulated sexual act or sexual contact, 
actual or simulated normal or perverted sexual acts, or a lewd exhibition of the 
genitals; and 
``(iii) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value 
as to minors. 
``(C) MINOR.--The term `minor' means an individual who has not attained the 
age of 17. 
``(D) OBSCENE.--The term `obscene' has the meaning given such term in 
section 1460 of title 18, United States Code. 
``(E) SEXUAL ACT; SEXUAL CONTACT.--The terms `sexual act' and `sexual 
contact' have the meanings given such terms in section 2246 of title 18, United 
States Code.''. 
(b)EFFECTIVE DATE.--The amendment made by this section shall take effect 
120 days after the date of the enactment of this Act. 
Subtitle B--Universal Service Discounts 
SEC. 1721. REQUIREMENT FOR SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES TO ENFORCE 
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INTERNET SAFETY POLICIES WITH TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION 
MEASURES FOR COMPUTERS WITH INTERNET ACCESS AS CONDITION 
OF UNIVERSAL SERVICE DISCOUNTS. 
(a) SCHOOLS.--Section 254(h) of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 
254(h)) is amended-- 
(1) by redesignating paragraph (5) as paragraph (7); and 
(2) by inserting after paragraph (4) the following new paragraph (5): 
``(5) REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN SCHOOLS WITH COMPUTERS 
HAVING INTERNET ACCESS.-- 
``(A) INTERNET SAFETY.-- 
``(i) IN GENERAL.--Except as provided in clause (ii), an elementary or 
secondary school having computers with Internet access may not receive 
services at discount rates under paragraph (1)(B) unless the school, school 
board, local educational agency, or other authority with responsibility for 
administration of the school-- 
``(I) submits to the Commission the certifications described in subparagraphs (B) 
and 
(C); 
``(II) submits to the Commission a certification that an Internet safety policy has 
been adopted and implemented for the school under subsection (l); and 
``(III) ensures the use of such computers in accordance with the certifications. 
``(ii) APPLICABILITY.--The prohibition in clause (i) shall not apply with respect 
to a school that receives services at discount rates under paragraph (1)(B) only 
for purposes other than the provision of Internet access, Internet service, or 
internal connections. 
``(iii) PUBLIC NOTICE; HEARING.--An elementary or secondary school 
described in clause (i), or the school board, local educational agency, or other 
authority with responsibility for administration of the school, shall provide 
reasonable public notice and hold at least 1 public hearing or meeting to address 
the proposed Internet safety policy. In the case of an elementary or secondary 
school other than an elementary or secondary school as defined in section 14101 
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C. 8801), the 
notice and hearing required by this clause may be limited to those members of 
the public with a relationship to the school. 
``(B) CERTIFICATION WITH RESPECT TO MINORS.--A certification under this 
subparagraph is a certification that the school, school board, local educational 
agency, or other authority with responsibility for administration of the school-- 
``(i) is enforcing a policy of Internet safety for minors that includes monitoring the 
online activities of minors and the operation of a technology protection measure 
with respect to any of its computers with Internet access that protects against 
access through such computers to visual depictions that are-- 
``(I) obscene; 
``(II) child pornography; or 
``(III) harmful to minors; and 
``(ii) is enforcing the operation of such technology protection measure during any 
use of such computers by minors. 
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``(C) CERTIFICATION WITH RESPECT TO ADULTS.--A certification under this 
paragraph is a certification that the school, school board, local educational 
agency, or other authority with responsibility for administration of the school-- 
``(i) is enforcing a policy of Internet safety that includes the operation of a 
technology protection measure with respect to any of its computers with Internet 
access that protects against access through such computers to visual depictions 
that are-- 
``(I) obscene; or 
``(II) child pornography; and 
``(ii) is enforcing the operation of such technology protection measure during any 
use of such computers. 
``(D) DISABLING DURING ADULT USE.--An administrator, supervisor, or other 
person authorized by the certifying authority under subparagraph (A)(i) may 
disable the technology protection measure concerned, during use by an adult, to 
enable access for bona fide research or other lawful purpose. 
``(E) TIMING OF IMPLEMENTATION.-- 
``(i) IN GENERAL.--Subject to clause (ii) in the case of any school covered by 
this paragraph as of the effective date of this paragraph under section 1721(h) of 
the Children's Internet Protection Act, the certification under subparagraphs (B) 
and (C) shall be made-- 
``(I) with respect to the first program funding year under this subsection following 
such effective date, not later than 120 days after the beginning of such program 
funding year; and 
``(II) with respect to any subsequent program funding year, as part of the 
application process for such program funding year. 
``(ii) PROCESS.-- 
``(I) SCHOOLS WITH INTERNET SAFETY POLICY AND TECHNOLOGY 
PROTECTION MEASURES IN PLACE.--A school covered by clause (i) that has 
in place an Internet safety policy and technology protection measures meeting 
the requirements necessary for certification under subparagraphs (B) and (C) 
shall certify its compliance with subparagraphs (B) and (C) during each annual 
program application cycle under this subsection, except that with respect to the 
first program funding year after the effective date of this paragraph under section 
1721(h) of the Children's Internet Protection Act, the certifications shall be made 
not later than 120 days after the beginning of such first program funding year. 
``(II) SCHOOLS WITHOUT INTERNET SAFETY POLICY AND TECHNOLOGY 
PROTECTION MEASURES IN PLACE.--A school covered by clause (i) that 
does not have in place an Internet safety policy and technology protection 
measures meeting the requirements necessary for certification under 
subparagraphs (B) and (C)-- 
``(aa) for the first program year after the effective date of this subsection in 
which it is applying for funds under this subsection, shall certify that it is 
undertaking such actions, including any necessary procurement procedures, to 
put in place an Internet safety policy and technology protection measures 
meeting the requirements necessary for certification under subparagraphs (B) 
and (C); and 
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``(bb) for the second program year after the effective date of this subsection in 
which it is applying for funds under this subsection, shall certify that it is in 
compliance with subparagraphs (B) and (C). 
Any school that is unable to certify compliance with such requirements in such 
second program year shall be ineligible for services at discount rates or funding 
in lieu of services at such rates under this subsection for such second year and 
all subsequent program years under this subsection, until such time as such 
school comes into compliance with this paragraph. 
``(III) WAIVERS.--Any school subject to subclause (II) that cannot come into 
compliance with subparagraphs (B) and (C) in such second year program may 
seek a waiver of subclause (II)(bb) if State or local procurement rules or 
regulations or competitive bidding requirements prevent the making of the 
certification otherwise required by such subclause. A school, school board, local 
educational agency, or other authority with responsibility for administration of the 
school shall notify the Commission of the applicability of such subclause to the 
school. Such notice shall certify that the school in question will be brought into 
compliance before the start of the third program year after the effective date of 
this subsection in which the school is applying for funds under this subsection. 
``(F) NONCOMPLIANCE.-- 
``(i) FAILURE TO SUBMIT CERTIFICATION.--Any school that knowingly fails to 
comply with the application guidelines regarding the annual submission of 
certification required by this paragraph shall not be eligible for services at 
discount rates or funding in lieu of services at such rates under this subsection. 
``(ii) FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH CERTIFICATION.--Any school that 
knowingly fails to ensure the use of its computers in accordance with a 
certification under subparagraphs (B) and (C) shall reimburse any funds and 
discounts received under this subsection for the period covered by such 
certification. 
``(iii) REMEDY OF NONCOMPLIANCE.-- 
``(I) FAILURE TO SUBMIT.--A school that has failed to submit a certification 
under clause (i) may remedy the failure by submitting the certification to which 
the failure relates. Upon submittal of such certification, the school shall be eligible 
for services at discount rates under this subsection. 
``(II) FAILURE TO COMPLY.--A school that has failed to comply with a 
certification as described in clause (ii) may remedy the failure by ensuring the 
use of its computers in accordance with such certification. Upon submittal to the 
Commission of a certification or other appropriate evidence of such remedy, the 
school shall be eligible for services at discount rates under this subsection.''. 
(b) LIBRARIES.--Such section 254(h) is further amended by inserting after 
paragraph (5), as amended by subsection (a) of this section, the following new 
paragraph: 
``(6) REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTAIN LIBRARIES WITH COMPUTERS 
HAVING INTERNET ACCESS.-- 
``(A) INTERNET SAFETY.-- 
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``(i) IN GENERAL.--Except as provided in clause (ii), a library having one or 
more computers with Internet access may not receive services at discount rates 
under paragraph (1)(B) unless the library-- 
``(I) submits to the Commission the certifications described in subparagraphs (B) 
and (C); and 
``(II) submits to the Commission a certification that an Internet safety policy has 
been adopted and implemented for the library under subsection (l); and 
``(III) ensures the use of such computers in accordance with the certifications. 
``(ii) APPLICABILITY.--The prohibition in clause (i) shall not apply with respect 
to a library that receives services at discount rates under paragraph (1)(B) only 
for purposes other than the provision of Internet access, Internet service, or 
internal connections. 
``(iii) PUBLIC NOTICE; HEARING.--A library described in clause (i) shall provide 
reasonable public notice and hold at least 1 public hearing or meeting to address 
the proposed Internet safety policy. 
``(B) CERTIFICATION WITH RESPECT TO MINORS.--A certification under this 
subparagraph is a certification that the library-- 
``(i) is enforcing a policy of Internet safety that includes the operation of a 
technology protection measure with respect to any of its computers with Internet 
access that protects against access through such computers to visual depictions 
that are-- 
``(I) obscene; 
``(II) child pornography; or 
``(III) harmful to minors; and 
``(ii) is enforcing the operation of such technology protection measure during any 
use of such computers by minors. 
``(C) CERTIFICATION WITH RESPECT TO ADULTS.--A certification under this 
paragraph is a certification that the library-- 
``(i) is enforcing a policy of Internet safety that includes the operation of a 
technology protection measure with respect to any of its computers with Internet 
access that protects against access through such computers to visual depictions 
that are-- 
``(I) obscene; or 
``(II) child pornography; and 
``(ii) is enforcing the operation of such technology protection measure during any 
use of such computers. 
``(D) DISABLING DURING ADULT USE.--An administrator, supervisor, or other 
person authorized by the certifying authority under subparagraph (A)(i) may 
disable the technology protection measure concerned, during use by an adult, to 
enable access for bona fide research or other lawful purpose. 
``(E) TIMING OF IMPLEMENTATION.-- 
``(i) IN GENERAL.--Subject to clause (ii) in the case of any library covered by 
this paragraph as of the effective date of this paragraph under section 1721(h) of 
the Children's Internet Protection Act, the certification under subparagraphs (B) 
and (C) shall be made-- 
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``(I) with respect to the first program funding year under this subsection following 
such effective date, not later than 120 days after the beginning of such program 
funding year; and 
``(II) with respect to any subsequent program funding year, as part of the 
application process for such program funding year. 
``(ii) PROCESS.-- 
``(I) LIBRARIES WITH INTERNET SAFETY POLICY AND TECHNOLOGY 
PROTECTION MEA 
SURES IN PLACE.--A library covered by clause (i) that has in place an Internet 
safety policy and technology protection measures meeting the requirements 
necessary for certification under subparagraphs (B) and (C) shall certify its 
compliance with subparagraphs (B) and (C) during each annual program 
application cycle under this subsection, except that with respect to the first 
program funding year after the effective date of this paragraph under sec 
tion 1721(h) of the Children's Internet Protection Act, the certifications shall be 
made not later than 120 days after the beginning of such first program funding 
year. 
``(II) LIBRARIES WITHOUT INTERNET SAFETY POLICY AND TECHNOLOGY 
PROTECTION MEASURES IN PLACE.--A library covered by clause (i) that does 
not have in place an Internet safety policy and technology protection measures 
meeting the requirements necessary for certification under subparagraphs (B) 
and (C)-- 
``(aa) for the first program year after the effective date of this subsection in which 
it is applying for funds under this subsection, shall certify that it is undertaking 
such actions, including any necessary procurement procedures, to put in place 
an Internet safety policy and technology protection measures meeting the 
requirements necessary for certification under subparagraphs (B) and (C); and 
``(bb) for the second program year after the effective date of this subsection in 
which it is applying for funds under this subsection, shall certify that it is in 
compliance with subparagraphs (B) and (C). 
Any library that is unable to certify compliance with such requirements in such 
second program year shall be ineligible for services at discount rates or funding 
in lieu of services at such rates under this subsection for such second year and 
all subsequent program years under this subsection, until such time as such 
library comes into compliance with this paragraph. 
``(III) WAIVERS.--Any library subject to subclause (II) that cannot come into 
compliance with subparagraphs (B) and (C) in such second year may seek a 
waiver of subclause (II)(bb) if State or local procurement rules or regulations or 
competitive bidding requirements prevent the making of the certification 
otherwise required by such subclause. A library, library board, or other authority 
with responsibility for administration of the library shall notify the Commission of 
the applicability of such subclause to the library. Such notice shall certify that the 
library in question will be brought into compliance before the start of the third 
program year after the effective date of this subsection in which the library is 
applying for funds under this subsection. 
``(F) NONCOMPLIANCE.-- 
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``(i) FAILURE TO SUBMIT CERTIFICATION.--Any library that knowingly fails to 
comply with the application guidelines regarding the annual submission of 
certification required by this paragraph shall not be eligible for services at 
discount rates or funding in lieu of services at such rates under this subsection. 
``(ii) FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH CERTIFICATION.--Any library that knowingly 
fails to ensure the use of its computers in accordance with a certification under 
subparagraphs (B) and (C) shall reimburse all funds and discounts received 
under this subsection for the period covered by such certification. 
``(iii) REMEDY OF NONCOMPLIANCE.-- 
``(I) FAILURE TO SUBMIT.--A library that has failed to submit a certification 
under clause (i) may remedy the failure by submitting the certification to which 
the failure relates. Upon submittal of such certification, the library shall be eligible 
for services at discount rates under this subsection. 
``(II) FAILURE TO COMPLY.--A library that has failed to comply with a 
certification as described in clause (ii) may remedy the failure by ensuring the 
use of its computers in accordance with such certification. Upon submittal to the 
Commission of a certification or other appropriate evidence of such remedy, the 
library shall be eligible for services at discount rates under this subsection.''. 
(c) DEFINITIONS.--Paragraph (7) of such section, as redesignated by subsection 
(a)(1) of this section, is amended by adding at the end the following: 
``(D) MINOR.--The term `minor' means any individual who has not attained the 
age of 17 years. 
``(E) OBSCENE.--The term `obscene' has the meaning given such term in 
section 1460 of title 18, United States Code. 
``(F) CHILD PORNOGRAPHY.--The term `child pornography' has the meaning 
given such term in section 2256 of title 18, United States Code. 
``(G) HARMFUL TO MINORS.--The term `harmful to minors' means any picture, 
image, graphic image file, or other visual depiction that-- 
``(i) taken as a whole and with respect to minors, appeals to a prurient interest in 
nudity, sex, or excretion; 
``(ii) depicts, describes, or represents, in a patently offensive way with respect to 
what is suit able for minors, an actual or simulated sexual act or sexual contact, 
actual or simulated normal or perverted sexual acts, or a lewd exhibition of the 
genitals; and 
``(iii) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value 
as to minors. 
``(H) SEXUAL ACT; SEXUAL CONTACT.--The terms `sexual act' and `sexual 
contact' have the meanings given such terms in section 2246 of title 18, United 
States Code. 
``(I) TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION MEASURE.--The term `technology 
protection measure' means a specific technology that blocks or filters Internet 
access to the material covered by a certification under paragraph (5) or (6) to 
which such certification relates.''. 
(d) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.--Paragraph (4) of such section is amended 
by striking ``paragraph (5)(A)'' 
and inserting ``paragraph (7)(A)''. 
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(e) SEPARABILITY.--If any provision of paragraph (5) or (6) of section 254(h) of 
the Communications Act of 1934, as amended by this section, or the application 
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of such 
paragraph and the application of such paragraph to other persons or 
circumstances shall not be affected thereby. 
(f) REGULATIONS.-- 
(1) REQUIREMENT.--The Federal Communications Commission shall prescribe 
regulations for purposes of administering the provisions of paragraphs (5) and (6) 
of section254(h) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended by this section. 
(2) DEADLINE.--Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the Commission 
shall prescribe regulations under paragraph (1) so as to ensure that such 
regulations take effect 120 days after the date of the enactment of this Act. 
(g) AVAILABILITY OF CERTAIN FUNDS FOR ACQUISITION OF 
TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION MEASURES. 
(1) IN GENERAL.--Notwithstanding any other provision of law, funds available 
under section 3134 or part A of title VI of the Elementary and Secondary 
Education Act of 1965, or under section 231 of the Library Services and 
Technology Act, may be used for the purchase or acquisition of technology 
protection measures that are necessary to meet the requirements of this title and 
the amendments made by this title. No other sources of funds for the purchase or 
acquisition of such measures are authorized by this title, or the amendments 
made by this title. 
(2) TECHNOLOGY PROTECTION MEASURE DEFINED.--In this section, the 
term ``technology protection measure'' has the meaning given that term in 
section 1703. 
(h) EFFECTIVE DATE.--The amendments made by this section shall take effect 
120 days after the date of the enactment of this Act. 
Subtitle C--Neighborhood Children's Internet Protection 
SEC. 1731. SHORT TITLE. 
This subtitle may be cited as the ``Neighborhood Children's Internet Protection 
Act''. 
SEC. 1732. INTERNET SAFETY POLICY REQUIRED. 
Section 254 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C. 254) is amended by 
adding at the end the following: 
``(l) INTERNET SAFETY POLICY REQUIREMENT FOR SCHOOLS AND 
LIBRARIES.-- 
``(1) IN GENERAL.--In carrying out its responsibilities under subsection (h), each 
school or library to which subsection (h) applies shall-- 
``(A) adopt and implement an Internet safety policy that addresses-- 
``(i) access by minors to inappropriate matter on the Internet and World Wide 
Web; 
``(ii) the safety and security of minors when using electronic mail, chat rooms, 
and other forms of direct electronic communications; 
``(iii) unauthorized access, including so-called `hacking', and other unlawful 
activities by minors online; 
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``(iv) unauthorized disclosure, use, and dissemination of personal identification 
information regarding minors; and 
``(v) measures designed to restrict minors' access to materials harmful to minors; 
and 
``(B) provide reasonable public notice and hold at least one public hearing or 
meeting to address the proposed Internet safety policy. 
``(2) LOCAL DETERMINATION OF CONTENT.--A determination regarding what 
matter is inappropriate for minors shall be made by the school board, local 
educational agency, library, or other authority responsible for making the 
determination. No agency or instrumentality of the United States Government 
may-- 
``(A) establish criteria for making such determination; 
``(B) review the determination made by the certifying school, school board, local 
educational agency, library, or other authority; or 
``(C) consider the criteria employed by the certifying school, school board, local 
educational agency, library, or other authority in the administration of subsection 
(h)(1)(B). 
``(3) AVAILABILITY FOR REVIEW.--Each Internet safety policy adopted under 
this subsection shall be made available to the Commission, upon request of the 
Commission, by the school, school board, local educational agency, library, or 
other authority responsible for adopting such Internet safety policy for purposes 
of the review of such Internet safety policy by the Commission. 
``(4) EFFECTIVE DATE.--This subsection shall apply with respect to schools and 
libraries on or after the date that is 120 days after the date of the enactment of 
the Children's Internet Protection Act.''. 
SEC. 1733. IMPLEMENTING REGULATIONS. 
Not later than 120 days after the date of enactment of this Act, the Federal 
Communications Commission shall prescribe regulations for purposes of section 
254(l) of the Communications Act of 1934, as added by section 1732 of this Act. 
Subtitle D--Expedited Review 
SEC. 1741. EXPEDITED REVIEW. 
(a) THREE-JUDGE DISTRICT COURT HEARING.--Notwithstanding any other 
provision of law, any civil action challenging the constitutionality, on its face, of 
this title or any amendment made by this title, or any provision thereof, shall be 
heard by a district court of 3 judges convened pursuant to the provisions of 
section 2284 of title 28, United States Code. 
(b) APPELLATE REVIEW.--Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an 
interlocutory or final judgment, decree, or order of the court of 3 judges in an 
action under subsection (a) holding this title or an amendment made by this title, 
or any provision thereof, unconstitutional shall be reviewable as a matter of right 
by direct appeal to the Supreme Court. Any such appeal shall be filed not more 
than 20 days after entry of such judgment, decree, or order. 


